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PART ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

THE REPORT 

The Indian Claims Commission agreed to conduct these inquiries into the Primrose 
Lake Air Weapons Range claims of the Cold Lake First Nations and the Canoe 
Lake Cree Nation. These were originally submitted as a joint claim to the Minister 
of Indian Affairs and Northern Development in 1975. They were rejected. 

The Commission was established in 1991 as an independent body to, among 
other things, inquire into and report on claims rejected by the Minister. These 
inquiries were initiated at the request of the claimants. 

By letters to the Government of Canada and to the respective F i t  Nations dated 
October 31, 1992, the Commissioners gave notice of their agreement to conduct 
these inquiries.' Since that date, the inquiries have occasioned the review of 
more than 6600 pages of documents and the creation of 12 volumes of tran- 
scripts from a community session at Canoe Lake, two community sessions at Cold 
Lake, and further sessions in Toronto and Saskatoon. The Commission also 
arranged for two reports from outside consultants which now form part of the 
record as well.' 

What follows is a detailed review of what the Commission has learned about 
the creation of the air weapons range and its impact on the two claimant First 
Nations. As these inquiries were organized and conducted separately, we will 
review the record of each inquiry separately in parts 111 and IV of this report. 
We feel this is necessary in order to make each part complete in its own right. 

I Chief Commissioner LaFonne UI Chief and Quncil. Cold Lake. 31  October 1992. and Chief Conunissiwr 
LaForme to the Mirusten of lustice. Indian Mah-s andNorthem Dwe~o~menr. ~.iional Defence, and Translwrt 



Part V of the report is a discussion of the Conunission mandate and a sum- 
mary of the arguments advanced by the parties, followed in part VI by an analy- 
sis of any lawful obligations owed to the claimants by the Government of Canada, 
and also by our findings and conclusions. Three ,mnexes briefly setting out the 
particulars of each inquiry, and the procedure followed, complete the report. 

The panel has been greatly assisted by legal counsel for the First Nations and 
for the Government of Canada in developing its appreciation of the points at 
issue in these inquiries. We wish to express our gratitude to counsel at this point 
for their diligent preparation and careful elaboration of the arguments and mate- 
rials. The task of this panel would have been far more difficult had this degree 
of professionalism not been demonstrated by all concerned. 

We also wish to extend our thanks to the people of the Cold Lake First Nations 
and the Canoe Lake Cree Nation for the welcome extended to us during our visits 
to their communities and for the facilities they made available for the conduct 
of these inquiries. 

THE BACKGROUND 

The events leading up to these claims, and ultimately to these inquiries, were 
set in motion when the Minister of National Defence rose in the House of Conunons 
on April 19, 1951, to make the following announcement: 

Mr. Speaker, I should like 111 report that agreement has been reached with the provinces of 
Nberta and Saskatchewan for establishing a large R.C.A.F. bombing ,md gunnery range 
roughly 100 miles northeast of Edmonton. 
. . .  

The range. . . will be roughly centred on Primrose lake. It will stretch about 115 miles 
from east to west and 40 miles from south to north' . . . 

There %e no settlements in the area, and compensation will he paid for any property 
rights in trap lines, etc., affected4 

The Cold Lake First Nations became parties to Treaty 6 in 1876. The actual 
reserves, I.R. 149, 149A, and 1498, lie at the northern edge of the prairie, south 
of the air weapons range. It is clear from the evidence, especially the oral pres- 
entations of the elders, that the area around Primrose Lake, which they called 
"Hahtue,"j lying on the border between Alberta and Saskatchewan, was the focal 
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point in the traditional life and economy of these Chipewyan or Dene people. 
There, they had a small settlement called Suckerville near the narrows of the 
lake, where there was a seasonal store and a small ~ h u r c h . ~  

The Canoe Lake Cree Nation becaw parties to Treaty 10 in 1906. Their reserves, 
I.R 165,165& and 165B, are located on Canoe Lake, to the east of Primrose Lake. 
It is clear that they relied heavily on the area a m d  Arsenadt Lake and McCusker 
Lake in the northern forest of Sasktchewan, both within the range area 

For centuries, both First Nations had pursued theii traditional lifestyle based 
on hunting, trapping, and fishing. Their most productive lands were absorbed in 
the 4490 square miles taken up by the range. Band members were excluded from 
the whole of the range I&. This amounted to an expulsion that was devastating 
to both Fist Nations. 

Canada's records show that the Canoe Lake people had derived 75 per cent 
of their livelihood from the traditional lands that were included within the air 
weapons range. The impact upon the Cold Lake F i t  Nations was worse. They los6 
or were severed from, the entirety of their traditional lands in the northern forest. 

Government always recognizkd the need to compensate Treaty Indians and 
others for their losses caused by denial of access to the range. The Indian Affairs 
Branch, then part of the Department of Citizenship and Immigration, represented 
the Treaty Indians in negotiations with National Defence. Without consulting the 
claimants themselves, the departments engaged in a protracted debate over who 
should qualify for what amount of compensation, over what period, and for what 
purposes. 

In the seven years between 1954 and 1961 the people of both First Nations, 
now deprived of the best of their traditional lands and, therefore, their liveli- 
hood, descended into a cycle of desperation and poverty. They remain impoverished 
to this day. 

The plight of the Cold Lake people was eloquently summarized by two elders 
of the community. 

Ever since we leased that land, it's a gredt loss for us. It's pitiful. All what we have learned 
from our forefathers, all what I have learned from my grandmother, we lost it all.' 

. . . Eva Grandbois 

"old Lake Transcript, vol. VIiI. at 1U32 (Stm Knapp); aiso, ICC. Transcript of Argument, at 321-22 (Mr. 
Mandamin). 
Cold Lake Transcript, vol. 111, at 441 (Eva Grandbois). 



Today, we have lost not only our livelihood, we have lost all, even how we felt about 
one another. 
. . .  
[Alfter the two payments, there was no more money. We didn't know how to get more 
money. . . There was some people, they sold evetytlung buk. They didn't get very much, 
but when they were so desperate, they had to sell everything? 

. . . Nora Matchatis 

A joint claim on behalf of the Cold Lake First Nations, the Canoe lake Cree Nation, 
and others9 was submitted in 1975. The claim alleged a breach of the federal 
government's trust responsibilities to the claimants, as evidenced by the failure 
to provide adequate compensation and the failure to provide sufficient retraining 
and economic rehabilitation. The claim also noted that some Bands, and some 
individuals, had received no compensation at all. 

THE RECOMMENDATION 

We agree that the compensation which was paid was inadequate. Furthermore, 
less than half the Treaty Indians affected received any compensation at all. No 
compensation was paid into their Band funds. No plan was ever put in place to 
replace the economic loss the communities had suffered. 

For the reasons set out, we find that the Crown in right of Canada did breach 
treaty and fiduciary obligations owed to the Canoe Lake Cree Nation and the 
Cold Lake Fist Nations. Based on this finding of lawful obligation, it is our recom- 
mendation that these claims be accepted for negotiation under the specific 
claims policy. 

W o l d  Lake Tranmipt, vol. II, at 194 (Nora Matchatis). 
9 The original claim was submitted in April 1975 hy the Canoe Lake Band, Peter Pond Lake Band, Water Hen 

Lake Band, Federation d Saskatchewan Indim,  Cold Lake Band, ;md Indian Association of Albena Exhibit 
Book, Tab "C", also Tab "M". 



PART TWO 

THE CLAIM AREA 

DESCRIPTION OF AREA 

The general area of the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range is shown on the map 
found at page 14. The total area of the range is 4490 square miles, of which 
2462 square miles are located in Saskatchewan and 2028 square miles are located 
in Alberta. The reserves of the claimant First Nations are illustrated on the map, 
as are the treaty and provincial boundaries. 

When Treaty 6 was concluded in 1876, the northern boundary of the terri- 
tory it describedi0 was a line tracking the course of the Beaver River, but twenty 
miles" to the north." That line passed thmugh Cold Lake, but was south of 
Primrose Lake itself. That meant that the Cold Lake people who hunted, fished, 
and trapped around Primrose Lake regularly crossed the Treaty 6 line when they 
moved between their reserves at the northern edge of the prairieI3 and their tra- 
ditional lands in the northern forest. 

When Treaty 8 was conchded in 189, its eastern boundary met the Treaty 6 
line just west of Primrose Lake. At that time, Primrose Lake and lands to the east 
and west of the lake were still not within any treaty area 

The next boundary to be drawn was the interprovincial boundary between 
Alberta and Saskatchewan. That line, described as the fourth meridian when those 
provinces were created in 1905,14 passes right through Primrose Lake west of the 
n m .  m e  traditional area of the Came Lake Crees is entirely within SasMewan. 

'0 The mealy hundary lines on the ma have not, to our knowledge, been surveyed at any time. They are. 
therefore, approximations based w tie treatv desaiMions of them and on information received from the 
commwues. 
32 kilomeues. 

12 Tceaty 6 is reprinted i n k  Morris. lhe Treaties ofCanada wiUt fhe Indians (1880; reprinf Tomto: Coles, 
1979) at 351 (ICC. Documents. at 3) [hereinalter cited as Monisl. 

13 The~hteni ofl'reahi 6, and l a t G ~ S 7 ,  was to mmdete canaddB acquiritinn of "the f e d e  belt" Pedixhuk 
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After the two provinces were created, Treaty 10 was negotiated to include all 
the northern lands in those provinces not already covered by Treaty 8.15 Treaty 10 
took in the traditional lands of the Canoe Lake Crees, who signed it in 
1906. Because the treaty boundary on the west followed the eastern boundary 
of Treaty 8, it intruded into Alberta to take in all of Primrose Lake as well as a 
small area west of the take. 

The final set of lines relevant to these inquiries was drawn when the air 
weapons range was announced in 1951. The range, extending roughly 50 milesI6 
east and west from Primrose Lake, is so nearly centred on the lake that the range 
took its name: the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range. 

l 5  Fedirchuk S McCullough, note 
l6 80 lulomeues. 

3 above, at K.60, m-62, and VId3 



PART THREE 

THE CANOE LAKE INQUIRY 

The Commission held an information-gathering session at Canoe Lake on 
January 18 and 19, 1993, hearing from 17 witnesses. The details of this inquiry 
are set out in Annex "A" to this report, and the procedure followed is summarized 
in A M ~ X  "C." 

In this section of the report, we examine the history of the claim based on 
the transcript of the community sessions, the extensive documentation, and the 
balance of the record of this inquiry. 

TREATY 10 

The Canoe Lake Cree Nation signed Treaty 10 on September 19, 1906. The pur- 
pose of that treaty, fmm the government's point of view, was to complete the treaty 
process in the north of Saskatchewan and Alberta, the two provinces which had 
been created the previous year. The Order in Council establishing the Treaty 
Commission stated that, 

[I]t is in the public interest that the whole of the temtory included within the boundaries 
of the Provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta should be relieved of the claims of the 
aborigines." 

The significant recital and operative provisions of Treaty 10 dealing with the 
cession of Indian rights are as follows: 

And whereas the said Indians have been notified and informed by His Majesty's said com- 
~nissioner that it is His Maiesty's desire to open for settlement, immigration, trade, travel, 
mining, lumbering and such other purposes as to His Majesty may seem meec a tract of coun- 
try buunded and described as hereinafter mentioned and to obtain the consent thereto of 
his Indian subjects inhabiting the said tract and to make a treaty . . . 

17 PC 1459 (12 july 1906), in S u ~ k w n t v y  Authorities m Behalf of the Canoe Lake Cree Nation, Tab 1, at 3. 



Now therefore the said Indians do hereby cede, release, surrender and yield up to the 
government of the Dominion of Canada for His Majesty the King and His successors 
for ever all their rights, titles ;Md priviIeges whatsoever to the lands included within the 
following limits, that is to say: - 

[Description of treaty area] 

And also all their rights, titles and privileges whatsoever as Indians to all and any other 
lands wherever situated in the pruGces of Saskatchewan and Alberta and the Northwest 
Territories or any other ponioa of the Dominion of Canadat8 

Of special importance in these inquiries is the clause in Treaty 10 dealing 
with the hunting, trapping, and fishing rights assured to the Indian parties: 

And His Majesty the King hereby a p e s  with the said Indians that lhey shullhave the right 
topursue their unu* vocations ofhunting, trapping andhhing throughout the tenitory 
surrendered as heretofore described, subject to such regulations as may from time to time 
be made by the government of the country acting under the authority of His Majesty ,and 
saving a d  excepting such tracts as may be required or as may k taken upfrom time 
to time for settlement, mining, lumbering, trading or otherpurposes.'9 

In 1907, in his f ~ s t  report following the negotiation of Treaty 10, the Treaty 
Commissioner, J.A.J. McKema, stressed the importance of this assurance from the 
Indian point of view: 

There was a general expression of fear that the makina of the treaty would be followed bv 
the curtailment of their'hunting and hhing privileges, &d the necessity of not allowing thk 
lakes and the rivers to be monopolized or depleted by commercial fishing was emphasized. 

To those concerns, the commissioner responded: 

lguranteed that the trealy would not I& to any forced i n ~ e r e n c e  m'th their mode 
of l*. 
. . .  
In the main, the demand will be for mun i i%n  and twine, as the great m a p t y  of the Indians 
will continue to hunt and fish for a livelihood. ltdoes not appear likely h t  the conditions 
of thatpart of Saskatchewan c w e d  by the treaty will be for manyyears so changed a.s 
to af f i t  hunting and trapping, and it is thereJore, h t  the great majority of 
the Indians wiN continue in UresepursuitF as a means ofsubsistence. 

IS Treary 10, in Fedirchuk & McCullough, note 2 above, appendix 111 
'9 Treaty LO, see note 18 above. Emphasis added. 



The Indians were @en the option of taking reserves of land in severalty, when they 
felt the need of having land set apart from them. (made it clear !hat th~hegovenrmenf had 
M &re to interfere ruirir their mcde of@ or w restrict them to reserves and that it under- 
took to have land in the proportions stated in the treaty set apart for them, when conditions 
interfered with their mode of living and it became necessary to secure them possession 
of I d .  zo 

Counsel for Canoe Lake say that the assurances given by the commissioners 
amounted to a treaty covenant against forced interference, which they say the 
Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range certainly was in 1954. 

CANOE LAKE'S DEPENDENCE ON THE AIR WEAPONS RANGE LANDS 

The Arsenault Lake and McCusker Lake areas within the range were the best 
hunting, trapping, and fishing areas available to the Canoe Lake Crees. In 1954 they 
were still heavily dependent on these harvests for their li~elihood,~' and had 
been for as long as anyone could remember. 

When my dad was still active in trapping and fishing in that western area now known as 
the Primrose Air Weapons Range, he took over the footsteps of his grandparents -his mom 
and grandparents - who had been [on] that land for generations and generations. 
Mrs. Josephine Moore, she died in 1967 at the age of 97, she used to go out there, west 
of Canoe Lake, west of Keeley and all that area now known as the air weapons range. 
trapping and fishing with her h u ~ h a n d . ~ ~  

. . . Ovide Opekokew 

It was at this time, as I grew older and began to participate in trapping and hunting in that 
area that I began to understand, and 1 heard stories from the Elders at the time - my grand- 
parents and other Elders - that they had Lived off of those lands for many years before thac 
perhaps as many as 150 years ago that people had lived off those lands. 

It was ~n 1926 or '27 when I first really started to trap those lands in that area 
. . . 

In more recent times, we did fishing in those areas - a  lot of commercial fishing. . . 
I found that the lands were really rich and bountiful for animals at the time. My friend 

and partner, I talked about a little bit earlier, the one that was killed by a tree, he and I 
used to travel and trap around there quite a bit There were a lot of fox and coyotes that 
we harvested out of there during those years.z" 

. . .Jonas Lariviere 

'0 Report of Com&iwnerJ.A.J. WKenna to ihe Superintendent General of India) Affairs. 18 January 1947. 
in Su plementary Authorities on Behall of [he Canoe W e  Cree Nation, Tab 1, at 6-7. Emphasis added. 
See, i r  example, Depmment of Mines and Resources ,AnntdR~I (Ouaw~ IOog's Printer, 1941) at 147. " KC, Canoe Lzke Transnip4 vol. 2, at 202 (Ovide Opekokew). 

'3 Canoe Lake Transcript, vol. 2, at 253-54: see also 258 Oonas Lariviere). 



As far as I can remember, all our livelihood came from west of Canoe Lake, what is now 
the bombing range. Ever since I can remember, when I was a child, my father used to go 
hunting and do his trapping over there. We were practically raised in that area My father 
had a cabin over there, and we lived over there quite a bit of the time.24 

. . . Eugene lron 

1940 was the h e t  time I went fishing over there in Arsenault Lake, when I was a young 
man. I used my father's nets at that time to go fishmg over there. 1940. The lake was rich 
in fish at that time. Ihe fish population was very, very good at the tkne. In some instances 
in one net there would be 200 fish in each of the nets The population was so good. The 
fish were not sold by the pound at the time. Buyers came amund and counted numbers of 
fish, and that's how they purchased the fish from the fisherman -at ten cents a fish.25 

.Joseph Opekokew 

That land in the Arsenault Lake area was very bountiful land. We loved it. We went there 
all the time. We did all our trapping, fishing and hunting over there.26 

. . . Marius lron 

Yes. They made a lot of money through catching fur. They made a good living,27 

. . . Christine Imn 

During tlte fall and winter, until spring breakup, we spent almost all of our time hunting 
and trapping off reserves in the Arsenault Lake areit, about thirty kilometres west of Canoe 
Lake. 

The summers were spent in the community, gathering berries and fishing, with lots of 
social interaction and events. 

What I am stressing, by teUing you how we used to live, is that we depend on these lands 
and our hunting and trapping t e m t o r i e ~ . ~ ~  

. . . Leon lron 

We lived off that land; that was our place. Our livelihood came out of there.2y 

. . . Marius Athanase lron 

When you think back, the living was good - ex~ellent3~ 
. . . Eugene lron 

" Canoe Lake Transcript, voi. 1, at 93 (Eugene imn). 
fi Canoe L&e T m s c r i ~  vol. 2 ,  a1 54 (loseoh Ooekokew). 
26 Canoe lake Tmcribi VOI. I ,  at 25 (MAS I&). 
~7 Canoe Lzke Transcript, vol. I ,  at 109 (Christine Iron). 
'"anor Lake Transcript vol. 2, at 150 (Leon lmn). 
' 9  Canoe I.ake Transcriot vul. I ,  at 24 (Marius Athanase Iron). 
i0 Canoe Lake ~ransnht  vol. 1, at 90 (Eugene Imn) 



Many families had base cabins on the major lakes, with smaller cabins out 
along the trap lines. Young people would learn the skills needed to prosper 
through example from their elders. 

Again, the next fall, we returned over there. We built cabins out there for trapping the next 
year. Eventually, in 1931 1 reached the age of rhe time for me to go to school, and I was 
sent off to [residentkal] school [in BeauvalJ in 1931, while they continued to hunt and trap 
over there in those lands. 
. . . 

[Aher leaving] school, I returned back home and started again to travel with my father 
to go trapping and hunting in the Arsenault Lake area3' 

. . . Jean-Marie Iron 

I was fourteen years old when my father first took me around this area and taught me how 
to do trapping. Evenfudy, as I grew older, I was able to do the trapping on my own, and 
I learned enough to go on my own3= 

. . . Eugene Iron 

Most people took their families with them during the fd-winter-spring seasons, and did 
not return to Canoe Lake for long periods of time.33 

. . . Leon Iron 

MR. HENDERSON: Would the rest of the family - the other children - have been in school at 
that time as well? 
MR. O P E K O ~ :  Yes, but there were some at home. In the fall or early spring they would be 
out there with my dad. Actually, my dad had a cabin and a bani at Arsenault Lake. 
. . . 
MR. HENDERSON: 1 believe you said, you said earlier that it was on a creek. 
MR. OPEKOKEW: That was another one, a cabin he had south of Canoe, a place called 
Bmad Creek. 

Comwss~omn PRENTICE: Did the younger people from your generation and the generation 
which has followed, did they have an opportunity to leam some of the traditional ways - 
hunting and fishing and trapping? 
Ma. O ~ u t o m :  Not really, because there was no place to go. 34 

. . . Ovide Opekokew 

Based on all the evidence, it is clear that the Canoe Lake Crees followed a tra- 
ditional lifestyle on land which became part of the Primrose Lake Air Weapons 
Range. The area around Arsenault and McCusker Lakes was the most productive 

3' Canoe Lake Trmsctipr, vol. 2, at 23435 (JemMzk Imn). 
'Z Canoe Lake Transcripr, vol. I ,  at 93 (Eugene iron). 
33 Canoe Lake Tmsaipt ,  vol. 2, at I50 (Leon Imn). 
3' Canoe lakeTr3nsaipf vol. 2. at 206,212 (Ovide Opekokew). 



of their traditional lands and there was heavy reliance on the commercial, food, 
and other resources found there. Prior to 1954, there had been no interference with 
their use of those lands. Before they were excluded h m  the range in that year, 
the Canoe Lake people had a strong sense of community and strong family units, 
both centred on their retationship with the land. 

THE INTRODUCTION OF COMMERCIAL LICENCES 

The area used by the Canoe Lake Cree Nation was part of a management district 
of Saskatchewan called Conservation Area No. A-13. During the 1940s, the province 
introduced licensing for commercial fishing and trapping. 

Trapping is done on a community basis rather than the strictly individual hpline. However, 
even though on a community basis the Indians respect each other's chosen locations.35 

W.G. Tunstead 

In 1942 I started trapping in that area Some time around 1947 the province came around 
and blocked off certain areas for trapping - fur blocks we call them now.36 

. .Joseph Opekokew 

In the beginning, when I k t  stated, we didn't need any trapping licences. All we needed 
was the treaty number. We would usually present that to the fur buyer, and the fur buyer 
would accept the treaty number. That's all we neededj7 

. . . Jean-Marie Iron 

Yes, we had fishing licences. We paid for fishing licences, but not wdpping licen~es.3~ 

. . .Joseph Iron 

Government counsel submitted to us that only licence-holders became entitled 
to compensation when the range area was closed off. The record shows that this 
is not correct.39 

Ji W.G. Tunstead to J.A. Davis, I February 1952, National Archives of Canada [hereinafter NA]. RG 10. 
vols. 7334-36, file no. 1I20-95 (ICC, Doruments, at 295). 

j6 Canoe Lake Transcript, vol. 1, at 54 (Joseph Opekokew). 
37 Cam? lake Transcript, vol. 2, at 239 UeanMarie Iron). 
3n Canoe Lake Transaipt, vol. I, at 26 (Joseph Iron). 
39 As will be seen, a ponim of compensation at Canoe Lake was intended for the Band at large. 



THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TRADITIONAL ECONOMY 

The traditional way of life still prevailed at Canoe Lake in 1954. The community 
was isolated. It had not undergone any major change or development since the 
time of the original treaty. Even commercial fishing was comparatively recent 
because of the prior lack of access to markets!O 

At that time it was hard to get into this area There were no mads of any sort to speak of41 

Jonas Lariviere 

. . . [Tihe only outside communication in the 1950's was via radio-phone. 
In 1960 a mad and elemenmy school were built. Prior to that, our children from the 

reserve had to attend residential school in Beauval, which is about fifty kilometres east of 
us. It was then accessible only by horse and dog sled.4z 

. . . Leon lron 

When the range was created, it took in 60 per cent of Conservation Area A-13, 
"where the Indians get practically all their meat for food."" The range would 
als; take in "many creeks [with] a very nice stock of beaver which the Indians have 
been faithfully protecting the last few years." Government noted that this would 
cut off 75 per cent of the livelihood of the Canoe Lake Crees.@ 

These were the lands that were really good lands for us to hunt a ~ d  trap over on the west 
side, towards Arsenault and McCusker and so on. After the bombing range was established. 
I tried to go trapping toward! the east side of Canoe, but it was very, very difficult over there 
because there was so much muskeg over on that ~ i d e . ~ 5  

. . . Jean-Marie lron 

Then eventually, when the air weapons range was closed to us, we lost threequarters of 
our original fur block that belonged to Canoe Lake. Threequarters of it disappeared inside 
the air weapons Now we are left with avely s m d  piece of area to hunt and mp. & 
losing our land in the Arsenault Lake area, we were left with this small piece of land close 
to Canoe Lake here to try and pursue our hunting and trapping, but we were ,already too 

'0 Canoe Lake Transcript, voi. 2, at 258 (Jonas k'vkre).  " Canoe Lake Transnipt, vol. 2, at 258 (Jonas Lariviere). 
41 Canoe Ldke Transcript, vol. 2, at 149 (Leon lmn). 
43 W.G. Tunstead to H.A Davis, 1 February 1952, NA, RG 10. vuls 7334-36, tile 1/209-5 (ICC, Dorumenv*, 

at 2951 
44 See text at note 55 below. 

Calm Lake Transcrip vol. 2, at 238 Uem-Marie irnn). " A third estimate oft e geograph~c area was rwo-thi~ds of the fur block: Canoe Lake Tmaipt ,  vol. 2 ,  at 
200 (Ovide Opekokew). 



many people. To walk out into the bush to do any trapping or hunting, already you were 
meeting somebody else who had been there ahed of you. It was very difficult4' 

. . .Joseph Opekokew 

It seemed that times were more diffuvlt after the closing of the weapons range. Hunting 
and trapping lands were smaller here in this area There was too much muskeg and, of 
course, there were more trappers around trying to live off the same lands. At the same 
time, fur-bearing animals lrad left the area There were less mh h s e  of the low levels 
of lake and stream water. There were hardly my beaver at all. There was not much else 
after that48 

. . . ]emMarie Iron 

Even though my trap line was much reduced and I had to go elsewhere and there was a 
limited number of fur in the area I went into, the price was good and the cost of living was 
very, very low. So, it was quite a reasonable living for a period of time. Until today, I am 
still doing the same thing. I am 78 years old. I stiH trap and hunt and f i ~ h . ~ 9  

. . . Marius Iron 

We tried to hunt and fish elsewhere, but we had access to only two lakes. Keeley and Canoe 
Lake. The area around these lakes, however, was already over-trapped and over-hunted. The 
concentration of people in this area meant the land was unable to sustain us. This lack of 
access to our God-given resources meant that we were not abk to make our own living, which 
in turn meant we were unable to apply our skills. The end result - the loss of our dignity 
and pride.ju 

. . . Leon lron 

The dislocation from the range, representing from 60 to 75 per cent of their 
traditional territory, had predictable and disastrous effects upon the local econ- 
omy. At least twice the number of hunters, trappers, and fishermen were crowded 
into the fraction remaining of their harvesting area, and that fraction was the 
less productive part to begin with. As will be seen, government was well aware 
of the consequences. 

+7 Canoe Lake Transcripf vol. 2, at 55 uoseph Opekokew) 
Canoe Lake Trsnxript, vd. 2, at Z/t2 0ean.Maie Iron). 
Canoe Lake Tmcripf vol. 1, at 30 (MariuS Iron). 

50 Canoe lake ' T m r i p t ,  vol. 2, at t5l (leon lmn). 



COMPENSATION NEGOTIATIONS 

To negotiate compensation of those affected by creation of the air weapons range, 
the Department of National Defence initially relied upon officials from the 
Department of Transport to represent the government. These officials took a 
minimal view of who was deserving of compensation and what they should be 
paid.51 When the Department of Citizenship and Immigration, through its Indian 
Affairs Branch, later undertook to represent the Treaty Indians in dealings with 
DND, the regional supervisor for Indian agencies in Saskatchewan reported that: 

If the Deparunent of National Defence had been labouring under the misapprehension that 
the land selected for an Air Weapons Range was a useless, deserted piece of country, 
the figures which the Department has now submined should serve amply to correct this 
rnisapprehen~ion?~ 

The figures he referred to were gathered from a number of sources, but they 
were compiled and developed into a variety of proposals by senior-officials 
of Indian Affairs in Ottawa. These proposals all showed that compensation 
would have to be substantial, and several addressed the need to fund economic 
rehabilitation at the Rand level. 

Initial Contact 
After the range was announced, an Indian Affairs employee named W.G. (Bill) 
Tunstead met with the Canoe Lake Band to discuss the plans for the range and 
to estimate its impact on the Indians. He reported as follows: 

Considerable discussion arose particularly with those who would be displaced and later by 
the rest of the band whose areas would be expected to absorb the displaced trappers. 

After discussion their reaction toward the Range was quite favourable and agreeabk, 
but pointed out they wanted the area back again when it was of no further use as a 
mililafy~mject. 

There is a census of 157 Indians living within Conservation Area ~ A . 1 3  20 of these take 
no part in trapping. Of the I37 left, 38 are trapping; 14 of these with families totalling 

i' See, h ~ r  eumple, H.M. Jones to D.M. MacKiy, 16 October 1951, NA, RC 10, vol. 7334, file 1120-9-5 (ICC. 
Documents, nr 268). 

iVI .P .B.  Osvander to Indian Affain Branch, 25 March 1952, NA, RG 10, vols. 7334.56, file 1120-9-5 (KC, 
Datuments, at 344). 



58 trap within the Bombing Range. The remaiaing 24 trappers with families of 79 trap out- 
side the Range. Included are two whose @ a w e s  cover both areas>3 

Relocating the displaced trappers is going to be quite a problem . . . 
m e  outside area cannot be expected to produce very much more upland fur than what 

it is now doing and still practise conservatioa Putting it another way, using Last year's fur 
take as an example, that instead of the $5,531.W helping to maintain 24 trappers and their 
families, the number would be 38 and their families. To be added to this are 38 boys now 
under 16 years of age who will be potentiai trappers in the near future when they reach 
their 16th birthday. 
. . . 

mere is none of the Canoe Lake Conservation Block stlitable for fanning. Trapping and 
Jhhing are the only means oflivetihood for thesepmpfe. 
. . . 

Commercial@hing on ArsenmJt Luke which is also laken in by the bombing range 
adds m W a M e  [sic] more to bke loss of income by h e  Canoe Lake Indians. There are 
no accurate figures available of the individual's returns. Those that I have given are taken 
from the Indians themselves. The loss of this fish income will now mean a heavier con- 
centration of commercial fishing on Canoe and Keeky Lakes which in turn will mean a 
reduction to the individual's income. 

The Canoe Lake Rmd have requested that Keeley Lake which is south of Canoe Lake 
and which they also fish, be localized for the use of memben of Conservation Block 13 only. 
This would include the Indians and Metis within the block. . . 

Apart from the loss of fibbing and trapping by the bombing rdnge there is the loss of 
xame for food, moose and deer as well a. ducks, hides, for the use of clothtng. T k n g  the 
15- pr;l,nr mdl! Ilvlng clll lllr (::UIII( I.&< Krrrnr J ~l~l ly .nl l lv t  ~~1IIIvdlt 111 111~. vduc 
dh? !IIYJI u d  !v#~uld lw IS 501 p~ '' this m A e  .m OMIJWI i~dur  t j f  S!b,n!- 50. llici(5 
for footwear, etc. an average of 5 pair of moccasins per year per person at a value of S 1.50 
per pair would be $1102.00. Totalling $27,929.50. Of this amount 75% or  $20,94700 
value comes from the bombing range.55 

55 Subsequent estimates of the number of Canoe Lake lnembem affetted by the disiocatioo were 117 sld 197. 
The first figure is taken from D.M. MacKay to Deputy Minister, 23 April 1752, NA, RG 10, vols. 7334-36, file 
lrLO9-5 (ICC, Documents, a 347). The second rmmher, refening to 94 persans displaced plus 103 aKected, 
is Wken fr0mJ.P.B. Osmder to Dirmr, hdian Main Branch 21 March 1955, N4 RG 10, vols 733436, 
Fie 11203.5 (KC, Wments, at 593). 

5-t was later suggated that $1 per day would he a hetter figure, although some might consider it too low 
as well: J.P.B. Ostrander to Indian Main Branch, 4 March 1952, N4 RG LO, vols. 7334-36, fie 1120-9-5 (ICC. 
Documents, at 335). 

55 W.G. Tunstead to HA. Davis, 1 February 1952, NA RG 10. "01s. 733436, file 11'20-95 (ICC, Dorumenu, at 
295-Y6). Emphasis added. 



When this idormation was fonvarded to Ottawa part of the response was this: 

It is agreed that if the time ever comes when the area wiil no longer be used as an Air 
Weapons Range, the Indians should be reinstated and we will seek a definite unde~tanding 
to that effect before accepting any settlement N is unlike@, h o w ,  thut hatis area wiU 
be given up in thefireseeablefirhire . . . 56 

The last prediction turned out to be accurate. 

Compensation for Cabins and Equipment 
Tunstead did an evaluation of the cabins, traps, equipment, and other personal 
property that would be left behind in the range. There was a suggestion by some 
witnesses that this was not a thorough investigation 

The first time I ever rode in a snowmobile or a snow bug was the time with BiU Tunstead, 
who did a survey of the - or inventoly - of our buildings in that area That man didn't corn 
pletely check out all buildings and trap lands over there, because in some areas he couldn't 
go in because of the deep snow, and he only gazed and looked at them from the lake at 
the ice level. So he didn't see all the buildings at d1.57 

. . . Marius Iron 

Mu. I ~ ~ U R I C E :  DO you remember anyone from Indian Affairs or from the Department of 
National Defencf coming out and y i n g  to look at how much fish you caught, how much 
equipment you had in that area, how much fur you caught in that area? 
MR. IRON: NO. I don't remember anyone ever aklng those questions.js 

. . . Gilbert Iron 

In any event, the figure reported to headquarters for Canoe Lake was $5555, 
and this'was the amount thatwas distributed to individuals as the first payment. 
When National Defence requested itemization of the buildings and ecluipment 
for all Treaty Indians, a lisiof goods and their valuation wassuppliedtogether 
with the notation, "The only way further information could be supplied would he 
to attempt an actual inventory which would be prohibitive in c o ~ t . ' ' ~ ~  

The actual payment of compensation for cabins and equipment was reported 
by Tunstead on February 1, 1955, six months after the range had been closed off. 

i6 H.M. Jon= toJ.P.6. Osmder, 29 February 1952, Nh, RG 10, vols. 7334-36, file 1120-9-5 (ICC, Documents, 
at 31 5). Emphasis added 

j7 Canoe L&e'Transnipt, vol. I, at 25 (Marius Irnn). 
,n Canoe L&e Transnipt, voi. 1, at 86 (Gilbert Imn); see also 48-49 (Francis Durocher). 
59 Laval Fortier to C.M. Dmry, 14 January 1955. NA, RG 10, ~01.7335. & 11209-5 (ICC, DONments. at 538). 



Chief John Iron, No. 64, called together those members receiving compensation for loss of 
equipmen< and pointed out to them that as most of them were receiving money from trap 
ping or fishing at the momen4 they possibly would not require the full amount 

Following this discussion, from $5500.00 [in fact, $5555.001 compensation distribution 
$2710.00 was turned back to the Meadow lake Agency T m t  Account to the credit of the 
individual Indian for later use. ChiefJohn iron is to be commended for his wise counsel to 
the members of his band.60 

The 1955 Interim Payments 
It seems to have been clear all along that compensation for cabins and equipment 
would go to the individuals concerned. The basis for other compensation was not 
so clear. The Regional Supervisor of Indian Agencies in Saskatchewan suggested 
a capital fund: 

[ q o  fully compensate the [Canoe lake] Indians in cash would require about $42,000 a year, 
and a capital fund of appranpranma&ly $850,000.00, bearing interest at 5%, would have b 
be set up in order to produce that amount annually. Such a figure will probably sound 
unreasonable when presented to the Department of National Defence, and I believe thut 
the Indmns would accept agreat deal less aspayment in full for apermanat sumnder 
ofthtir rights to hunt and trap in the area, thus the problem which presents itself is 
w h e w  we should a h n p t  to buy h z  o$for as lime as posn'ble, w set up a capital fund 
which will surely renun to them in cash, annualky, the equivalent of what they are obtaining 
annually from the natural resources of the couny!' 

Neither the proposal of a permanent surrender of rights nor a permanent 
annuity fund was adopted. Major D.M. MacKay, then Diictor of the Indian Affairs 
Branch, developed a proposal for Canoe Lake for compensation in the amount 
of $525,875.00, representing 10 years' loss of fur, fish, and game for all purposes, 
plus 25 per cent intended to compensate "the Band at large for their general 
hunting and fishing within the area of the air weapons range."62 

it would not be advisable to pay the entire amount to the individuals since undoubtedly 
they would succeed in dissipating the money in a shon time. It is therefore suggested that 
only tbe amountfir th&r equipment. . . should bepaid to the individualr concerned and 

a W.G. Tunslead la E.S.Jone, I F e h q  195 5, Nh RG 10, vok 733436, fie 1/2045 (ICC. Documentr, at 545). 
61 J.P.B. Ostrander to H.M. Jone, 4 March 1952, NA, RG 10, vols. 733436, Me I12045 (ICC, Documenu, at 336). 

Emnhzri% add&. 



that the balance. . . hedtpcdted e i h  to the hrstfunds of the individual bands mna?med 
or to a cmhdfund where it would be available to atleast a substanrialronbibuthn 
towo~d the rehabilitation pmgram that must be undertaken.63 

This was the pmpsal that went forward to the Department of National Defence. 
It is important to note that the figures advanced by MacKay included fur income, 
commercial fishing income, and an estimate of the combined value of domestic 
hunting, fishing, hides, and other by-products. There were, accordingly, both 
band and individual interests factored into the 10 years' loss of income calculation. 
We are unable to find any evidence that this proposal had ever been discussed 
with the people at Canoe Lake. 

The amounts generated by the MacKay proposal were forwarded to the Depart- 
ment of Transport, then representing National Defence, as a basis for settlement 
on May 8,1952. 

Where other trapping is available it is suggested that a five year basis would be acceptable 
[Goodfish Lake, Heart Lake, and Beaver Lake] but where no other areas are available ten 
times the annual value is the minimum fimre that could be placed on the resources [Canoe 
Lake and Cold Lake]. The figures arrivedat by this means &e $39,980 for equipment and 
$2,291,064.98 for the fur, fish and game makinga total of $2,331,044.98. I may say that 
this firmre is b w d  on the best available information and that the detailed break-down bv " 
individuals and bands is available for studv if vou so desire. %is amount does not considet 
the l a m e r g m b h  of rehabilitation ref&e;to in my praiotu  l e k  but it is our o ~ n i u n  
thut thejit'reabov; 11dU, in addition to providing c~ii~ensation, ako  besz@n'ent$r the 
mjorportion of the rehabilitation cost%."" 

As negotiations proceeded over a period of nine more years, the line between 
compensation and economic rehabilitation was consistently blurred. While the 
documents do not use either term consistently, we understand compensation - 
apart from the payments for buildings and equipment - to mean payment for loss 
of direct income and loss of food and other domestic resources. Economic reha- 
bilitation, on the other hand, would refer to a funded program to replace the 
livelihood that had previously provided the income, food, and other resources. As 
will be seen, the attempt to achieve both goals, with too little funding to achieve 
either, led to catastrophe for the community. 

6 3  D.M. McKay to Laval Fortier, 23 April 1952, NA, RC 10, vul. 7334, fde 1120-9-5 (ICC, Do~umenls, ;lt 349). 
Emphasis added. This document wiU be referred to a the MacKay proposal. 

64 The Hon. WE. Harris, Minister of Citizenshi and Immigration, to the Hon. Lionel Chevner, Minister of 
Transport. 8 May 1952. NA, RC 10, vols. 733136, file 1120-9-5 (ICC, Documents, at 353). Emphasis added. 



C O L D  L A K E  A N D  C A N O E  C A K E  I N Q U I R I E S  

General compensation negotiations for the air weapons range were, at this time, 
still being conducted by the federal Department of Transport on behalf of the 
Department of National Defence. The Indian Affairs Branch became involved at 
the request of D N D . ~ ~  On November 3, 1952, L a d  Fortier, Deputy Minister of 
Citizenship and immigration, wrote to his counterpart at National Defence: 

Please be advised that the oRk+ak of the Depamnent would be most willing to negotiate with 
and a beMf ofUteIndians c o r n d i n  an effort to anange a settlement of Indian claims 
to compensation for their rights in the area under consideration for the air weapons range.% 

National Defence clearly regarded the MacKay proposal as too generous to the 
Indians. The Deputy Minister, C.M. Drury, reported a conveaation with Fortier 
in the following terms: 

I have spoken to MI. Fonier regarding the Indians and the proposal to charge us $2 million 
for resettlement He tells me that some 500 Indians are involved and I advised him that a 
figure of $40,000 a head to resettle Indians seemed to me to be grossly exce~sive.~' 

In fact, the actual calculation of a per capita payment for 500 Indians would 
have been $4000. Drury subsequently suggested to his Minister that a payment 
of "two and one half years' revenue would be reasonable for us to pay . . ."68 His 
Assistant Deputy Minister introduced another consideration, which lies at the 
heart of the dispute within government over compensation: 

[Ilt might be more realistic for this department to resist a suggested basis of compensation 
which would be tantamount to taking what would, in effect, be an Indian Reserve, whereas 
in ma1 fact it may befound b t  ihe rifhb of #zelndians to these lands may be relative@ 
nebulow69 

On this basis, compensation would no longer be considered by DND in terms 
of what was necessary or fair, but in terms of what legal rights the Indians had 
to it. At this point, however, neither Indian Affairs nor the Indians were aware 
that DND might take such a legalistic approach. 

In a letter dated December 30, 1953, the Indian Affairs Branch in Ottawa was 
advised that both the Alberta Treaty Indian trappers and the Canoe Lake Band 

65 C.M. Druly, Deputy Minister, National Defem, to Laval Foxtier, 28 October 1952, NA RG LO, vois. 7334 
36. file 1120.9.5 (ICC, Documem, at 362). 
Laval Fonier to C.M. Dmry, NA, RG 10, vol. 7335, He IIZOY5 (ICC, Documents, at 363). Emphasis added. 

67 C.M. Dmy to Basit B. CampbeU, National Defence, 21 M d  1953 (LCC. Docunlenrs, at 392). 
a C.M. D ~ l y ,  Memorandum. 1 April 1953 (KC. Damen@, at 393). 
@ Basil 8. Campbell to C.M. l h q ,  2 July 1953 (ICC, Dontments, at 408). Emphasis added. 



I N D I A N  C L A I M S  C O M M I S S I O N  P R O C E E D I N G S  

had requested that "the Indian Department act on their behalf until final settle- 
ment was reached."'O It would appear they were unaware that the department 
bad assumed that role more than a year earlier. 

On September 29, 1954, the matter of compensation for Treaty Indians was 
still outstanding and interim letters to DND had gone unanswered. The Deputy 
Minister of Citizenship and Immigration advised DND that the range area was 
now closed off and the Indians were alleging that the Indian Affairs Branch had 
"been negligent in not protecting their interests."'' By October 25 agreement 
was reached for an interim payment. 

On October 27,1954, Treasury Board authorized payment for equipment and 
the equivalent of one year's loss of income to Canoe Lake and four other Bands: 

The Board authorize payment of interim compensation in the amount of $275,779 to the 
Deparunent of Citizenship and Immigration on behalf of five bands of Treaty Indians who 
have lost trapping, hunting and fishing m a s  by reason of the establishment of the Primrose 
Lake Air Weapons Range being $39,PBOJor loss of equipment and $235,799 representing 
the Department of Citizenship and Immigratimk estimate of o m  year? loss of income 
by these bands, chargeable to the Defence Form Appropriation for the Royal Canadian 
Air ~ o r c e . ~ '  

The Indian Affairs Branch did establish a central fund to administer this 
money: the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range Trust Account No. 440.?' When 
Treasury Board authorized a second "interim compensation payment in the 
amount of $235,799. . . on behalf of the Treaty Indians who have lost trapping, 
hunting and fishing areas. . ."74 in September of 1955, this sum was put into the 
trust account as well. 

There would be no more payments from DND until 1961. The second Treasury 
Board submission noted that "final consideration" to the Indian settlements would 
not be given until settlements were reached with non-Indian~.~' In June 1955 the 
Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration agreed to extend an earlier 
undertaking that his department would not press for a final settlement for Treaty 
Indians until DND had reached agreement with the Government of  aska at chew an.^^ 
The settlement of compensation to Treaty Indians would take almost six years. 

70  W.C. Tunsted to H.R. Conn, Indian Mairs. 30 December 1953, Nh RG 10, vol. 7335, fie li20-95 (ICC, 
Documents, at 438). 
Lava1 Fortler to C.M. Drury, 29 September 1954, NA, RG 10, vol. 7335, Me 1i20-95 (ICC, Documents, at 470) 

7Z Ti3 Minute 478149, Nh RG 55, vol. 20545, series A1 (ICC, Documents, at 491). Emphasis added. 
73 H.M.Jones to Chief Treasq Officer, Indian Main, 19 November 1954, NA, RG 10, vol. 7335, file 112095 

(KC Dontrnpnts at 497) ,~ ~~ ~ ~ . , ~ .  , , 
1X \l!nule +sllu.ir. V.% RC ii \d l  !OiWI. Cmtr .\I \I(:(' Ilonla~vnu .,I - ~ I I  
I lupl~r~ Ldpuuue to ' lrrnun 8crml !i .\lyu,r l 9 i i .  V\.  R G  ii fd? 911.1 \It:l:. Uuiumenl, 11 ',!I 

- c  Ltvd tomrr to H \I Jcsoe,, 5 June tcli5, h% R(; I I ,  vtll -$ji, file I 2tl.Y.i flt:t:, Ih~mnWnLi at lh-, 



Interim Payments t o  Canoe Lake 
After the second interim payment to the Indian Affairs Branch was approved, head- 
quarters wrote to Saskatchewan region instructing the supervisor to "take prompt 
action" and visit Canoe Lake. "The first decision to be reached is whether a 
monthly payment should be instituted."" That meeting did not occur until 
February 29,1956, eighteen months after the range was closed to the Band. The 
minutes of that meeting, which was attended by 29 Band members, dealt 
primarily with compensation. 

Mr. Tunstead explained to the meeting that two payments of compensation had been made 
to date bv the Deoannern of National Defence to the Indian Affairs Branch. but that no knowk 
edge was had of the total amount of compensation that would eventually be paid. 
Mr. Tunstead further advised the Indians that it was not known how they wanted the dis 
tribution of compensation, due each man, made. However, this matter has been given con 
siderable thought by Mr. Jones, Mr. Bell and himself, and the following suggestion was 
offered for their consideration. 

I .  That in view of the fact that those trappers displaced by the "Air Weapons Range" had 
to move in to what was leh of conservation Block A-13, thereby reducing the area of 
those trappers not affected by the "Air Weapons Range" from which their living was 
derived, therefore consideration would be given to compensating those persons who were 
mow being crowded into [the] smaller area ihe  amount of compensation to be 25% 
of the compmsationpaideachyear by the Department 0fNational Defence to Indian 
Affairs for thosepersm displaced by the "Air Weapons Range." 

2. %at the other 75% of compensation paid each year to thosepersons actual& dis- 
placed by the Air Weapons Range. 

3. That in view of the fact $5,555.00 had akeady been paid to displaced persons for loss 
of equipment from the first year's compensation, that any other money required 
to purchase rights, such as  thefihing righls on Keeley Lake, be taken from the 
compensation paid for the j r s t  year. 

4. That from the remainder of the compensation leh from the fint yeais compensation 
and from the compensation paid each succeeding year, that a cheque in the amount 
of $25.00 be madepayable each monthjvm the Agency Ofice to those trappers dis- 
placed by the Air Weapons Range, and in addition, if desired by the individual, funds 
to their credit would be made available for the purcha3e of household furnishings, food, 
clothing and equipment with which to pursue their livelihood. 

5. To those Indians trapping in Block A-13 outside the Air Weapons Range and who have 
now had their area, from w k h  to derive a livelihood, reduced, a cheque in the amount 
of $25OOpayaMe each monthfrMn the A g q  OBce and in addition, if desired by 

77 J.P.B. OsVan&r to E.S. Jones. 30 September 1955, NA, RG 10. vol. 733 5, Me 112095 (ICC, Dawnen4 at782). 



the individual, funds to their credit would be made available for the purchase of house- 
hold furnishings, food, clothing and equipment with which to pursue theu livelihood. 

6.  fiat the amount drawn by a& individual not to exceed the amount of compensation 
due that individual in any one year. 

7. That the fun8sfir thepurchase of any ifenrs mentioned in 4 and 5 above, over and 
above the $25,0Oper month to be applied fw thmugh the A g q  O&e. 

The Indians were requested to discuss this proposal amongst themselves, ask for clari- 
fication of any point not understood. If this propsal for the distribution of compensation 
not acceptable, then the Indians to put forward a proposal of theu own. 

After considerable discussion, ChiefJohn Imn, speaking on behalf of the Band, informed 
Mr. Jones that the proposal for the distribution of compensation met with their entire 
approval.78 

The minutes clearly indicate that compensation was discussed on an annual 
basis, although the ultimate total compensation was not known. Community 
members, most of whom heard the explanations through an interp~eter,'~ had 
differing recollections of the time the payments would continue. 

During part of these negoti.dtions I heard about and listened to it at a meeting, again, a 
twenry-year lease was discussed and also $25 monthly payments would be given out to 
individuals for however long the bombing range was going to be in use. This is one of the 
things that I remember they had talked about at that meetinga0 

. . .Theodore Iron 

What I remember about those meetings is that two time periods were used at the time - 
five yean and twenty years - in terms of borrowing the land from us. The way we under- 
stood it at the time was that the land would only be in use by the government for a twenty 
year period. During that period of time there would be compensation payments made 
to us?' 

. . .Joseph Opekokew 

They to!d us at the eml of twenty years that the I e w  would expire and the land would revert 
back to its vaditional use for the people.82 

. . . Francis Durocher 

'8 J.R &.U to Indian Maix Branch, 29 Febmary 1956, N4 RG 10, vok, 7334-36, file 11289-5 [ICC, Documen&, 
n 863-64). Emphasis added. 

79 The minutes note that the inte rew was A Cewsis. incorrectly s elled'larvis' in parts of the transnipt 
There was comment about his %ities in the local Cree dialect cee !or examole. ICC. Canoe Lake Transninr -~ -~ ~ -~ ~~~ ~~~ , ~~ 

, ~ ~ ,  ~~, ~~ ~~~ ~ -- ~ ~ r ~ ,  
voi. 1, at 130 (Gus ~oulineur). 



C O L D  L A K E  A N D  C A N O E  L A K E  INQUIRIES 

The way I undentand that $25.00, in addition to the other compensation monies that were 
received, we were supposed to get additional monthly $25.M) cheques until such time that 
the lands were not being used as an air weapons rangea3 

. . . Theodore Iron 

When they first wanted to give us a possible twenty-year term, at that time they also men- 
tioned that in return we would be compensated annually for loss of livelihood, which I 
mentioned. After ten years had expired, there would have been another renegotiation for 
an additional ten years, which never took place?4 

. . . Gus Coulineur 

This is what we were told that we would get payments as long as the land was used. Twenty 
years, and if it was going to be needed for more than twenty years, we would get annual 
payments.85 

. . . Leon lron 

I recall that we were promised payments 'till that land was no more in use for Wining or 
for whatever in the bomb~ng range. That's all, the only thing that I knew: the promise to 
be ~ompensated.8~ 

. . Paul lron 

We were informed that we were going to be getting some cheques, and we should go to 
Canoe to receive them. They told us at the end of twenty years that the lease would expire 
and the lands would revert hack to its traditional use for the people."' 

. . . Francis Durocher 

The figure of $ 2 5  per month was not selected at random. The regional 
supervisor for Indian Affairs advised headquarters that: 

Considerable thought has been given as to how a distribution should be made that would 
he best for the Indians, that is one that would assist them to derive a livelihood from a 
smaller area. . . yet not large enough to encourage lack of initiative on their parta8 

In fact, the sum of $ 2 5  per month was roughly equivalent to the prevailing 
welfare allowance for a small family?9 

83 Canoe Lake Transrip< vol. 2, at 2 9  Cl'hcodore Iron). 
R4 Canoe Lake Transcript, vol. I, at 132 (Gus Coalineur). 

Canoe Lake Transcript, vol. 2, at I91 ((Leon Imn). 
Canne Lake Transripf vol. I ,  at 78 (Paul Iron). 
Canoe Lake Transcript, vol. I ,  at 43 (Francis Dumcher). This reference ap ars to be to the h t  payment 
for equipment the iuevious vear. and it mav be that some of the other regences are to the culler  meet^ 
mp a; weu. 

en E.S. Jones to H.R. Coca, 9 March 1956, NA, RC 10, vols, 7354-36, fde lf20-9-5 (ICC, Documents, at 872). 
89 Cold Lake Transcript vol. W1I. at 973-75 (Stan Knapp). 



The proposal for compensation was forwarded to Ottawa for approval. It would 
have the effect of compensating 28 trappers directly displaced by the range, and 
a further 18 trappersg0 (at the lower scale) whose areas outside the range were 
now diminished by ovemding9 '  The plan was approved,9z and its effect at Canoe 
Lake, on an annual basis, would have been as follows: 

Compensation Plan Based on Annual Payments 

Total Paid by Voucher 
No. of Trappers Month ($) Account ($) Total ($) 

28 Displaced 8,400 33,670 42,070 
18 Affected 5,400 5,117 10,517 
Total 52,587 

As it turned out, there were no annual transfers from DND into the trust 
account. There were only the two transfers in 1955 which, apart from the pay- 
ment for cabins and equipment, did not begin to flow to the Canoe Lake Band 
until March 1956, 18 months after the range was closed off. The real situation 
is best understood by looking at the compensation actually available during the 
period from September 1954, by which time the Band was exluded from the range, 
to September 1960, when the possibility of a further and final transfer was put 
before the Band. Prorating the $105,174 actually paid over a six-year period 
gives the following annual distribution. 

Compensation Prorated over Six Years, 1954-60 

Total Paid by Voucher 
No. of Trappers Month ($) Account ($) Total ($) 

28 Displaced 
18 Affected 
Total 

w These numbers are diferent from those provided as a basis for the ori@nal calculation: see text and note 53 
above. 

y1  I.R. Bell to E.S. Jones, 1 March 1956, NA, Rti 10, vols. 7334-36, fde 1120.9.5 (ICC, Documents, a 867). 
9' J.P.B. Ostrander ta E.S. Jones, 19 March 1956, N q  R t i  10,vol. 7334-36, file 1120-9-5 (ICC, b m e n t s ,  at 876). 



C O L D  L A K E  AND C A N O E  L A K E  I N Q U I R I E S  

The prorated figures do not represent the actual cash flow to the people at 
Canoe Lake. But it does show that, during the six-year period when the Band 
depended on this compensation income to replace the loss of access to their tr* 
ditional lands in the air weapons range, there would have been only enough 
money available in each year to maintain the families at the welfare level, as 
represented by the monthly payments. 

During that six-year period, the actual cash flow into and from the overall 
Primrose Lake Aii  Weapons Range Trust Account was as follows:" 

The Trust Account, 1954-60 

Received by Paid Out to 
Fiscal Year Indian Affairs ($) Claimants ($) Balance ($) 

1954155 275,779 39,980 235,799 
1955156 235,799 175,948 295,560 
1956157 242,314 53,336 
1957158 37,094 16,242 
1958159 121 7,416 8,947 
1959160 (no report) 

By 1957 the fund was exhausted. In 1958159 the money paid out to all Treaty 
Indians could only have covered monthly payments of $25 for about 25 families, 
fewer than there were at Canoe Lake alone. 

Shortly after we stopped using the land now occupied by the bombing range, I noticed a 
significant change in our way of life. We had never depended on government handouts 
and always had made our own living. 

[Mer the range was established] this area was over-hunted, over-trapped because of 
the people moving into these small areas. Swn we knew that the land could not sustain us 
to make a livin~. From then on it was downward in our incomes and economic means.% 

Leon Iron 

93 Compiled horn he hed repom of he hepment of Citaenship and lmmigratlon (ICC, Drmmmrs, ar 601. 
885, 1006, 1152, 1262, 1623, 1661). 

9' Canoe Lake Transcflpt, vol. 2, at 19596 (Leon Iron). 



When I used to hunt and trap in the bombing range are+ we used to get a lot of furs and 
whatever was needed to make money, and I made a h t  of money there to feed my family 
and help myself Since we have been given money for the bombing range, we never had 
enough to make ends meet?' 

. . . Paul Iron 

The uncertainty and delay in establishing a basis for full compensation added 
to the hardship in the community. The moneys standing to individual credits 
were expended in the expectation of further annual payments that did not appear. 
By 1958 there was not enough left in the trust account to maintain families at 
the welfare level, wen with their own money. 

The Voucher System 
Beginning in March 1956, the monthly payments went to most of the families at 
Canoe Lake. And, at the same time, individuals could expend moneys from their 
drawing accounts, but not directly. The system put in place was that these funds 
were held by the Agency Office which, in turn, provided purchase orders or 
"vouchers" to those who sold goods or equipment to the individuals.% 

Yes, I remember purchase orders. During the second paymen6 I believe I received some money 
through purchase orders. 1 was able to buy a team of horses at the time. I didn't see any 
cash money at dl. 1 only had a piece of paper that I showed to a Mr. Fred Clark in Meadow 
Lake, and that's how I purchased the horses. It cost me $350 to purchase a t m  of horses 
with hamess and a wagony7 

. . . Jean-Marie Iron 

C~MMISSIWER BELLEGARDE: Did Mr. Jarvis [tiemais] ever tell you how much money was in your 
account, how much money you had left for purchase orders? 
MR. DUROCHER: NO, he never told me anythmg like that?' 

. . . Fmcis Durocher 

Community members seemed to encounter little difficulty in expending the 
funds in their drawing accounts for whatever purposes they wished. Items such 
as canoes and motors, household appliances, and livestock are noted frequently 
in the record. Yet, a request by the Chief for a second-hand truck was ref~sed.9~ 

95 Canoe L&e Tranmi 5 vol 1, at 75 (Paul Iron). 

.,. 
J. 96 J.R Reti m Indian Branch, 29 Februaq 1956, NA, RG 10. uols. 7334-36, file 11209-5 (ICC, Documents, 

:an-Mule Iron) 



C O L D  L A K E  A N D  C A N O E  L A K E  ~ N Q U I R I E S  

The Diminishing Compensation Fund 
The combination of monthly payments and expenditures from the drawing 
accounts quickly depleted the compensation fund. On July 2, 1957, K.J. Gavigan, 
the local agent, reported on discussions with the Band at treaty time. 

At the recent [Treatyl Annuity payment at Canoe Lake, the Indians were somewhat puzzled 
at the turn of events and they asked for some explanation. . . [Tlhe item which troubled 
them most was the cessatnn of the cash monthly payments of $25.00. If the Indians are to 
be given a portion of the balance outstanding, it is recommended that consideration be 
made to continue the monthly payment of $ 2 5 . 0 0 . ~ ~ ~  

This letter was acknowledged at headquarters on July 19, "pending clarification 
of policy on this question. You will be further advised as soon as a decision has 
been rea~hed."~'  While this was pending, the Chief pressed for further payment. 

Chief John Iron told me on one of my visits to Canoe lake this summer that if they were 
m t  going to receive any more compensation money, that his people wanted their land back 
and that he was going to hue a lawyer to look after this for him. L have made inquiries to 
try and ascertain who his lawyer would be, but I have not been able to find out, so I doubt 
if he has retained legal counsel as yet. 

I would ask that this request to continue the compensation money, receive v e v  
sympathetic consideration as the income of this Band is uery limited. 
. . .  

The majority of these people made good use of their compensation money, buying 
furniture, washing machines, canoes, motors, etc.Io2 

The July and October correspondence was answered from headquarters on 
November 12, 1957. At that time, the information in Ottawa about local expen- 
ditures was at least six months out of date, but further payments to the Band were 
authorized. "Mr. Gavigan may be advised to continue compensation payments to 
the amount of the credit remaining to individual members and to the Band us 
a whole."ln3 By May 1958 Gavigan reported that, at Canoe Lake, the "majority 
have practically exhausted their 1957 pay~nent.""~ There was no transfer of funds 
from DND in 1957. 

At this point, the fund was nearly exhausted. 



Replying to y e w  letter of May 8, 1958, there is no indication UMt furthmpayment wiU 
be receiwdfiom the oepart?nent ofNationa1 Defme 

Ihe only aedit the Cawe Lake Band has for compensation received to date is as indicated 
by the Meadow Lake Agency record~.'~5 

The hardship in the community due to uncertainty and delay has already 
been noted. Now that three years had passed since the initial flow of compen- 
sation from DND, and now that the money was gone, Indian Affairs renewed its 
efforts to finalize the settlement for Treaty Indians. 

Negotiating a Final Payment within Government 
The likelihood of further compensation from DND was fading. By 1957 DND had 
become frustrated at the length of time it was taking to settle all claims, including 
those of Treaty Indians, and developed its own pmposal. That proposal took the 
position that compensation as between Mktis and Indians ought to be "more or 
less equal" since the distinction between the two groups appeared to the DND 
to be an artificial one "not necessarily noticeable in the field." Furthermore, the 
Metis in northern Saskatchewan were unsatisfied with the negotiated compen- 
sation and "refused to accept their cheques, contending that by comparison [with 
Indian compensation] they are much too low."L06 To resolve the "stalemate," it was 
recommended: 

I .  That the settlements with the Metis be doubled, making the average compensation 
approximately $750.00 each, payable in two equal payments. . . 

2. Thut the Indian Affairs Branch beprevaikd upon to take a realistic view of the situ- 
ation and agree lo complete seltiment of compmalion accepting as totdpayment 
the $51 1,59800 alreadypaid 

The adoption of this suggestion will show some advantage to the Treaty Indians 
over the Metis, but not to such an extent as to cause undue difficulties. 

3. %t any fun& deemed necessaryfor the canying oul of we@re work o r  expen'- 
mental rehaMlitalionplans for the Treaty Indians be provided by special vote of 
Parliament quite divmedfiom lhe activities of DND.lo7 

The above memorandum noted that moneys had already been advanced to the 
Indian Affairs Branch "B a partial payment to the Treaty Indians," but this did 
not affect the recommendation that no further compensation be paid. pmposal 

I U 5  J.H. Gordon to E.S. Jones, 15 May 1958, NA, RG 10, vols. 7334-36, file 1120-95 (ICC, Documents, at 1158). 
Emphasis added. 

lc6 F.D. MiUar to C.F. Johns. National Defence, 5 Febcuary 1957 (ICC, Documents, at 973-75). 
lo' See note 106. Emphasis added. 



was not communicated to Indian Affairs. Instead, for the first time, the basis of 
Indian W valuation of compensation under the MacKay p m @ m  questioned 

When the Director of the Indian Affairs Branch, H.M. Jones, became aware of 
this challenge, he prepared a full report for his Deputy Minister. His memoran- 
dum sets out a detailed basis for the original calculations for the loss to Indians 
of game and fish resources. It estimates that a competent hunter with nine depen- 
dant children could "easily" obtain 3658.5 lbs of meat and fowl, plus 2400 lbs 
of fish, mlually having a total value of $2000.108 

As a possible compromise of the original calculation, the Director suggested 
that the MacKay proposal be revised to provide four years' compensation for 
Beaver Lake, Heart Lake, and Ckmdtlsh Lake (instead of five years'), and eight years' 
compensation for Cold Lake and Canoe Lake (instead of 10 years). This would 
anticipate a final settlement with the DND for a further payment of $1,360,846. 
The Director further suggested an alternative means of payment: 

Consideration might he even, as a means of resolving the embarrassment of the Department 
of National Defence in dealing with compensation claims by Metis and non-Indians, to pru 
viding a lump sum grant to be admin*.tered by the Department of Citizenship and 
l m ~ ~ r a t i o n J o r  the use and benef6 and to assist in the rehabilitation of Indians who 
have lost hunting, trapping and fishing income by reawn of the establishment of the Primrose 
Lake Air Weapons Range.'O9 

The Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration responded to this 
proposal as follows: 

I am informed that the fact that payments have been made to our Department in the past 
has created some difficulty for the Department of National Defence in coming to an agree- 
ment with non.lndians. Therefore, ithas been decided that no~%&.erconrideration would 
begiven to the claims of Indians, and that no furtherpayments would'be made until 
sefflement has been reached on the claim of n~n.Indiuns."~ 

During this further period of indulgence granted to DND, which was to last 
more than a year, that department did proceed to secure Treasury Board and 
Cabinet approval for a more generous settlement with 112 MBis, totalling $9'2,500, 

H.M. Jones to Laval Fnnier, 3 April 1957, N& RC 10, vol7335. file 11289-5 (ICC, DmmenU, at 100PI5). 
'09 H.M.Jones to Laval Fonier, note 108, at 1013. Emphasis added. This wording was suggested b the legal 

adviser in memo horn D.H. Christie to H.M.Jones, 26 Mmh 1957, N& RG 10, vois. 733436, & 1,309- 
5 (IK, Donrments, at 1000). 

'Ia Lavd Folder to H.M. Jones, 12 April 1957, Nh RG 10, vol. 7336, file IIZO-9.5 (ICC, DommenU, at 1018). 
Emohasis added. 



which was estimated to provide average individual payments of $850.'" The 
issue of compensation to Treaty Indians was not brought forward again until 
August 1958. A memorandum to Fortier notes: 

You wiU recall that negotiations were broken off with the D e p m e n t  of National Defence 
in order not to cause embarrassment in their dealings with non.lndian groups. 

I would be pleased, if you wish, to prepare the necessary submission to the Department 
of National Defence.Ii2 

A memorandum fmm the Indian agent for Canoe Lake that same month asks 
about further compensation. "[Tlhese people are hard up at the present time 
and really need this money."113 The issue was also brought up in the House of 
Commons by the former Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, Mr. Pickengill, 
by way of a question to his successor, Mrs. Fairclough. 

I am afraid it was a tenible mess that I left her to settle, because the Minister of National 
Defence was not showing the generosity towards the Indians which I though he should 
show and we never were able to reach a ~ettlement."~ 

The actual question posed at that time was whether the Minister agreed with 
the general proposition that her Department would seek compensation when- 
ever injury was done to "an Indian trap line or an Indian's trapping rights." She 
did agiee. 

In September 1958, DND fired the opening salvo in what would become a 
lengthy battle for additional compensation. 

As you may be aware, this department finds it most diillcult to regard, as fair and reasonable 
compensation, the figure of $2,331,044.98 computed by your department with respect to 
these Treaty Indians and I can find no record of the formal acceptance of ~ sun as the basis 
of a final settlement in the matter. While we areprepared to recognize, within veasonuble 
limits, the specialposition of Treaty Indians as Wards of the Cmwn, it is the opinion here 
kdt payments to the Treaty Indians or to your department on their behalf, should he more 
in line with the compensation payments made to the Metis and white residents of the area 
for the loss of similar rights 

"1 FR Miller to Governor General in Counc4 22 Msy 1957, NA, RG 10, vols. 7334-36, fde 11'20-9-5 (ICC, 
Documents, at 1035); Twasary Board to Department of Namnal Defence, 27 Hay 1957. Nh RG 2, voi. 1943, 
=tie? l (KC. nncumenl at II11R). 



COLD L A K E  A N D  C A N O E  L A K E  INQUIRIES 

To date, two payments totalling $511,598.00 have been made to your d e p m e n t  on 
behalf of the five Indian Bands. This sum is the equivalent of $978 for each man, woman 
and child, or approximutely $3,9UUfor each incomxarning mak"5. . . p e s e  amounts] 
are in excess of the average settlement of compensation made with the Metis and white 
residents who had s M a r  interests in the area 

In the drmmstances, Iwuld ask thatyougivesMMus consideration to Ute acceptance 
of thehem o f $ 5 1 1 , 5 9 8 0 0 p ~ & J p a i d  as thefuuandJinalsetUment of compensation 
to the Treaty Indians who have been affected by our Range  operation^."^ 

Citizenship and Immigration responded to this request by preparing a sub  
mission to Cabinet on the issue,"' but it was referred back to Treasury Board,"' 
where officials sided with DND.'I9 On lanuary 5, 1959, the Chairman reported 
to Cabinet the Board's recommendatidn that.nofurthir compensation be paid 
and that ''w further assistance to the Indians should be considered on its merits 
. . . and for out of the appropriations of the Department of Citizenship 
and Immigration." lZ0 

While this was going on, Chief and Council wrote to the Minister, saying that 
no annual payments had been received, 

although we have been told thepayments were to come euqvyearfor ten years or even 
more as long as they hold our trapping ground for Air Weapons purposes. 

Mdy we let you know that the money sent to our Band of Canoe Lake has not been 
foolishly spent but used to build new houses or to buy equipment needed in the North as 
canoes or outboard motors, etc. And if we are not to expect any more compensation although 
promised to us we are asking you, Honourabk Minister, to reupen this area of ours for 
trapping and fshingpurposes, the mly way for us ta get a living in this counhy if we 
are left without compensation at all.'2' 

" 5  This calmiation is excessive in h case of Canoe Lake, where 46 ua pen and fishermen shared $1 10,000 
in cam nsatim, including mmpemation for cahm ad equipment lks amount would average $2400 erh. 

"6 F.R MiEr, Deputy Minister, National Defence, to L&valFonier, 30 September 1958, NA. RG 10, voi. 7336, 
tile 1120-95 (ICC. Dwments. at 1197-98) Emphis added. 

"7 Memorandum to Cabinet, 26 November 1H8. N 4  RG 10, vol. 7336, file 11209-5 (ICC, Domments, at 
1212.1). 

"8 W.E.D. Halliday, Privy Council Office, to Laval Fonier, 2ZJanuary 1959, NA. RC 10, vol. 7336, file 1/209 
5 (ICC, Documents, at 1233). 

" 9  1.4 MacDonald to Minister of Finance. 24 December 1958. NA, RG 55. fle 904 (ICC, ammenls, at 12241. 
The Hon. Donald Fleming, Minister of Finance, to Cabinef 5 Janu;try 1959, N 4  RG 55, fik 904 (KC, 
Documenk at 1231). 

I n  Chief John Iron to the Hm. E. Fai~dough, Kbkter of Citizenship and immigration, 8 January 1959, NA. 
RC 10, vois. 753436, file 1120-9-5 (ICC, Documents, af 1232). Emphasis added. 



The Minister's response was to say that the "question of further payments to 
vour band is still under negotiation with the Department of National Defence.""' 
The Minister had decided to resubmit the issue to Cabinet based on a more 
detailed memorandum setting out her department's analysis of the issue.IZ3 Again, 
the matter was referred back to Treasury Board for resolution.124 A year later, it 
remained In May 1960 the Minister again wmte to Chief John Iron 
statingthat the issue of cornpernation was still under active consideration.lz6 

To prepare for further discussions with Treasury Board, Colonel Fortier, the 
Deputy Minister, met with senior officials of the Indian Affafairs Branch and posed 
four questions to them: 

I. Did or did not the Indians on whose behalf ampensation was claimed enjoy an exclu- 
sive right, under provincial license, either through individual traplines in Alberta or in 
group areas in Saskatchewan, to trap in the Primrose lake area? 

The answer to this question was, in the opinion of the departmental officers present, 
clearly in the affirmative. 

2. Did or did not some of the Indians on whose behalf compensation is claimed, as recorded 
in the detailed l'its, enjoy under provincial license the right to fish commercially in 
this area? 

Again an affirmative answer was given. 

3. Did or did not the Indians prior to the neation of this bombing range have a legally 
enforceable right to hunt and fish for food in tkus area? 

The answer to this question was again in the affirmative by virtue of Section 12 of 
the Natud Resources Transfer Agreement Acts as defined hy Appeal Court decisions in 
both Provinces. 

4. Col. Fortier then posed the question whether, since the creation of the range, any of the 
rights enumerated above are now enjoyed by the Indians involved in this claim? 

The answer to this question was clearly in the negative.''' 

Treasury b a r d  isolated three aspects of the claim advanced by Citizenship and 
Immigration: 

- whether the Indians had a legally enforceable claim; 

I11 me Ron. E. Fairctough to ChiefJohn Imn, 2 j Januar/ 1959, N& RG 10, vois. 733436, file 1120-9-5 (ICC, 
Donrments. e 1235). 

113 ?henon. EFairclouS to Cahinel, 25 Februiuy 1959. NA, RG 1% V O I  7336. file 1120-P5 (ICC, Dmments. 
at 1246). 

124  Rmd nf Cabinet neckion. 17 And 1959 (ICC. Documents at 1265.1). 



whether the figures provided by Citizenship and Immigration were justifiable; 
and 

whether the need for economic rehabilitation should be considered as part of 
an appropriate amount for compensation. 

On the f is t  issue, legally enforceable claims, the Deputy Attorney General 
advised that the Indians' rights were limited to hunting, fishing, and trapping for 
food all seasons of the year on unoccupied Crown lands, as provided in section 12 
of the relevant Natural Resources Transfer When the lands became 
occupied by the air weapons range, these protected rights "ceased to operate." There 
was, in his opinion, "no legal right to compen~ation."~'~ There was no reference to 
the treaties in this opinion. 

Indian Affairs continued to argue, however, that the claim was at least a 
"strong, equitable one."lM Whether or not the Indians could sue the Crown, their 
"unrestricted right to hunt, fish and trap for food throughout the area" had been 
"completely abrogated."131 Adequate reparations were needed because "the Federal 
Government has completely disrupted their way of life and forced the adoption 
of new vocations for which they were not prepared."13" 

On the second issue, the calculation of the loss to Indians, Treasury Board 
eventually agreed that Indian Affairs' calculation of the annual loss of fish and 
game used for food and other domestic purposes was reasonable. In addition, "[tlhe 
figures for furs, fish and game sold are matters of record and therefore need not 
be que~tioned."'~~ 

It was the thud issue, economic rehabilitation contrasted with compensation, 
which was the real source of dispute between DND and Indian Affairs. DND 
wanted to accomplish two things: treatment of the economic loss in a manner 
similar to loss of business opportunity; and parity among the whites, Metis, and 
Indians who were con~pensated for their dislocation from the range.l3"uite 

"8 Constitution Ad 1930. See discussion at 136-38 below. 
lL9 Deputy Attorney General to G.G.E. Steele, Treasury Board, 2 February 1960, NA, RG 10, "01s. 7334~36, 

Me 11'209-5 (ICC, Documents, at 1317-18). 
'j0 See, for exampk, Laval Fonler to D.H. Waiters. Treaswy Board, 20July 1959, NA, RG 10, vok. 733618, 

file 1120-9-5 ( ICC. Documents, at 1278-79). 
'3' H.M. Jones 1oJ.L. Fty, Treasury Board, 19 October 1959. NA, RG 55, fde 904 (ICC. Documents, at 1295). 
u2 H.M. Jones to G.F. Davidson, Deputy Minister, Citizenship and Immigration, 8 April 1960, N& RC 10, 

vol. 7336, Me 1120-9-5 (KC, Documents, at 1333). 
'51 H. Hoddm to G.G.E. Steek, Tleasury Boar4 I June 1W, NA, RG 55, fik 904 (ICC, Dacurnmn, at 136265). 
'3' See, for example, R.C. MacNeill, Treasury Board, to Minister of Finance, 10 December 1958, NA, RC 55, 

file 904 (ICC, Documents, at 1215). 



simpty, DND did not want a compensation package for Indians which would 
reopen the other negotiations or cause resentment among the other groups.lJ' 

Indian Affairs, on the other hand, saw the interim payments as direct com- 
pensation for loss of income and food resources which could not be repla~ed."~ 
While some of this compensation could have been available for economic rehabil- 
itation, that was a larger issue which had not been factored into the original calcu- 
lation of annual losses.'J7 Even so, the fact that such a pmgram was necessary was 
directly attributable to the dislocation of Treaty Indians from the range and should, 
in the view of the department, have been a proper charge against the DND budget 

[Citizenship and Immigration] pointed out. . . that DND had, without any significant notice, 
taken from the Indians at one swipe rights which they would otherwise have only lost over 
a period of years.'JK 

Treasury Board remained sympathetic to the DND point of view. At length, 
it was agreed that DND would make one further payment - equivalent to one 
year's compensation or $235,799 - and leave the issue of long-term economic 
rehabilitation to lndian Affairs for reso l~t ion . '~~  

Negotiating a Final Payment with the Indians 
Ry July 1960 the only question within government was whether the Indians 
would settle for one more payment. Treasury Roard wrote to the Deputy hlinister 
of Citizenship and Immigration: 

As this matter was originally referred to the Treasury Board by Cabinet, we now intend to 
re-submit the case to the Board suggesting that the proposed settlement agreed to by the 
Department of National Defence be recommended to Cabinet for approval. However, before 
we do this it wotikihe desirable to kmzu whether or notyour Deparhnentfeek mas~mbly 
sure that one m o r e p a y m a t  of $235,000 as compensation will he acceptable Lo the 
Indium so that they will agree to sign a release to the land. 

I should also point out at this time that we feel that any Jiirther aidfor these Inriians 
should be an  integralpart ofyour Departmenrs regulurprogram ofrehahilitution.'4~ 

135 F.D. Miilar to C.F. Johns. Nationd Defence. 8 FehmaN 1957 (ICC. Documents, at 973-74) 
'36 lndian Branch kiem to File, 30 September 1959, NA. RG 10, vol. 7336, tie 1/2895 (ICC, Dmments, 

st I%X(r971 -- ---- -, ,. 
1 i' J.P.B. Ostnndertn K,>L]ones, 4 &arch 1952, N& RC 10, voli 733436 Ek I/LU9-5 (ICC, Documents, at 3j6). 
'.w D.J. Hant to D.W. F r a n h ,  TreaJuty Board, 14 ~ i p d  1960, NARC 5, fde 904 (ICC, Doaluents, at 1338). 
139 HA. Davis tuJA MacDondd,'Iteasuly Board, 18 July 1960, NA. RC ij. file 904 (ICC. Documents, at 1377). 
la G.G.E. Steele to G.F. Davidsun, 22 July 1960, NA, RG 10, vol. 7336, file l/'ZU-')-5 (ICC, Doaments, at 1380). 



When the Minister, the Honourable Ellen Fairclough, was advised of this plan, 
she noted on the memorandum: 

It seems to me the lndians have had a raw deal on this matter and we should look after 
their interests.'*' 

Her department set about organizing meetings with the Bands to put this settle- 
ment proposal to them. There was, however, concern that a ~ l a n  for economic 
rehabilitation should be presented at the sametime and includd in the Citizenship 
and Immigration estimates for the 1961-62 budget.'" The deoartment deferred 
the subject on the basis that the Indians should be involved in such planning 
and that it would take considerable time before this could be done.L43 

Colonel Jones wrote to the regional supervisor in Saskatchewan, NJ. McLeod, 
instructing him to organize a meeting at Canoe Lake. 

I would like you to mange meetings with the lndians of the Canoe Lake Band, to ascer- 
tain if they are prepared to accept this proposal. v t h q  are agreeable, wiU you please 
endeawur to obtuin m'lten releases from them to that effect. These releases will be 
required before we will be in a position to proceed with a submission to the Treasury Board 
to secure authority for the payment 

If the lndians will not accept this proposal by Natbnal Defence, there appears to he little 
or no hope that the proposed payment or any further compensation payments could be 
obtained from National Defence. 

It has been made clear to us that, in the view of Treasury Board, any additionalassis- 
lance to the Indians ofthis area (beyond theproposedpayment of $235,000) should be 
apart of the mgulargovernmen~pmgrams of we@m assistance a n d e c ~ ~ m i c  &!np 
men( which wouki be mel&m the appmpriations of this Department lhis matter of 
further expendihlres for the rehabilitation of the Indians is for your own in f~rmat ion . '~~  

The meeting at Canoe Lake was held September 14, 1960. 

Several members of the Band were away working on road construction and were unable 
to attend. Of the 28 members of the Canoe Lake Band who were displaced by the Weapons 
Range, 16 were present, and 6 members of the Band who were indirectly displaced were 
also present The meeting, therefore, was considered representative of the members of the 
Canoe Lake Band who are directly concerned . . . 

'4' C.F. Davidson to the Hon. E. Fnirclough, 29 July 1960, NA, RG 10, vols. 7334-36, file 1120-9-5 (ICC, 
Dockmenu, at 1384). 

I4Z HX Jones to G.F. Davidsurq 18 August 1969 N4 RG 10, vols. 7334%, 112095 (ICC, thmmenu, at 1400). 
143 H.M.Jones t o G F  Davidson, 26August 1 9 6 0 ,  N4 RC 10, vol. 7336, file 11209~5 (ICC, Dotumenu, a1 1402). 
'4 H.M. Jones to N.J. McLeod, 25 August 1160, Nh RC 10, ~06.7334-36, file 112095 (KC, thmments, at 1405). 

Emphasis added. 



Through an interpreter a thorough exflanation was given to the Lndians. The meeting 
was advised that the Department of National Defence were considering a third and final pay- 
ment in an amount of $235,000 to be divided amongst the Indians of the Canoe Lake, Cold 
Lake, ~ & s h  lake, Beaver Lake, and Heart Lake Bands, provided that the Indians of these 
bands would agree to accept this amount as a final payment of compensation. Considerable 
discussion was noted amonmt the Indians, wnducted in their native tongue, andfinally they 
adked me that they were in agreanentand  accept thepmp&of the &r&t 
ofNatiaal Defence asasfinalpayment and that no f u r h  claims would bepresented by 
them in the future. 

. . .The Canoe Lake Band understand and will seek assurance that when the Department 
of National Defence termhat& the use of h e  Primrose Lake Weapons Range that the area 
formerly used by their members for hunting, trapping, and fishing 211 be returned 
to them145 

Attached to this report was a Band Council Resolution passed at the meeting. 
It stated the following: 

U'r hdvc t od~y  hcrn ~nfornlrd by Indim .\(far.; ~lffiolls th~t the find \rttlemenr pqlnrnl 
\vill IIC in t l~c  .MIIIUII~ ~f trio hundrd md tium.fitr th<~uva~d dolbar I S 2  35.t1IJll Ill11 Wc ~ - ~ ,  

agree to accept our share on behalf of the memben of our band as a find and complete 
settlement. We agree that the amount specified is a fair and reasonable payment and we 
assure Indian Affairs Branch that the individual members of our Band will sign a release 
and quit clai~n.~" 

Also attached to the report was a form signed by 23 individuals who attended 
the meeting, accepting "a third and final full settlement to any claim or claims we 
have now or may have in the future for compensation for loss of hunting, trapping 
and fishing, and other uses of the land now constituted in the Primrose Lake Air 
Weapons Range."L47 There was some discussion before this Commission about 
the wording of this document and the signatures appended to it,'*' but nothing 
in our findings turns on these points and government does not rely on the 
Resolution or the form. 

N.J. McLeod to H.M. Jones, 20 September 1960. Nk RG 10, vols. 711436. file 11209-5 (ICC, Documents, 
at 142625). Emphlsis added. 
Cmne Lake Rand Council Resolution. 14 Seotember 1960. Nk RG 10. vols. 7414-46. file liLO-c)-i KC. ~ ~ , . . .  . . . . , . . , , 

~ocumeni, at 1413). 
Canoe Lake lndian Band lo Government of Canada, 14 September 1960, NA, RG 10, vols. 7334-56, 
file 11209.5 (ICC, Doruments, at 141415). 
See, fur example, Canoe Lake Tmcript, vol. 2, at 167 (Iron Iron), noting rhat Mr. Iron's signamre was 
&led bv his mark The document referred to is Exhibit I. in Fxhibit Book. at Tab "O'. A letter in Mr Iron's 
own hand is included in ICC. Documents, at 169293. 



The Intent of the Final Payment 
As the paperwork was being prepared to obtain Cabinet approval of the plan, one 
Indian Affairs official noted that the intent was to obtain a release from the 
Indians in favour only of the Department of National Defence. "Nowhere in 
the correspondence is there any suggestion that the Minister [of Citizenship and 
Immigration] had or would agree to mept such payment as being in full and final 
settlement of the Indian claim . . . [A] formal release would have to be executed 
by each individual Indian before the Department of National Defence was absolved 
of their responsibility in the que~tion.""~ 

DND acknowledged this concern by saying, "we had hoped [this] would serve 
as a release of this department by your department." The letter goes on to add 
that if Indian Affairs officials "consider that some form of final release [from the 
Indians] is necessary, and this may well be the case, yon could of course do so."150 
On the advice of its own legal adviser, Indian Affairs abandoned the idea of a for- 
mal release of rights. It substituted, however, a "form of receipt being acknowl- 
edgment by the Indian that he has received a Dominion of Canada cheque in full 
and final settlement of his ~laim."'~' This "receipt" would later be interpreted as 
releasing all departments of government from all further financial obligations. 

The actual Treasury Board submission, signed by the Ministers of Citizenship 
and Immigration and National Defence, confirms that the final payment was 
intended to absolve only DND from further responsibility, acknowledging the 
role of Indian Affairs as having acted on behalf of the Indians in the matter. 

[Ilt has been agreed that a final settlement of the claim on the basis of three years income 
would be a satisfactory solution of the compensation issue and would leave any consid- 
eration of long lenn rehabilitution as a separate issue which would not concern the 
Department of National Defence. 

The undersigned therefore have the honour to recommend that authority be granted 
for a further payment by the D e p m e n t  of National Defence to the Indian Affairs Branch 
of the CeparUnent of Citizenship and Immiption of $ 2 3 5 , 7 9 9 s u c h ~ t  to beaccepted 
by ~itiz&hip and immigration in m t b n  behalfof the ~ e u l y  tndians in the Pri&ose 
Luke area and as being in full andfinal setllement d u l l  cluims made on behnlf ofthe 
Treulv Indians with resoect to loss of income and all other claims of anv nature that have 
been made or may be made on behalf of the Treaty Indian Bands by the Depurhmt of 

' * 9  R.F. Battle to H.M. Jones, 3 November 1960, NA, R G  10, vol. 7336. Ole 1120-9-5 (FCC. Documents. at 1457). 
'50 EB. Armstmng, Natbnal Defence, to G F  Davidson, 4 November I*, N& RG 10, vals. 7334.36. file 1IZOP5 

(ICC, Documents. at 146213). 
' 5 '  R.F. Battle to H.M.Jones, 18 November I%0, NA. RC 10, vol. 7336, fde 11209~5 (ICC, Dauments, a1 1479). 



Citiz&@ and Immigration arising from the taking over by the Department of National 
Defence of the lands known as the Primrose Lake Air Weapons ~ a n g e . ' ~ ~  

The proposal supporting Treasury Board Minute 573254, dated December 2, 
1960, includes the above wording, with a marginal note added: "This settles DND 
involvement once and for all."L53 The formal minute, as approved by Cabinef is 
only one paragraph long and adopts the wording that payment is settlement on 
behalf of any claims that may be made by Citizenship and Immigration "on behalf 
of the Treaty Indian  band^.""^ 

We conclude that the intent of this accommodation between the two gov- 
ernment departments was to relieve the Department of National Defence, and not 
the Government of Canada generally, from any further responsibility to compen- 
sate Treaty Indians dislodged or affected by the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range. 

Delivering the Final Payment 
The cheques for payment to the 28 members of Canoe Lake actually displaced 
from the range were forwarded to Regina on January 12, 1961, together with a 
supply of "receipt forms." The following instructions were given: 

When the cheques are issued to these individuals or as soon as possible thereafter, each per 
son should be interviewed to detertiline how he proposes to become hetter established or, 
where necessary, re-established and how he intends to use the h~nds  further to this end. 
In this connection, the Department's function is that of the cour~sellor and advisor but the 
following points should be made very clear: 

1. As citizens and as members of the community, it is essential that the Indians establish 
and improve their credit ratings. ~ o n s e ~ u e n t l i  they should take immediate steps to pay 
their debts from the funds now available to them. 

2. The payments they receive will, of course, be taken into consideration w i ~ e t ~  examining 
applications for relief assistance during subsequent munths. Those receiving substantial 
payments should not require assistance at least for the remainder of the current win- 
ter unless the funds are used for payment of debts or for so~ue  constructive purposes 
such as the purchase of building materials, farming equipment, etc. 

The Hon. E. Fuirciougi> to Treasury Ronrd, 2 5  November 1960, N,\ RG 2 (ICC. I>ocuments at 1484). 
Emphasis ~dded. 
D.J. Hnrlt to B.A. Davis, Treasury Roard. 2 December 1960, Nh, RC 10, vai. 7316, file 1/10-9-5 (ICC, 
Documents, zt 1506-07). 

I i i  TB Minute, 29 December 1960. Nz\, RC 10, vois. 7334-36, Rle 11'20-9~5 (ICC, Documeno, at 1521). An eaear~ 
her verslon uf this nlinute sclled that payment would be nude to Citi~esship and Immigrntion "to be held 
in trust for the Treaty Indians": ICC, Documents, at I 5 2 0  The quoted ~vovords were subsequently deleted. 



C O L D  L A K E  A N D  C A N O E  L A K E  INQUIRIES 

3. IWe manner in which t h q  utilize these fund. and theprnportian they devote lo aper 
sonal rehabilitation brnprarn will be closelv watched and  will have a n  imoortant , 
bearing on their eligibilitp forfuture assistance under regularprograms of 
the Department related to agriculture, ranching, placement, and  other economic 
deveIopmentpmjects'55 

The regional supervisor in Regina, NJ. McLeod, requested additional payment 
on behalf of the Band at large - $10,577 -which was the Canoe Lake Band's share 
of the $235,000 received from the DND.'56 These funds had not been received 
when the first batch of cheques was distributed at Canoe Iake on January 23,1961. 

The distribution was made to 2715' members of the Canoe Lake Band. It was noted, how- 
ever, that the lndians receiving payment shared with their sons and other relatives. %is 
woukl indicate thatpractically every member of the Canoe Me Band received a por- 
tion ~Jthepayment I also noticed that the lndians concerned settled all outstanding debts 
with local dealers with whom they had dealings. . . The lndians of the Canoe Lake Band 
are fairly well to do, as they have reasonably good trapping areas and also earn a 
suhstantial income from commercial fishing operations Canoe and Keeley Lakes. There is 
very tittle destitution amongst them and assistance from our Branch is limited to physically 
handicapped lndians. 

I again impressed upon the lndians the fact that they would have no claim for further 
compensation at any time in the future. All of the lndians entitled to payment signed the 
enclosed agreements, fully aware that they were relinquishing all claims for any future com- 
pensation. The agreements were signed without any disagreement or arguments on the 
part of the lndians, as they had been made aware at previous meetings that this would be 
fmal pdyment of compensation in connection with the Primmse Lake Air Weapons P.ange.'j8 

The form of receipt or "agreement" signed by each recipient is set out on 
page 51.159 This document is frequently referred to as a release or quit-claim. 

This Commission was told by witnesses that the distribution meeting at Canoe 
Lake was not without disagreement. 

I w;ls asked to do the interpreting for this hearing. When the significance of the quit claims 
was beine discussed. one official aauallv stated that we would not receive anvthine if we did u , " 
not cooperate It was at tlus potnt that 1 refused to do any more mterpretmg and waked out 

' 5 5  RF. Davey to NJ. M W  12 January 1961, NA. RG LO, ~017336, file il2BP5 (ICC, Documeat$ at 155960). 
Emphasis added. 

'5"J. McLeod to H.M. Jones, 23 January 1961, NA. RG 10,vols. 733436,k 112Cb9~5 (ICC, Documen4 at 1566). 
$5' One cheque was returned for estate administration as the payee had died: WJ. Harvey to L C .  Hunter, 

25 January 1961, N h  RG 10, vats 7334-36, Ale 1120-9-5 (ICC, Documents, at 1570). 
'is N.J. McLeod to H.M. Jones, 1 Febww 1961, NA. RG 10, vols. 7334-36, file 1120.9-5 (ICC, Documents, 

at 1575-76). Emphasis added. 
"9  See, for example. NA, RG 10, vols 733436. file 1120.95 (ICC, Documents, at 1573). 



Mr. Jarvis [Gewais] then took over the interpreting duties. Even though the people did 
not fully understand the quit clainls, they decided to sign. They were afraid.IW 
. . .  
MR. IRON:. . .At that point, you know, when things got pretty hot, that's when I just stopped 
interpreting. 
MR. HWDERFON: What had you been interpreting; what message had you giving the people by 
way of translation up to that point? 
MR. IRON: They were vying to explain to us that the money t!at was coming was the h a 1  
paymenL But I don't think I finished at that time. I was not there when the significance of 
the quit claims was being discussed, because right away, when I read what was in that quit 
claim, I began to feel that something was not right That's when I started to feel uneasy and 
didn't want to do m y  more services for those people. 
MR. HEND~SON: Did YOU say something to them at that time? Did you stop interpreting and 
say, "I don't think this is right? 
MR. IRON: Yes, I said, "I'm not interpreting any more. You take over," I said to the 
assistant agent That was Mr. [ ~ e w a i s ] . ~ ~ ~  

MR. BWDERSON: NOW, based on the interpretation that you had done up to that point, had 
you told people that this was a final payment and that there would never be any more 
compensation? 
MR. IRON: I guess I was pretty vague when I explained that to them at that time. I just told 
them that they should not sign these quit claims; that this meant that we would not get any 
Inore payments. That's all I said to the chief there, that we should not sign.16' 
. . . 
Most of the people still did not believe that the third payment would be the last payment. 
Many of them had a notion that a quit claim wxs sin~ply a receipt for the ~ h e ~ u e . ' ~ J  The 
fact is that everyone was so poor that when they started checking, desperation took over. 
I read the contents of the release we were supposed to sign so that we could receive our 
cheques, and I'll never forget the fear I felt that day.Ib4 

. . . Leon Iron 

Other members of the community confirmed that the immediate payment of 
money was the major factor that led them to accept the cheques, which ranged 
in amounts from $495 to $2525.16' 

I signed those papers because a $500 cheque was sitting in front of me there, and I needed 
that muney. Times were hard at that time. It was around $500 or so. It was less than $600 

'fa Lahe Tmnipt ,  "01. 3, at 155 Leon Iron). 
'6, C m e  Lake Transaiot. vnl. L. at Id5 (I.eon Iron) 



anyway. That's the reason why I signed those documents, because the money was there 
already. I needed the money and the cheque was there, available and ready for me.166 

. Eli lron 

[E]vetybody jumped on that - the money. If we had understood what was at that time, 
what was asked of us, things would have been different - a lot different than they are 
today, I guess.'67 

. . . .Joseph Opekokew 

We find that, given the length of time that had passed since the interim 
payments had elapsed, and the need for more funds, which was apparent to all 
concerned, there was practical compulsion to sign the quit-claims. The legal 
consequences of this finding will be discussed later. 

On February 2, 1961, Minister Fairclough wrote to Chief John Iron confirming 
final payment from D N D . ~ ~  On March 1. Chief Iron responded that the issue of 
general 'Band compensation remained outstanding. ~ h e l 8  individuals who had 
oreviouslv been compensated because of the indirect effects of the range had not - 
been i n c h e d  in the January 23 di~tributi0n.l~~ These cheques, in amounts of 
$584 or $585, were distributed at the beginning of April 1961, and receipts were 
obtained from the payees.170 

Interest on  the Compensation Account 
In the annual report for fiscal year 1960-61, which ended March 31, 1961, 
Citizenship and Immigration reported that the Primrose Lake trust account had 
received $235,941.95 and that $238,760.80 had been e~pended.~71 There is no 
indication of the previous balance or explanation of the shortfall of $2818.49, 
which was apparently unfunded. It appears, however, that the shortfall was made 
up from accumulated interest of $34,755.23, which had accrued at the rate of 
5 per cent annually from the time of the first DND payment. The balance in the 
account after the last distribution had been made was only $32,464.74. 

1" Canoe Lake Transcipl, vol. 1, at 117 (I3 Iron). 
'67 Canoe Lake Transcript, vol. I, ;tt 54 (Joe Opekokew). 

The Han. E. Fakclough to ChiefJohn Iron, 2 February 1961, Nk RG 10, vols. 7334-36 (ICC, Documents, 
~f 1577) 

169 Chief~dhn lron to the fion. E. Fairciough, 1 March 1961, DIAND, vols. 91 1, file 1IZU-9-5 (ICC, Donrmenrs, 
at IOZZ). 

"0 N.J. M d d  to RF. Battle, 21 ApnlllGl (ICC, Documenut, at 1635). The m i p t s  are the shalt form of receipl, 
some of them handwritten, and not the full interview sheet as set nut at 5 1  

11' Statement of Receipts and Bsbursements, 31 h lmh 1961, Nh RG 10, vol. 6341, fde 7361 (ICC, Doaments. 
at 16261. 



On June 21, 1961, the treasury officer of the department advised that this 
interest had been credited to the trust account, but that there had been no statutory 
authorization for the payment of interest. 

Therefore interest should not have k e n  allowed and should be returned to the credit of 
the Receiver General unless the necessary authority of the Governor.inCouncil is ~btained."~ 

No effort was made to obtain authorization to retain these funds. There was 
some discussion before the Commission as to whether a claim for these funds 
was a matter included in the original 1975 claim submission. Ultimately, it was 
agreed by counsel that, if these claims are accepted for negotiation, the interest 
issue would be dealt with as part of compensation  negotiation^."^ For that reason 
only, we will not make any comment on the failure to secure, or retain, interest 
on the trust account. 

Claims for Further Compensation 
Once the trust account was effectively closed,"~he matter of further compen- 
sation to treaty Indians was, from the government's point of view, laid to rest. 
The need for economic rehabilitation remained, hut that would no longer be 
dealt with as a compensation issue, or even as a matter for special appropriation 
within the budget of the Indian Affairs Branch."' The hardship in the community, 
which was acknowledged by government, was to be dealt with as a welfare 
i~sue . "~  AS one witness put it: 

The biggest blow, however, came when government brought in welfare, after we received 
our final compensation payments. That is when I saw the most dramatic change in the Bves 
of the Canoe Lake people. Their initiative was killed. We all used to make our own living 
from the land which was taken away. One of the reasons we miss that land so much is 
because it was so rich in resources . . . 

1 7 ?  J P Camn, lnd~an Mm. to H.M. Jones, 21 June 1962, NA, RG 10, voL 6341, Tde 736-1 (ICC, Documents, 
.~t i h7hj *. .", ",. 

1'3 Transcript of Argument, at 408.11. Counsel for Canoe Lake were not present at that point in the 
pruceediigs. 
The annual report ior 1%1/62 shows a balance remaining of $2078. 

'7; An internal Treasury Board memorandum notes that as of Febmq I961 a proposal for $I million far 
economic rehabilitation was bein pre wed by Citizenship itnd lmmiyation: DJ. Hartt 1oJ.A MacDonald, 
27 Fcbruar~ 1941. NA. RC 10, "of. 6 d 1 ,  Dlr 736-1 (iCC Dmlmenls, at 1620). Such a pmpasd docs not 
appear in e record and, presumably, never went fonvard. 

'76 See, for example, L.S. Marchand to Leon Iron, 22 October 1965 (ICC, Documenls, at 1736). 



I will never forget how embarrassed I was when I first received welfare - $15.00 a 
month. I was ashamed. I was used to earning my own living, not receiving welfare.17' 

. Leon lron 

The Department of National Defence, however it may have resolved the issue 
with Treaty Indians, was not finished paying compensation Having once increased 
the proposed payment to Metis claimants - and securing full releases from them 
in return - the department proceeded to do so again. The rationale was that the 
Metis had been paid much less than the Treaty Indians and the non-aboriginal 
claimants. Authorization was given to make a further payment to 110 Mktis 
claimants of a total of $107,800, which would bring their average compensation 
to $1604. This would equal the average payment to non-aboriginal pe0p1e.I'~ 

For ten years after the final payment, Canoe Lake continued to press for fur- 
ther compensation.'' The response from government was that the compensa. 
tion given was "more than adequate,""O even "generous,"L8L and that, in any 
event, "there does not appear to be any further claim you could maintain against 
the 

Over time, the Indian Affairs Branch changed its own perception of its role in 
the compensation negotiations. It had originally agreed to negotiate "with and 
on behalf of the Indians."t83 A subsequent letter to DND refers expressly to such 
negotiations "with individuals or bands of 1ndians."18" 

As the negotiations for the last payment fmm DND were being pursued, the 
Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration confirmed that his department 
did "indeed consider itself to be a trustee and agent for these Indians and will 
continue to act as such until the case has finally been disposed of."L85 

After the last payment, the role was redefined. One letter describes the role 
as "liaison with the Department of National ~ e f e n c e . " ' ~ ~  Despite the fact that the 

''7 Canoe L;&e Transcrlot, vol. 2. at 154-55 (Leon lroni. 
" ~ u b m l s s i o n  to GoveFnor in council 22 dav 1962. bh RG 2 (ICC. Documents. at 167173): approved by 

at 1772). 
LS. Marchand to Leon Iron, 22 October 1965, DkrUD, vols. 1-11, Ne 1120-9-5 (ICC, Documents. a 1736). 

lB2 R.F. Battle to Leon Iron, I March 1965 (ICC, Ommenu, at 1710). 
183 Ld~d Fortier LO C.M. D N I ~ ,  24 November 1952, NA, RG 10, ~017335, Ne 1120-95 (ICC, Documents, at 363). 
'84 Lava1 Fortier to C.M. Nry ,  27 F e b ~ a I y  1953, N4 RG 10, vol. 7335, fde 1120-9-5 (ICC, Documenu, at 387). 

See also D.M. MacKay m G.H. Gooderhq 5 March 1953, N& RG 10, vol. 7115, Me 1009.5 (ICC, h u m e n & ,  
at 3%). 

'85 Lavd Fortiw. to M. Lambert, MP, 12 May I959 (ICC, Documents, at 12702-3). 
1% F.A. Clark. Indian Affairs, to Rose Iron, 5 April 1966, DMD, vols. 9-1 1, file 1120-9-5 (ICC, Documenu, 

at 1740). 



C O L D  L A K E  A N D  C A N O E  L A K E  I N Q U I R I E S  

Indian claimants had not dealt with anyone other than Indian Affairs officials, 
R.E Battle wrote that they 

acted as agenu for the I n k  and held many discussions with them to help establish the 
basis on which a claim for adequate compensation could be substantiated The Branch was 
not negotiating with Indians; it only helped to present their case to the Department of 
Naimnal Defence.Is7 

Apart from the suggestion that Indian A f f a i i  officials acted as "agents," we 
find no support in the documentary record for these statements. W i l e  there 
were certainlv discussions to obtain information, the basis of the claim for further 
compensation appears never to have been discussed with the Indian claimants, 
and it was clearly Indian Affairs officials who negotiated with the Indians in rela- 
tion to the ter& and conditions of the interim distributions and final payments. 
It was, however, the more limited role that became doctrine. By 1974, internal 
memoranda stated that Indian Affairs 

was not a party to an agreement respecting compensation to fishermen and trappers 
for loss of use of the area The Department's rok was simply to facilitate negotiations and 
compensation payments to Indians with the D e p m e n t  of National Defence.lRR 

It is true that Indian Affairs was not specifically party to any agreement with 
fishermen and trappers. It can hardly be said, however, that its joint submissions 
to Treasury Board and Cabinet - especially in relation to the final payment from 
DND -did not represent agreements with the other department respecting com- 
pensation to Indians. Nor can it be said that Indian Affairs simply facilitated 
negotiations with DND, since there never were any direct negotiations on 
compensation between DND and Indian claimants. 

DND acknowledged no responsibility for the amount of compensation to Treaty 
In&ans: "Detailed settlements with the Treaty Indians were made by the Department 
of Citizenship and Immigration with funds provided by the Department of National 
Defence."lR9 

On one point, however, the two departments agreed. After 1961 there would be 
no further compensation to Treaty Indians for their losses caused by exclusion from 
the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range. The longstanding request for assurance 

R.F. Battle to Percy B i d ,  Editor. Natioional Indian Cound New BuUetin. 18 November 1965, UIAUD, 
vols. 9-11, fde 11209.5 (ICC, Documents, at 1738). 
J.B. Hanley to 1.W. Evans, 17 October 1974, DLAND, vols. 9.1 I ,  file lIM9-5 (ICC, Mments ,  at 1797). 

189 me Hon. Uan ~MfKinnon, Mhister of Natbnd Defence, lo Terry Mylander, MP, 8 Norember 1979 (ICC, 
Documen&, at 21 59). 



that the Indians would be able to resume their use of the range area when it was 
no longer required by the military went unanswered. The communities them- 
selves were left with the principal role in identifying their own programs for 
economic rehabilitation.lYO 

ECONOMIC REHABImATION 

The Absence of a Plan 
Canoe Lake presented special problems of economic replacement due to the 
nature of the geographical area in which it is situated, its isolation, and its funda- 
mental dependence on resource harvesting. The Indian Affairs Branch was well 
aware of these factors. The regional supervisor for Saskatchewan was pessimistic 
at the outset. 

At the present time I can think of no project which could be set up in that area which will 
assure permanent success. I must say !ha even the hehing and tnppimg, with which the Indians 
are familiar, and which needs very little teaching by others, cannot possibly be a permanent 
success to all Future Canoe Lake Indians, as the resources are too limited and the population 
of the band is almost certain to steadily increase. 

I must repeat that there is no future in Agriculture for the Canoe Lake Indians unless 
they are moved to a peat distance from their present location, and they will certainly not 
do that in this 

From our review of the documents, it appears to us that the difficulty which 
confronted Indian Affairs officials in planning a program of economic rehabili- 
tation for Canoe Lake was fourfold. Fist, such a program would have to be directed 
at a viable economic activity, or activities, which would be roughly equivalent in 
scale to the hunting, trapping, and fishing income and benefits that were being 
lost. Second, the program had to provide for training of the individuals intended 
to engage in it. Third, funding for the program would have to provide capitalization 
of the new activity to obtain whatever buildings, equipment, and inventory were 
needed to start it up. Fourth, funding for the program had to provide interim 
income and benefits, equivalent to those that were lost, until such time as the new 
economic activity, or activities, were self-sustaining. 

In our view, the reason then was never a complete plan for Canoe Lake appears 
to be that the f is t  hurdle was never cleared. At no time was there any confidence 
within the federal government that any activities could be identified which would 



effectively replace the resource-based livelihoods that had been either lost or 
d i m i ~ s h e d . ' ~ ~  Clearly the finite fish and wildlife resources that remained avail- 
able to the Band could not sustain the additional pressure of dsplaced harvesters, 
much less the young people who would, in the normal course, have taken up 
harvesting themselves. And agriculture, in that locale, was not an option.'93 

For that reason, and because of divergent opinions within the Branch,'% the 
early estimate of $2.3 million for compensation of all Treaty Indians dealt only 
tentatively with the subject of economic dislocation. This was expressed in 
the original MacKay proposal forwarded to the Deputy Minister of Citizenship and 
Immigration: 

Although their advice was requested, the field senice have reached no unanimous conclu- 
sions, nor have they been able to make any recommendation concerning either the cost of 
rehabilitation or the basic method to be adopted. The relation, therefore, between the 
amount suggestedjbr compensation and the ultimate cost ofrehabilitation is a matter 
of conjecture. If our suggestion for compensation is adopted, the interest should be sufi- 
cient to finance a moderate program on an experimental basis with the capital available to 
be utilized in establishing on a permanent basis those individuals who show an aptitude 
for their new vocation.'9F 

While this proposal wisely provided for a degree of experimentation without 
depleting the capital of any compensation fund, that part of the proposal was not 
adopted. The figures were sent forward to the Department of Transport, agent 
for DND, as a basis for compensation to Treaty Indians, under a covering letter 
that read, in part: 

This amount does not consider the larger problem of rehabilitation referred to in my 
previous letter but it is our opinion that thefigure above will, ~n addition toproviding 
compensation, also be sufFcientjbr the majorportion of the rehabilitation c0sts.'9~ 

We have difficulty in determining the basis for that opinion from the record 
in the absence of a plan for rehabilitation against which the opinion might be 
measured. Certainly there was no program being contemplated for Canoe Lake 

"The Branch has not had too much experience in rehabikitating Indians to this extent and not nluch prece 
dent to go by': B.M. Jones lo D.M. MacKdy, 1 April 1952, NA, RG 10, vols. 7114-36, file 1120-9-5 (ICC, 
Documents, at 345). 
'The tooauaohv &d sail conditions in dl the Ued surmundine. the Canoe Lake Indian Reserve dismur- 

. . .  
Emphasis dded. 
The Won. W.E. Harris to the llon. Lionel Chewier, 8 May 1952, note 64 above. Emphasis ,died 



which is measurable against the estimate of 10 years of payments incorporated 
into the original compellsation figure of $2.3 million. DND was well aware of this 
uncertainty, hut was not sympathetic to the need for, or nature of, economic 
reparations. To an internal memorandum pointing out that "the interim payment 
would be inadequate to meet complete rehabilitation," a handwritten notation 
was added: 

The Minister [the Honourable Ralph Campney] does not feel that Nat Def. funds should be 
raided to improve the std, of living of indian~.'9~ 

We conclude from the full record that DND, understandably concerned about 
commitments against its own budget, never appreciated the extent of the harm 
its air weapons range had done to the claimant communities and never accepted 
any responsibility for that harm. DND would have been content to have another 
department provide for the balance of any reparations due, but its basic attitude 
prevailed with Treasury Board and, ultimately, with Cabinet. Finally, in 1961, 
Citizenship and Immigration simply gave up. 

Economic Rehabilitation a t  Canoe Lake 
Early in 1953 Chief Jean Piwapiskus (John Iron) wrote to the Deputy Minister 
of Citizenship and Immigration to niake some suggestions about economic 
development projects.198 He discussed five initiatives: 

The exclusive right to fish commercially in Brule (Keeley) Lake. 

- Restocking Brule and Canoe lakes with whitefish. 

- Mink farming (which he did not consider a good option). 

Additional hay lands to support livestock such as cows and hogs. "The land 
we have now is hardly sufficient to feed our horses." This initiative would 
,also require training, buildings, and a mowing machine. 

Gardens to raise potatoes, oats, and barley. This option would require 
machinery to clear and till the land. 

'9' C.F. Joluu to Deputy Minister, National Defence, 13 May 1955 (ICC. Doruments, a1 654). '" ChiefJohn Iron to Lwal Fonier, 8 February 1951, NI\, RG 10, vnls. 733436, file 1/2n-9-5 (ICC, Doculnents, 
at 38142). 



The Chiefs letter concluded: 

But in spite of all that help the Government could provide us, it would require many years 
before those means could bring us sufficient income. For that reason, we are counting on 
assistance from the Government The future does not look bright, as fishing is decreasing 
every year, fur is becoming more and more scarce and prices are low, whik the population 
is inneasing. For that reason, we want to try to earn our living by developing the lands we 
have. We cannot expect to be kept by the Comment, while doing nothing.l99 

The department did pursue the suggestion of "localizing" the fishery at Keeley 
Lake, which involved purchasing all the commercial licences on the lake so that 
the harvest would be exclusivelv available for Canoe Lake. The department also 
considered two other projects td increase the trapping range availible for Canoe 
Lake members, and a  ort table sawmill was ~rovided to the communitv. Each of 
these projects is described below. 

The Keelq Lake Fishery 
Investigation by the local Indian agent showed that by purchasing the fishing 
rights of three non-Indian licensees, the Keeley Lake fishery could be localized 
for Canoe Lake fishermen. 

This means that by pt~rchasir~g the fishing rights of the three outfits, an additional income 
of $3,000.00 (minimum) annually would be made available. While this additional income is 
not large, it would stiU mean considerable [sic] to these Canoe Lake people.z00 

This proposal, involving an expenditure of $2750, was approved by Indian 
AffairsLoL and by the Canoe Lake Band.z02 There were, however, two groups of 
fishermen at Canoe Lake, reported as 27 Treaty l nd i i  and 20 M~tis.'-03Accordingly, 
the Saskatchewan Department of Natural Resources approved the scheme on the 
following basis: 

We wish to advise that fshing rights on Keeley lake of the Treaty Indians and Metis who 
live in the Canoe Lake area will be recognized. This policy would also apply to the Treaty 

'w ChiefJohn Iron to Laval Fonier, 8 Febluary 1953. see note 198. Emphasis added. 
W.G. 'Tunstead to E.S. Jones, 2 September 1955, N& RG 10, vols. 733436, file 112895 (ICC, Dwmmts, 
at 766). 
J.P.B. Ostrander to E.S. Jones, Indian Affairs, 26 September 1955, N& RG 10, vols. 7334-36, file 1120-9-5 
(KC, Documents, at 778). 

" O "  W.G. Tunstead to E.S. Jones, 2 September 1955. Nh RG 10, vols. 733436, Me 1120-9.5 (ICC. Documents, 
at 765461, and Band Council Resolutim, 29 Febn~ary 1956, NA, RG 10, vols. 733436, Ne 1120-95 (ICC, 
Documents, at 865). 
W.G. Tunstead to E.S. Jones, 2 September 1955, N& RG 10, vols 733436, file IlZQP5 (fCC, Documents, 
at 765). 



Indians and Metis who move into this area and will be dependent upun fishing. This latter 
group may include former Metis and lndian residents as well as any new Metis or  lndians 
who move into this area2" 

The transaction was paid for h m  Canoe Lake Band funds in 1956. SubsequentIy, 
the "Indian fishermen of the Band reimbursed their Band funds for $1070.00 
from compensation payments received from [DND] for loss of hunting, fishing and 
trapping rights on the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range."zo5 It was reported 
that the Canoe Lake Metis were agreeable to making a proportionate reim- 
bursement to Band funds and suggested that they would do this from their own 
compensation payment when it was received.z06 

The matter of compensation from the Mktis was not pursued at the timezo7 and 
was still outstanding seven years later. When the Indian Affairs Branch pressed 
Saskatchewan Natural Resources to declare the Keeley Lake quota the exclusive 
property of the Indian fishermen,208 it was pointed out that there was no recorded 
agreement that the Metis would contributezw and the issue appears to have been 
d~opped.~"' 

While the amount of money involved is not large, it appears to this Commission 
that the Canoe Lake Band subsidized both the Indian and the Metis fishermen, 
as part of a Primrose Lake rehabilitation project, out of Band funds. 

Expanded Trapping Areas 
Two proposals were made to increase the trapping area available to Canoe Lake 
members. The first was to purchase licences in Conservation Block A-37, lying 
south and west of Canoe Lake, sufficient to accommodate its displaced trappers."' 
That proposal was blocked on the basis that it would be more costly than suggested, 
and could involve buying out licences held by Indians of other Bands to the 
advantage of those from Canoe Lake."' 

?@i G.E. CauklweU, Natural Resources (Sask.). tu E.S,Jones, 20 April 1956, h& RC 10, vols. 733436, fiie 1120-9.5 
(ICC. Documents, at 899). 

?oi B.M. Jones ro E.B. i\rmstrong. National Defence, 25 l;mu;ary 1963, DIAND, vols. 9-11. fde 11'20-9-5 (ICC. 
Documents, at 1689). See &o Canw Lake Trmscripr, vols. 1 and 2. zt 58, 70 Uoseph Opekokew), at 75 
(Paul iron), at 172-73 (Leon iron). 

1°6 N.J. McLeod to J.H. Gordon, Indian .Main, IS November 1958, NA, RC 10, vols. 7334~36, file 11209-5 
(ICC, Documen!., at 1213). 

lo' J.H. Gordon tu N.J. McLeod. 18 Decemher 1958. NA, RG 10, vois. 733436, file 11209-5 (ICC, Documents, 
at 17711 -. . - - , , . 

"n H.M.Jones t0J.W Churchman, 25Janu;lry 1963, DJAND, vok $11, file IJLD-9-5 (ICC. Documents, at 1691). 
3" J.W. Churchman lo 8.M. Jones. 11 Febwary 1963. DIAND,vols. YII, fde ll2OP5 (ICC, Documents, at 169;). 

H.M.Jones lo J.W. Churchman, I March 1963, DIAND, uoi. I ,  lile 671120-2 (ICC, Documents, at 1697-98). 
"1 P.B. Reader toJPB. Osmder,  17 \ ( a h  1952, NA, RT. 10, vols. 7354.36, file 1/20-9-5 (ICC, Documents. 

at 33738). 
"2 J.P.B. Osvmder to lndian Affairs Brmch, 20 Mach 1952, Nh, RG 10, vols. 7334-36, fiie IILO-9-5 (ICC. 

Documents, at 341-42). 



The second project, which appears to have been initiated by the local office 
of Indian Affairs, involved trapping beaver at Waskesiu in Prince AIbert National 
Park213 This seems to have been a short-lived project and does not appear in the 
documentation that forms the record of this inquiry. 

The Sawmill 
After the final payment in 1961, Indian Affairs brought in a portable sawmill to 
Canoe Lake as an economic development project. This was referred to in a letter 
from R.F. Battle to Leon Iron dealing with economic opportunities: 

The answer toyourproblem seems to lie in developing an alternate source of income. The 
logging and sawmilling operations will provide in part this alternati~e."'~ 

Leon Iron told the Commission that he had worked at that sawmill 

When they came up with the sawmill, it was only a portable one that employed only three 
to Four people. 

It was not a new one. I knew very well what happened, because I worked in there. Most 
of the time that sawmill would break down, and finally they had to move it away. This was 
the one that was supposed to replace the loss of our trapping and fishing from that areazL5 

This is the only information we have about this sawmill and, on the basis of 
that information, we conclude that the portable sawmill could not have been a 
success. 

Local Initiatives 
The Commission received information about other activities engaged in, with 
limited success, by community members. These included raising livesmk, carpentry, 
mink farming, and running a store. 

The Absence of a Program 
Throughout the 1950s it was certainly the case that Indian Affairs was hampered 
in its efforts to plan for economic replacement by the fact that it did not know 
how much money would be available for the purpose. During that period, Indian 



Affairs tried to guide the expenditure of the interim payments to promote eco- 
nomic rehabilitation, but in the absence of a general plan there was no way to direct 
compensation payments to the capitalization or interim financing of new ventures. 

By 1961, when the final payment was made, the total compensation package 
from DND was complete. Any further planning or funding would have to come 
from the budget of Citizenship and Immigration. In fact, a Treasury Board offiial 
noted that a proposal on the order of $1 million was being prepared, but it never 
materialized.z16 If there was at that time an opportunity to implement such a 
program, that opportunity was Lost. 

By the mid-1960s, it was apparent that Indian Affairs had neither a plan nor 
a budget to replace the lost economic opportunities and benefits the Indians had 
previously derived from the area of the air weapons range.z17 Its response to this 
situation was to put the burden of developing economic initiatives, within the 
parameters of existing departmental programs, on the communities themselves: 

This does not mean, of course, that the people whose livelihood has been so adversely 
,affected will not be given further assistance nor does it indicate that the department is 
unappreciative of the problems which have been created. On the contrary, the scale ofwl- 
fare assistance has been inmused as a means of alleviating the immediate problem and 
the @arhentis uttMnyting the lon@ma solution by the estuMishment ofu fa @nmch 
centred umund the mmmunily ibe!,?2'8 

Unfortunately, for Canoe Lake, that solution never 

LONG-TERM IMPPtCT OF THE AIR WEAPONS RANGE 

There can be no dispute that the exclusion ofthe people of Canoe Lake from the 
air weapons range almost destroyed their livelihoods and their access to food and 
other resources. The results of that event continue as a sense of loss and a source 
of grievance in the community and are still painfully evident. The damage to the 
community was not only financial, it was psychological and spiritual. 

We suffered. We should not be ashamed to admit it. We really suffered after the land was 
taken away; we just did not have any more room left to hunt, fish,dnd trap. No matter how 
much we vied to make a living from another way of life, we could not do it on our own 

'IC I1 I llml IUI L \~KIJUIMIJ 1- Fehmm IWI, \.\ Kt; 111 v ~ l  ,$,I, filr -{$PI (lc.1: l l ~ ~ , u ~ ~ t t ~ ~ s  11 l<~!llj 
:I- <I.. fur :\mpk 1'. IJ I.&. Irmcnp~. \<,I \'III:JI IIU~IIY * ~ m  I(I11pp 
- ' 1.S \ILT.II.u~~ 111 Ixc)~, 111.11. !! lk10lwr 14,; Ernthll lkhrr. , I  ill, I' (I<(. Ilu~nunb. JI 1 '{<, blagni%#, 

c.1.1..1 ----. 
" 9  See Canoe fake Tranmipt, vol. 2 ,  at 180-82 (Leon iron) 



and without resources. The government did not establish anything to replace our 
loss. Despite our many complaints, the best they a u l d  come up with was so minor and 
half-hearted that it only made maners worse, such as the sawmill I mentioned earlier. 

Eventually, people turned to alcohol. Young men who used to hunt, fish, had nothing 
to do, so they staned drinking. It was the first indication dcommunily decay, and a major 
symptom of the damage inflicted on us. Once the land was gone, we no longer had 
anything to do. We were so used to working. 

There is no doubt in our minds that our misfortunes stemmed from the loss of that land 
and the way it was then.zz0 

. . . Leon Iron 

Mn. OPEKOKEW: [The standard of living] began to fall, and that's when - later on in the 
sixties - the welfare took over, but still it wasn't enough. 
COMMISSIONE~ P ~ C G  HOW do most people today make their living in the Canoe lake area? 
MR. OPEKOKEW: Well, right now, I would say about seventy to eighty per cent are still 
unemployed. The only people who are involved in something are those that are teaching 
and working in the band office. But there is no other industryJzl 

. . . Ovide Opekokew 

It is unrealistic to think that a trapping and fishing economy could have con. 
tinued, through the past 40 years, to sustain the growing community at Canoe 
Lake at the same level of relative prosperity it enjoyed in 1953. The was 
that the people of Canoe Lake were not given any reasonable period to adapt to 
the changes in the ways in which they might pursue new livelihoods. Their econ- 
omy was virtually eliminated overnight. There was no plan by government, and 
the necessary funding was not provided to change the economic base of the com- 
munity. The people of Canoe Lake remain unable to gain access to lands which, 
at least, used to be the most productive of furs, fish, and food for them. Their exclu- 
sion from the range in 1954 created a problem of great urgency, but no solution 
came beyond the intermittent funding which ceased more than 30 years ago. 

The basic issue before the Commission is whether the Government of Canada 
has a lawful obligation to make reparation - beyond the compensation already 
paid - for the harm that was done to the people at Canoe Lake by the establish. 
meut of the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range. That is the issue we will address 
in parts V and VI of this report. 

Canoe Lake Transcript, voi. 2, at 155-56 (Leon Iron). 
Canoe Lake Transwipt, vol. 2, at 212 (Ovide Opekokew) 



We do find that the creation of the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range had such 
a profound impact on the community that, within one generation, a self.reliant and 
productive group of people became largely dependent upon welfare payments. 
The cumulative impact was to destroy the community as a functioning social and 
economic unit. 



rmTERVIEW SHEET 
REGARDING COMPENSATION ARISING FROM THE ESTABLISHMENT 

OF THE PRIMROSE LAKE AIR WEAPONS RANGE 

, I 9  
Place Date 

I No. of the Band, 
acknowledge receipt of Dominion of Canada cheque no. dated 

, 19 - in the amount of , being in full and final 
settlement of my claim for compensation arising from the establishment of 
the Primrose Lake Aii Weapons Range. 

- .- 

Witness Signature 

-- 
witness 

Age 

MIS 

Dependents 

Debts 

Personal History 
(General information, work history, attitude, character, welfare assistance, etc.) 

Remarks 
(Plans; how will money be spent? Counsel or advice re money matters; is he 
banking his cheque?) 

Interviewer 



C O L D  L A K E  A N D  C A X O E  L A K E  ~ N Q U I R I E S  

PART FOUR 

THE COLD LAKE INQUIRY 

The Commission held two information-gathering sessions at Cold Lake, the first 
from December 14 to 17, 1992, and the second from February 1 to 3, 1993. A 
total of 38 witnesses appeared before the panel. A further session was held in 
Toronto on April 22, 1993, to hear one additional witness. The details of this 
inquiry are set out in Annex " B  to this report, and the procedure followed is set 
out in Annex "C." 

In this section of the report, we examine the history of the claim based on 
the transcript of these sessions, the extensive documentation, and the balance of 
the record of this inquiry. 

Treaty 6 was signed by Chief Kinoosayoo on behalf of the Cold Lake First Nations 
near Fort Pitt on September 9, 1876. Lieutenant-Governor Alexander Morris, the 
Treaty Commissioner, reported the Dene Chief's involvement in this way: 

Ken-oo-sly-no, or  the ~ish,??' was a Chippewuydn or mountaineer, a small band of whonl 
;we in this region. 

They Ivad no Chief, but at my request they h ld  selected a Chief and presented the Fish 
to me. He said, speaking in Cree, that hc thanked the Queen, and shlak hands with [me: he 
was glad for what had been done, and if he could have used his own tongueI2J he would 
have said l a ~ r e . ~ ~ '  

!!? h lrettur trinshtiat cuf the nmr is "lackhsh: Cold Lake l'r:mscrint, vtll. VII, $11 816 (lrrhn lallvicll. Mr. 
, ,! !;mvi~.r. ;l ilusc~.nds~l of the lrealy c&c i  rccoana his knowledge I& the treaty evcnL5 2 81821. 
--  I'he trc;lq tlegll(lai<,ns were c<~~ductcd in English %md Cree. The lmgwdge rrefen~d 10 hrre hy lhc J;~ckfish 

WLS his nlotller tongue. Dne  or Chipewyan. Hr dal spek Crre u well. 
? ? '  Morris. aotc 13 zk,vc. ;tt 191. See also 341 and 24'). wllurc thc soelline "Kin-<u,-snv-oo" 15 ~ l w d  ;LS i t  is in 



Under the terms of Treaty 6, the 

Tribes of Indians, inhabitants of the country within the limits hereinafter defined and 
described by their 

agreed to 

cede, release, surrender and yield up to the Government of the Dominion of Canada, 
for Her Majesty the Queen and her successors forever, all their rights, titles and privileges 
whatsoever, to the lands included within the following limits, that is to say- 

[Description of Treaty Area which is bounded, in the area under consideration, by a line "in 
a westerly direction, keeping on a line generally parallel with the said Beaver River (above 
the elbow):z6 and about twenty miles distance therefrom."] 

And also aU their rights, titles and privileges whatsoever, to all other lands, wherever 
situated, in the North-West Territories, or in any other Province or  portion of Her Majesty's 
Dominions, situated and being within the Dominion of Canada. 

To have and to hold the same to Her Majesty the Queen and Her successors forever!27 

We note in passing that the refereuce to the treaty area being described "by 
their Chiefs" may not accurately describe the events at Fort Pitt, where the treaty 
was signed a few weeks after its terms were settled with the chiefs who had 
assembled at Fort Car l t~n ."~  Neither Morris's detailed report"' nor the com- 
prehensive notes of the secretary to the Treaty Commission2jo indicate that the 
Chiefs at any time described the boundaries of the lands they inhabited."' 

The primary purpose of government, as stated above, is confirmed by the 
following recital from Treaty 6: 

And whereas the said Indians have been notified and informed by Her Majesty's said 
Commissioners that it is the desire ofHerMajesty to open up for seniemenl, immigration 
and such otherpurposes as to Her Majesty may seem meel, a tracl rfcounhy bounded 

12% Morris, note 12 above, ar 351; Cmadg Indian Trealies r ~ n d  Surrenders (1891; repiint, Torontrr: Coles, 
1971). vol. 3, at 35 (ICC. Documents, at 2). 

226 The Beaver River flows rou hly west to e a t  below the Pnmmse Lake .Ah Weapons Range, 'The elbow 
referred to is located near tie outlet of Green Lake, south and cast of Canoe Lake, at which point the 
river turns sharply to the north. 

lz7 Morris, note 12 above. at 352; Indian Treah'esaadSurrenders, vol, 3, at 36 (ICC, Documents, at 3). 
228 Moms, note 12 abve, at 237, confuming that the treaty, ;ls written at Fort Cariton, was the treaty read 

and explained to the chiefs at Fort Pitt 
li9 Mom, note 12 above, at 1803h. 
!j0 Moms, note 12 above, at 186.244 Moms felt that publication of these notes would assist those called 

upon to administer the treaty by showing "what was said by the negotidtors and by the Indians. and 
preventhg nusreprrsentlfions in the future": at 195-96. 

"I See a k i  Cold I.ake Transcript, voi. C11, at 818 UohnJanvier). 



C O L D  L A K E  A N D  C A N O E  L A K E  I N Q U I R I E S  

anddesdbedas hereimJm menlime4 md to obtain the mnsent ! h e t o  ofHer Indian 
S&JK& inhabiting the said bact, and to make a t m t y  and arrange with them, so that there 
may be peace and good will between them and Her Majesty, and that they may know and 
be assured of what allowance they are to count upon and receive fmm Her Majesty's bounty 
and bene~olence.~j~ 

In exchange for the surrender of 121,000 square miles of land, the federal 
Crown made the following assurances to the Indians in regard to their rights to 
hunt and fish: 

Her Majesty further agrees with Her said Indians that they, the saidlndians, shallhave the 
right topurnre their avocations ofhunting and fishing thmghout the tract surrendered 
m hereinln$re desm'bed, subject to such regulations as may h.om time to time k made 
by Her Government of Her Dominion of Canada, and saving and exceptingsuch tracb as 
may./%n time to time be required or taken up for settlemen4 minin~, hmberin~ or ofher 
p+mes by Her said ~overiment of the ~ o k n i o n  of Canah, or by any of the su* 
thereof duly authorized therefor by t k  said ~ o v e r n m e n t . ~ ~ ~  

During the treaty negotiations, Commissioner Morris made the following 
address to the Indians assembled at Fort Pitt 

All along that road I see Indians gathering. I see gardens growing and houses building; I 
see them receiving money from the Queen's Commissioners to purchase clothing for their 
children; at the same tune I see them enjoying their hunting and Rshing as before, Isee 
rehining their oki mode of living with the Queen's giJl in addition.234 

The Indian understanding of these assurances in no way differs fmm what 
Commissioner Morris told their Treaty Chief. 

I believe that under Treaty they would be allowed to exist as they did before, making a living 
h.om the lands they had used before the Treaty, and this is where the trap lines came from, 
in the Hahtue [Primrose Lake] areazj5 

. . . Allan Jacob 

232 Morris, note 12 hove, at 351; lndian Treaties a d  SwwBnders, vol. 3. at 36 (ICC, Documents, &I 3). 
Emphasis 2dded. 

213 Morris, note 12 above, at 353; Indian Treulies a d  Surrmders, "01. 3, at 37 (KC, Documem, at 3). 
Em hasis added. 

234 Fe&chuk & McCullough, note 2 above, at W-38. Mom, note 12 above, at 231; see also 221. Emphsis 
~ n n d  

Z,j Cold Lake Transcript, vol. VI, a1 802 (AUan Jacob). At 801, he indicates that "Wahtue" is the Chipeuyan 
name for Primmse Lake and means "Geese Lake." 



The facts demonstrate that the creation of the Primrose Lake Air Weapons 
Range interfered drastically with the old mode of living of the Cold Lake 
Chipewyans. This, they say, was a breach of their rights pursuant to Treaty 6. 

COLD LAKE'S DEPENDENCE ON THE AIR WEAPONS RANGE LANDS 

The Cold Lake Chipewyans are referred to as the "Thilan-ottine," identifying 
them as the most southern of the Chipewyan peoples, traditionally residing along 
the C h d i l l  River system and extending into Cold Their oral history relates 
that they are indigenous to the Primmse Lake area, which was the centre of their 
traditional lands. The importance of that lake was epitomized by the small 
settlement at Suckerville. They regarded the area as a home. 

As a child. I was raised in Primrose. We used to live yearround in Primme. We had our 
home o m  there, I Lived with my parents, of course, as a cl~ild. My dad did trapping, hunting; 
my mother made moose hides and made dry nteat for the summer, or UI the fall people would 
go hunting. They would do the same thing, put the meat away for the winter. Everything 
that they got was fish - just like fish, buds, moose, things like that, anytlung edible. It wasn't 
played with, people use it - even the rabbit, the chicken. The rabbit, i n  the winter the 
woman made blankets with it, they made rabbit blankets or they made vests and lined 
it for the nlen or for the children to wcu. The feathers from duck they made blankets, 
something usehl. They never threw anything away.'37 

. . . Genevieve Andrews 

Unless solnebudy can point to me anything different, I believe that the people here have 
been indigenous to this area for untold centuries, even before then, because the language 
is completely of the area 
. . .  
What I heard was from the people that Suckerville was the centre. From my experience, it 
was the centre. I went up in the north to the trap line with my father in January 1947, 
when I was very young. We went to Suckerville. We travelled From there. 

The tradition of the people was that they ranged all in that area.2J8 
, . . Allan Jacob 

MR. HENDERSON: I think for the record, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Muskego indicated on the [nap a 
home site or c~b in  site on the southeast shore of Primrose Lake and harvesting activity 
~ ~ o t t h  and r~onhwest of the lake in both Saskatchewan and to some extent in Alberta..Is that 
right, sir? 
M r  Mcs~~co: Right 



C O L D  L A K E  A N D  C A N O E  L A K E  INQUIRIES 

MR. HWDWON: Were there a lot of cabins in the area where you indicated that you had a 
cabin on the southeast shore? 
MR. MUSKEW: Yeah, there was something like a village. Well, they even had a church over 
there built 
MR. HENDERSON: DO you recall who built the Church? 
MR. MUSKEW: The Roman Catholic Church. The priest been up there said a midnight mass 
once or twice. So actually, this is the place where we used to live. Pwple from areas - sur. 
rounding areas come down there knowing that the priest is going to be there. So you can 
see for yourself that was our home either way, the Reserve here and back over there. And 
that's why the feeling that 1 have at tItis time is still - you know, I'm part of that place. And 
I'm sure that the older people that died feel as though they own that place too.239 
. . .  

That was a home 7hat was our second home out there %at was - in thejrsfplace, 
ourpeople used to stay up in Primrose until they got this reservation here So when t h y  
got this reservation, zud! t h y  come here in summer but then they're up north in win&. 
Most every one of them had moved back in winter as soon as the snow 

. . . Pierre Muskego 

The traditional territory of the Cold Lake First Nations include this area which we refer to 
as "Hahtue" in our language. Prior to the Department of National Defence occupation, the 
Chipewyan people were seKsufficient in practising their traditional way of life in the Primrose 
area; this means the hunting, fishing and trapping, picking berries, and gathering roots 
were normal activities that we depend on for our survival. Ewything we need, we needed 
forgwd living war theeJor us. Plenty of moose, fish, a d  wiki berries l%e income fmm 
trapping and fwhing was used to suskin ourfamilies, our/anns, a d  our way of I@."' 

Chief Mary Francois 

The information we gathered at Cold Lake told us something about the life 
on the land in the Primrose area 

The timber that's there, we made good use of i t  Of any kind of a timber thafs in there, such 
as birch, pines - we make log houses with pines, barns. Birch, we make canoes with it. We 
make baskets with it. And for our storage for our fridge, which we call fridge over here - 
not with electricity, we had no electricity. We used bitch lights. I might as well sly it 
~~utright hecause that's the way we called it. We made storage bins in the muskeg. 

[Olur fathers killed moose, deer, caribou. The women, they tanned these hides in order 
for them to store stuff in there for the winter, and they put this away in the bins. Most of 

239 Cold Lake T m s r r i p ~  vol. I. at 3637 (Pierre Muskepo). The presence uf this little v i k e  known as S u c k e d e  



these people lived out there as we lived out there, throughout the winter, throughout the 
summer most of us. We picked berries and we stored it away - not in jars, in the baskets. 

We fish. And we make smoked fish as we make dried meat and pemmican. We store it 
all away for the winter - same thing with fish . . . We used the skin, we don't thmw it 
away. We u s  it for our windows. Caribou hides, deer hides, what we could think is bright 
enough. We used that for windows. 

Birds, dusks. They had dogs to hunt ducks, they didn't need guns all the time to hunt 
ducks. They stored all these things away. [Pelicans]. They used the feathers to make blan. 
kets with. They skin it, they used even that for blankets. Its pouch - if you made grease, 
they put that grease into its pouch, store that away, as I just finished telling you for a 
light, for a bitch light. Of any kind of an oil that you could get out of species, they store 
e v e w n g  away in order for us to survive. 
. . . 

It wasn't a very easy task, but we still went through with it because this was the only 
way that we lived, this was our I iveLih~d.~ '~ 

. . . Eva Grandbois 

One tradition was that trappers and fishermen would come south to the 
reserves for Christmas and sell what they had harvested up to that point. 

When people came back for Christmas, I think was really the happiest time. You could hear 
sleigh bells going to Midnight Mass. New Year's, people would make a big feast. it was really 
a nice life and now it seems like all our tradition, culture is just fading out of our handsJ43 

. . . Catherine Nest 

The traditional lifestyle of the Cold Lake Chipewyans remained virtually 
unchanged after the signing of Treaty 6 up to the creation of the Primrose Lake 
Air Weapons Range. The area was the basis of their economy. 

This was - this Prin~rose Lake is the most important land that they have taken away from 
us. This was an Indian bank. We don't need to put money away in a bank over there to be 
waiting for us. The money is waiting for us in Primrose Lake. 71urrs our bank This is 
where tueget our money, aand we makeplmty of it, too.z44 

. . . Eva Grandbo~s 

liz Cold Lake Transcript, vol. 111, at 416-38 (Eva (;r;mdbnis). 
I* Cold Lake 'TrtnsLript, vn l  11, at 231 (Catherine Nest). See also voi. m. at 673-74 (Charlie Me1chew;us). 
?" Cold Lake Transcript, vol. 111, at 438 (Eva Grandbois). Emphasis added. See also Cold Ldke Transcript, 

vol. NII. at 1022-23 (Sfan Knapp). 



Our Dene people were the masters of the forest They had complete and almost intimate 
knowledge - I would say almost complete knowledge -of their e n v i n m ~ e n t . ~ ~ ~  

. . . Allan Jacob 

There was a lot of activity up in the Primrose Lake area at that time. WhatPrimmse had 
to offw - what there was In Primrose -when I say people, I mean the band memkrs and 
the people that were allowed to be up in that area - were trapping,jkhhg, hunting, log- 
ging, remeation for the holidays in fhe summer, and also f w  materials that they can 
pick like birch bark to build their canoes I helped my granddad build a canoe. Snowshoes, 
baskets for food storage, toboggans and we also made moose hide for dog harness. Ihat's 
what Primrose had to offw the people, which wasplenhiful. They made a sueces~ful 
lidng out of if, and it was very enjoyable. It was upleasant way of wez4(' 

Charlie Metchewais 

So I used to run pretty big outfit, hhing at one time. I used to run as high as forty nets at 
one time. So anyway, fmally, them days in 1948, well, I came from the north there and I 
made, as I say, I made twenlyime hundred dollars clear monq a& IpaidaN my bilk at 
Primrose area.z47 

. . . Jobby Metchewais 

Counsel for the government referred us to an Indian Affairs document, stating 
that "only about 25% of the traditional hunting area of the Cold Lake Band was 
affected"248 by the range, in support of their contention that the documentation 
is equivocal on the extent of community reliance on the lands around Primrose 
Lake.z49 We do not accept that contention. Other government documents confirm 
Cold Lake's position that the people were profoundly affected by their exclusion 
from the air weapons range. As an example, the fur supervisor, lvor Eklund, 
reported the following: 

It is now quite apparent that some members of the Cold Lake Band may have trapped 
or fished in the area without a license in the capacily of helpers or employees of license 
holders. It is also apparent that many members of this band, not receiving compensation 
or rehabilitation, at one time or another hunted game or fished for domestic use or were 

Cold LJke Transcript. vol. YI. at 778 (AilanJacob). 
f6 Cold Laite Transcript, vol. VI, at 669-70 (Charlie Metchewais). Emphasis added. 
-+7 Cold Lake Transcript, vol. If, at 138 (Jobby Metchewais). Emphasis added. 
2a 1.P.B. Ostrander to R.F. Battle. 10 Mav 1956. NA. RC 10. vol. 7335. file 1/20'+5 (ICC. Documem, at 916). !* Subbrmss~~ns on Behalf of the ~oveniment of Cdnada, at 16 



employed in lumber camps. It is concluded, therefom, lhat dadult members of the Cold 
Lake Band at one time or another had a form of revenuefivm this area, either directly 
or iudirecdy. 2'0 

As at Canoe Lake, it is clear that many, perhaps nearly all, of the people had 
some form of reliance on these lands, and that the total number is greater than 
the number of those holding fishing or trapping  licence^.^^ A memorandum to 
the Director of the Indian Affairs Branch indicates that 277 Cold Lake band mem- 
bers were "displaced - meaning actually displaced from the range or affected 
by overcrowding from those who were excluded - while 223 were otherwise 
"affected," for a total of 500.252 This would be very close to the total population 
of the Cold Lake Fist Nations at that time. 

Based on the information before us, we find that the Primrose Lake area was 
the "centre of operations" for the social and economic activities of the Cold Lake 
people and that they relied heavily upon those lands for their sustenance and s w i -  
val. The lifestyle of the Cold Lake people had not changed for several generations 
and, until they were excluded from the range area, they were entirely ~el~reliant.  
Their bond with the land amund Primrose Lake provided them with a strong sense 
of community pride and a traditional way of life handed down from generation 
to generation. 

THE INTRODUCTION OF COMMERCIAL LICENCES 

Prior to the creation of the air weapons range, the Cold Lake people were engaged 
in commercial fishing and trapping under an Alberta licensing regime. While 
some Cold Lake Band members trapped and fished in Alberta, the buUt of these 
economic activities took place in two Saskatchewan management districts known 
as Conservation areas #A42 and #A43.253 This licensing system for commercial 
trapping and fishing was introduced by the provinces in the 1940s. 

UL "2,. 

lij See R.I. Eklund to H.R. Conn, 29 F e b w 1 9 5 2 ,  N& RG 10, vol. 733r, file IIL04i (ICC, Dmunents, at 319), 
for a list of Cold Lake trappers and fshermen engaged in commercial activities in the provinces of Albena 
and Saskatchewan. 



Mn. M~HEWAIS:  At one time, the people didn't really have a registered trap line before. 
Then these laws start coming out. The land was open. There was no law. I don't think some 
people even need a license. It was bee. . . . Then they made this mle that divided into 
blocks. That's why we have that area that me and my granddad worked together. 
Mn. Hwo~nso~: Do you remember when they did that? 
Mu. m m :  That was maybe abotlt '46 when this start. . . That's the only time people 
really stayed in their own area Before, there's no such area yon had to be. That's why 
people were miKing aH 0ver .~5~ 

. . . Jobby Metchewais 

We had trapping licenses, everyone that - i mean, they started gving those trapping licenses, 
we had to pay for it. It wasn't much, only a dollar anyway or something like that, and we 
kept - every year then we have to buy that before we go back. That's - we were trapping 
to sell our fur. 

Well, in Saskatchewan there were not registered lines. I remember a few years I been 
up there that they made into blocks - block areas where the closest resident, the one that 
reside up there - like, you know, they have cabins, there's trappers in there that made 
blocks and then they - that's where they - that was for the muskrat and beaver and this 
and that But I don't recall the first year that I bought my license.255 

. . . Pierre Muskego 

In 1944 1 went up with my grandfather and stayed in the trapper's cabin up there between 
the junction of Martineau River and the Muskeg River. That was the allotment for his trap 
ping area, and he shared his trap line with me and educated me in the trapping area and 
taught me a lot of the northern life and the way of life in the north. I spent the whole winter 
with him.2c6 

. . . Charlie Metchewais 

Mn. MAUNCE: Did he [your husband, Joseph] sell furs under his dad's trapping license, then? 
MRS. MARTIAL: NO What he used to get, we sell it ourselves. Because I believe there 
was no license in 1940, and there was not many white people. Only after - I can't say 
what year, but the white people start to come in, game warden and - and for the fishing 
I don't ! i n o ~ . ~ j '  

. . . Isabelle Martial 

Counsel for the government submitted that only those individuals who held 
commercial licences for fishing and trapping were entitled to compensation when 
the range was closed off. The introduction of a commercial licensing regime had 
been a relatively new innovation in Cold Lake at the time of the creation of the 

Is i  Cold Lake Tranmiot. vol. II. at 148 49 (lobby Metchew&) 



weapons range. During the decade prior to this critical point in history, we find 
that many adult members of the community made their living through the sale 
of fish and furs even though they did not hold licences to do so. 

It was fairly common for the younger men and women to use their parents' 
or grandparents' equipment and to sell their furs and fish under their licences 
as well.z58 In addition, there were those who worked as helpers or employees 
with trappers and fishermen, and many who derived income from loggingz59 in 
the range area 

THE DESTRUCTION OF THE TRADITIONAL ECONOMY 

When the air weapons range was created, the effect upon the lives of the people 
at Cold Lake was profound. With the exception of some limited agricultural activ- 
ity, the subsistence patterns of the Cold Lake people had not changed for several 
generations. The community was relatively isolated and its reliance upon the 
traditional lifestyle and economy was almost complete. 

Although the Cold Lake people may not have fully appreciated the impact that 
the air weapons range would have upon their lives, it is clear that government 
officials were aware of the grave consequences. In November 1951 the Minister of 
Citizenship and immigration wrote to one of his colleagues in the House of C o m n s :  

Due to the already overcrowded co~ldition of the immediately adjacent areas it would appear 
that there is slight chance of these trappers being placed on new lines, and it would appear, 
therefore, that it will be necessary to re-establish them in a new vocation, probably 
agrim~ture.~" 

Early in 1952, H.M. Jones, then Supervisor of Welfare Services for Indian 
Affairs, wrote to his field staff to invite suggestions as to how the problem might 
he dealt with: 

On the question of rehabilitation, the suggestion was made in Alberta that an attempt be 
made to establish the Cold Lde  Indians in livestock rdisiog and mixed f m i n g  . . . in spite 
of the fact that. . . the purchase of farm equipment or cattle for Indians has not in the past 
been v e v  encourdging. However, there is one fundamental difference between past experi- 
ments of this nature and the present case in that past instances were cases of offering to 

' i s  For example, Ernest Emow did not receive any compensation even thou h he earned a living ds a trap 
per and afshemen by operating under his grandfather's licences. See ~oljl.&e'~ranscript, vol. 1; at9798 
(Ernest IVnnow) 



the Indians an alternative to their preferred method d making a livelihood while the p w  
ferred method was still available to them In this case they have no choice but must give 
up hunting and ~app ing  and turn to other means of making a livelihood. 

What new trade orpmy"esnsnon lhq mmight turn to is a m a k  of conjecture and we 
are depending on you for some guidance in his  respect even ifno a l ! m n u f h ~ t s  &If 
other than sening up a capitdjin4 the intemtfmm which could be used to supplement 
the liuelihwd not only of the ones dispked by the Air Weapons Range but the whok 
band if crowding on the remaining trapping grounds is going to reduce tk ir  income below 
subsistence level I think it is agreed that if the present trappers were allowed to continue 
trapping on the remainder of the conservation block, they would not only fail to make a 
living themselves but would drastically reduce the income of the persons at present trapping 
on the area26L 

When the range was finally closed to the public in the late summer of 1954, 
the economy of the Cold Lake communities collapsed almost immediately.262 
On November 10, 1954, R.I. Eklund wrote that Chief Abraham Skani (kanie) 
was pressing for prompt action for compensation for lost traplines because 
"employment [was] scarce in his area and combined with crop failures generally, 
his Band was already suffering from lack of a means of earning their way."263 Six 
days later, a Band Council Resolution urged prompt action on the part of Indian 
Affairs for the payment of compensation or "direct relief."l64 

The disastrous nature and extent of the loss experienced by the Cold Lake 
Chipewyan people were fully expressed to us by several of the elders. 

Primrose Iake was ow livelihood.. . [wlhich was taken away. When Primrose Lake was taken 
away, it made us what we are today. We wed to beproudpeople It killed ourpride; it 
killed our culture; it killed evnything that we stnodfir. We wed to be aproudpeople, 
today we are a welfarepeople We wait for our welfare every month, and there are very 
few people that have jobs here. There are very limited jobs and most of our people, like I 
say, they wait for welfare. When they took our bombing range away, that's what they turned 
us into -welfare people.26' 

. . . Francis Scanie 

So, it was kind of a disruption, I would say, when the DND took over these tracts of land 
and the lake. The transition between, especially on my dad's side, he could not read nor 
write. He was a trapper. Mind you he had a hume, a small farm and the like. But, I believe 

"I H.M.Jones toJ.P.6. Osmder, 29 February 1952. NA, RC 10, vols 733436, file 1/2&45 (ICC, Documens, 
at j16). Emphasls added. 

261 EA Robenson to H.M.Jones, 12 Au ust 1954, NA, RG 10, vol. 7335, file 1120-9-5 (ICC, Docunlents, at 457). 
263 R.I. Eklund to R.F. B~ttle, 10 Novernier 1954, Nh, RG 10, vol. 7335, file 1120-9-5 (ICC Documem, at 495). 
2" Chipewyan Indian Band Council Resolution, 16 November 1954, N4 RG LO. ~017335, fie 112BP5 (ICC, 

Documenls, at 496). 
2 6 i  Cold Lake Transcript, voi. VI, at 73233 (Francis Scanie). Emphasis added. 



I N D I A N  C L A I M S  C O M M I S S I O N  P R O C E E D I N G S  

the transition leading up to today, has had quite an impact socially, economically, 
emotionally, environmentally, you name it.z66 

. . . Maurice Grandbois 

Everybody was sort of, you know, lost, because we lost the best pan of our living, you know 
what I mean. ' I l~at was our trade. Trapping was our trade, and fishing and logging in that area 
A lot of people wed to work in the bush But after, they felt lost afrer we lost the Imp h e .  

But anyway, we had to do the b e t  we could. Whatever jobs we could geC well, we just - 
that's what we did. We had no experience.z67 

. . . Jobby Metchewais 

We had men that hoked after us. We didn't need no handouts and here all of sudden we're 
getting a hand out boy, that hurt I really - I know that that hurt the pride of these people 
because they were so independent and nowadays it just seems natural that if you don't 
work, you get awelfare cheque, you know. And people - young people are in that lineup.268 

. . . Nora Matchatis 

The displacement of the Cold Lake people from their traditional harvesting ter- 
ritories affected the entire community and had a catastrophic effect upon their 
economy. On the information before us, there was little opportunity to continue 
trapping after the range closed. Although the range was opened from time to time 
for limited commercial fishing and hunting, this was not enough to counteract 
the disatrous impact that the air weapons range had upon the Cold Lake people. 

Thus, the fears expressed by Indian Affairs officials, and others,'69 that this 
would reduce Indian income helow the subsistence level were realized in a very 
short period of time. 

COMPENSATION NEGOTIATIONS 

To negotiate compensation of those affected by creation of the air weapons range, 
the Department of National Defence initially relied upon officials from the 
Department of Transport to represent the government. These officials, who con- 
ducted interviews with individual Indians to obtain information on their income 
from fur catches and the value of their cabins and equipment, took a minimal 

Iffi Cold Lake Transcript, "01, u?, i t  749 (hlsuriee Gmdbois). 
'61 Cold Lake T~ranscripl, vol. 11, at 163 (Jobby Metchewais). 
268 Cold Lake Transcript, vol. I1 at 207 (Nora Matchatis). " One obsewer said that the m g e  would aexe "terrible poverty:J. burie, Indian Association of Albert4 

to J.M. Dechene, MP. 13 October 1951, NA, RG 10, vols 733436, fk 112095 (ICC. Dacuments, at 264). 



Cotn L A K E  A N D  C A N O E  L A K E  ~ N Q U I R I E S  

view of who was deserving of compensation and what they should be paid."' 
In 1952, before the Indian Affairs Branch undertook to represent the Treaty 
Indians in dealings with DND, D.M. MacKay, the D i m  of the Branch, anticipated 
the reaction to his proposal for compensation: 

Having some intimation of the bash on which negotiations were conducted prior to wr inter- 
est in the matter, we know that these Rgures will come as a definite shock t'o the persons 
who selected the range on the assumption that it was a vast area of non-productive land.27L 

The figures he referred to were gathered from a number of sources and from 
a variety of proposals by senior officials of Indian Affairs in Ottawa. Those pro- 
posals all showed that compensation would have to be substantial, and several 
addressed the need to fund economic rehabilitation at the Band level. 

Initial Contact 
After the range was announced, an Indian Affairs employee named R.1. Eklund 
conducted field interviews with many Cold Lake Band members to discuss the 
plans for the range and to estimate its impact on the Indians. In particular, he 
compiled information on the value of cabins and equipment, loss of income from 
commercial fishing and trapping, value of domestic hunting and fishing, and 
amounts required for a rehabilitation project based on livestock raising and mixed 
farming.27' Some of this work had already been done by officials of the Department 
of Transport, and some appears to have been done by provincial wildlife officers. 

One of these people, whom we have not been able to identify, made a lasting 
impression 

TI& guy come in, this man. AU at once, a guy come in, a n 4  gee, what's he doing? He coming 
with nothing, no bedding, no food, nothiig, you know. IIe had a little briefcase or some 
little kind of little briefcase, and he said, well - well, I start talking to a guy. I thought the 
man was lost or something, you know. I was kind of surprised to see a man like that, in 
that area, which I never see, you know. There's hardly any strdnge people come up there, 
you know. 
. . . 

2'o See, for example, H.M. Jones to D.M. MacKay, 16 October 1951, NA, RG 10, vol. 7334, file 1/2@9-5 (ICC, 
Documents, at 268). and R.I. Eklund to G.H. Gooderham, 25 October 1951, NA, RG 10, vois. 733436, 
61,. I im0.i  11rr r)nnlmpntq >t 77%) ...- .,-" , , ,.--, ""." ...-... ", -.-,<? 

171 D M .  MacKay to Lava Fonier, 23 April 19Y2, NA, RG 10, vol. 7534, fde 1120-9-5 (ICC, Ciaments, at 34849). 
This document is frequently referred to in this report a the MacKay pmposal. 

171 H.M. Jones to G.H. Gooderham, 19 February 195'2, N& RG 10, vols. 7334-36, fde 1120-9-5 (ICC, bxments, 
at 305). 



So we w d d  leave hi':i there [when we went to check the traps]. He wouldn't say nothing 
So anyway, 1 guess - I didn't know - I guess he is counting our hu; how much fur we were 
getting a day. I guess that's what he is doing. I didn't notice. So anyway, he stayed about 
three days with us, that guy. Every day, he is hanging around. And I talked to him. And he 
never came up with anythmg about - he didn't mention. He'd just stand there, you know. 
I did start to wonder. 

So this last day, I guess he's going to leave, but I guess he must have been with the 
other people before he came to our place. The way he is talking, he mentioned some names 
where he was with those people . . . 

So one day he said, well, then he told me, he said - this was in March - and he told 
me, he said, you are not going to no longer mme back in this area within when you go home 
for Easter. That was it. He told me . . . you should take all your traps, everylhmg you got, 
out of h e ~ . ~ 7 3  

. . . Jobby Metchewais 

There seemed to be a strong sense at Cold Lake that giving up their use of the 
air weapons range lands was a contribution to the good of the country. 

C o ~ s s ~ o m n  L~FORUS: Did YOU know what they were going to do was just experiment with 
dropping bombs on it? 
MRS. MA~IAIIS: NO. We didn't !inow that. But they just said, like that Air Force well to them 
it was just like the Amy and the Air Force it all seems like it's people that are working for 
the good of the country. 

And the Air Force are going to take it it's the people like for the - like for the good of 
the country they are taking this and she said, well, she said. If it's for something good, she 
said, 1 guess it should be okay.z74 

. . . Nora Matchatis 

Compensation for Cabins and Equipment 
Eklund completed the evaluation of the cabins, traps, equipment, and other 
personal property that would be left behind in the range. The figure reported to 
headquarters for Cold Lake was $31,525, and this was the amount that was 
distributed to individuals as the f is t  payment. 

When DND requested itemization of the buildings and equipment for all Treaty 
Indians, a list of goods and their valuation was supplied together with the notation, 

"3 Cold Lake Tranmipf vul. 11, at 150.52 (Jobby Metchewais). 
274 Cold Lake Tnnscriot voL 11. at 213.14 (Nora Matchatis). The oerson Mn. Matchatis refen to in her testi- . ~ 
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C O L D  L A K E  A N D  C A N O E  L A K E  I N Q U I R I E S  

"The only way further information could be supplied would be to attempt an 
actual inventory which would be prohibitive in cost"275 

The actual payment of compensation for cabins and equipment was reported 
by Eklund on February 9, 1955, six months after the range had been closed off 
and four months after the payment had been authorized by the Treasury Board276 

Eklund reported that, following his meeting with the Cold Lake Band members 
to compensate them for their equipment and cabins, he received 25 grievances 
from trapper-fishermen and attached details of these complaints for further con- 
sideration by senior Indian Affairs officials. He provided the following synopsis 
of the complaints: 

Some complainants question whether or not commercial fishing equipment was included 
in the recent settlement payments. Some complainants feel that senlement for trapping 
equipment was not equitable. Several complainants hesitated to accept the cheques ten. 
dered in settlement until assured that their grievances would be recorded and fonvarded 
for further con~ideration.~" 

Eklund states that all the complainants were interviewed by a Mr. Washington, 
the Transport official who represented DND at the time, and some were also 
interviewed by him. At least one was not interviewed by either. Eklund sent for- 
ward his recommendation that an additional $2400 be paid to several com- 
plainant~,"~ but this was not acted upon. It was felt that reopening the issue of 
equipment claims "except on the basis of new individual claims, would be to invite 
endless recriminations from all Indians of the Even if a good purpose 
could be served," further Treasury Board approval would be required.280 This was 
not sought. 

their cheques at thhend ofJ&;lly 1955: R I . ~ E ~ I U  , . . .  , 
Ale 1120-9-5 (ICC. Dwments, at 573). 
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The 1955 Interim Payments 
It seems to have been clear all along that compensation for cabins and equipment 
would go to the individuals concerned. The basis for other compensation was not 
so clear. 

D.M. MacKay, then Director of the Indian Affairs Branch, developed a proposal 
for Cold Lake for compensation in the amount of $1,697,250, representing 
10 years' loss of fur, fish, and game for all purposes. Unlike the approach taken 
at Canoe Lake, and with no explanation for the difference, there was no incre- 
ment intended to compensate "the Band at large for their general hunting and 
fishing within the area of the air weapons range."2x1 

i t  would not be advisable to pay the entire amount to the individuals since undoubtedly 
they would succeed in dissipating the money in a short time. It is therefore suggested that 
only the amount for their equipment. . . should be paid to the individuals concerned and 
that the bahnce . . . be deposited either to the hrsl funds oftt~e individual bands con- 
cerned or to a centralfund where it tuould be available to at lenst make a subshnlial 
contribution toward the rehabilitation J~rogram that must be ~ n d e r h k e n . ~ * ~  

The MacKdy proposal generated a compensation figure of $2,33 1,044.98 for all 
Treaty Indians, including $39,980 for bss of cabins and equipment. The underlying 
rationale for these figures is as follows: 

Where other trapping is xr~ailahle ~t i s  suggested that a five year bztiis would be acceyt~l>ie 
[Goodfish Lake, He;lrt Lake, and Beaver Lake] but where no other areas are avaihble ten 
times the ;mnual value i s  the ~ninirnunl f iyre that could be placed on the resources [Canoe 
lake and Cold Lake]. The figures mived at by this means are $39,980 for equipnlent and 
$2,291,064.98 for the fur, fish and game making a total uf $2,331,044.98 1 may say that 
this figure i s  based on the best available information and that the detailed breakdown by 
individuals and bands i s  available for study i f  you so desire. This amount does not con- 
sider the hrgerpmblem of rehabilihztion refined to in mypreuioi~ letter brrt it is our 
opinion that t@/@lre abo~w tii14 in odditif~n tupmvidir~g cn~~~pefhcatioq also he ~'ufidet~t 
for the majorportion of the rehabilitulion costs2K' 

These figures formed the basis of a submission for compensation to Treaty 
Indians sent by the Minister of Citizenship ant1 Immigration, the Honourable 

281 I1.M. Joncs trr bval  Rmier. Deputy Minister, Citilensiup and Inlnli&r~lion. I 3  M;ly 1953. N& RG 10, "01. 7335, 
Ale 1120-9-5 (ICC, Documents, at 394) 

2" D DM MacKdy 10 Lnrli Fomer, 2 ,April 1951, N2<, RG 10. vol. 7334, file I/?O9-i (ICC. Documents, at 349) 
Elnphasis zddcd. 
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W.E. Harris, to the Minister of Transport, whose department was negotiating on 
behalf of DND. His letter noted, with respect to the $2.3 million figure: 

This amount does not consider the larger problem of rehabilitation referred to in my 
previous letter but it is our opinion that thefrRure above wiU, in addition topmvidini 
compensation, also be sufldenlfor & majorportion of the rehabilifation ~artF.2'~ 

As negotiations proceeded over a period of nine more years, the line between 
compensation and economic rehabilitation was consistently blurred. While the 
documents do not use either term consistently, we understand compensation - 
apart from the payments for buildings and equipment - to mean payment for loss 
of direct income and loss of food and other domestic resources. Economic reha- 
bilitation, on the other hand, would refer to a funded program to replace the 
livelihood which had previously provided that income and food, as well as other 
resources, every year. As will be seen, the attempt to achieve both goals, with too 
little funding to achieve either, led to catastrophe for the community. 

General compensation negotiations for the air weapons range were, at this time, 
still heing conducted by the federal Department of Transport on behalf of the 
Department of National Defence. The Indian Affairs Branch became involved at 
the request of DND."' On November 3, 1952, Laval Fortier, Deputy Minister of 
Citizenship and Immigration, wrote to his counterpart at DND: 

Please be advtsed that the officials of the 1)epartment would be most wilhng to negotiate 
with and on behagof the Indians concernedin an effort to arrange a settlement of Indian 
claims to compensation for their rights in the area under consideration for the air weapons 
ranKe.286 

DND clearly regarded the settlement proposal as too generous to the Indians. 
The Deputy Minister, C.M. Drury, reported a conversation with Fortier in the 
following terms: 

I have spoken to Mr. Fortier regardin~ the Indians and the proposal to charge us $2 million . . 
for reseiement. He tells me that some 500 Indians are involvedand I advised hun that figure 
of $40,000 a head to resettle Indians seettled to me to be gossly excessive."' 

~. 
file 11209-5 (ICC, bucuments, at 362). 
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This was a miscalculation. The per capita payment for 500 Indians would have 
been $4000. Drury subsequently suggested to his Minister that a payment of 
"two and one half years' revenue would be reasonable for us to pay."288 His 
Assistant Deputy Minister introduced another consideration, which lies at the 
heart of the dispute over compensation: 

[I]t might be more realistic for this department to mist a suggested basis ofannpensation which 
wouldbe tantamount ta taking what would, in effect, be glndian Reserve, whereas in a c i d  
fact it may be found that the righ6 of the Indians to these lands may be relaWely nebulo~s.~" 

On this basis, compensation would no longer be considered in terms of what 
was necessary or fair, but in terms of what legal rights the Indians had to it. At 
this point, however, neither Indian Affairs nor the Indians were aware that DND 
might take such a legalistic approach. 

In a letter dated December 30, 1953, the Indian Affairs Branch in Ottawa was 
advised that both the Alberta Treaty Indian trappers and the Canoe Lake Band 
had requested that "the Indian Department act on their behalf until final settlement 
was rea~hed."'~ It would appear that they were unaware that the department had 
assumed that role more than a year earlier. 

On September 29, 1954, the matter of compensation for Treaty Indians 
remained outstanding, and interim letters to DND had gone unanswered. The 
Deputy Minister of Citizenship and immigration advised DND that the range area 
wds now closed off and that the Indians were alleging that the Indian Affairs 
Branch had "been negligent in not protecting their interests."291 By October 25, 
agreement was reached for an interim payment. 

On October 27,1954, Treasury Board authorized payment for equipment and 
the equivalent of one year's bss of income to Canoe Lake and four other Bands: 

The Board authorize payment of interim compensation in thearnofmtof $275,779 to the 
Department of Citizenship and Immigration on behalf of five bands of Treaty Indians who 
have lost trapping, hunting and fishing are& by reason of the establishment of the Primrose 
Lake Air Weapons Rmge being $39,98Ofor loss of equipment and $235,799 representing 
the Depurhnent of Citizenship andlmmigmtionk estim& of one year* loss of income 
by these band. chargeable to the Defence Forces Appropriation for the Royal Canadian 
Air ~orce?Y' 

C.M. Dmw to Minister of National Ilefence. 1 Antii 1953 (ICC. Dammen&. at iq51. , . . ~~ ~ ~, ~, ",., 
~9 BBaS 6.  bell to C.M. &ry, 2 j& 1953 (I~C Documents. at 408).~ 
2g W.G. Tunstead to H.R. C m ,  30 December 1953, NA. RG 10, vol. 7335, file IIZO-9-5 (KC, Dawnem, at 438). 
291 Laval Fonier to C.M. DNI~, 29 September 1954, NA, RG 10, vol. 7335, file 1120-9-5 (ICC, Dncuments. at 470). 
292 111 Mmute 478149,27 October 1954, N& RG 55, voi. 20545, series A1 (ICC, Documents, at491). Emphasis 
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The Indian Affairs Branch did establish a central fund to administer this 
money: the Primmse Lake Air Weapons Range Trust Account No. 440.293 When 
Treasury Board authorized a second "interim compensation payment in the 
amount of $235,799. . . on behalf of the Treaty Indians who have lost trapping, 
hunting and fishing areasnN4 in September 1955, this sum was put into the trust 
account as well. 

There would be no more payments from DND until 1961. The second Treasury 
Board submission noted that "final consideration" to the Indian settlements would 
not be given until settlements were reached with non-Indian~.~9~ In June 1955, 
the Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration agreed to extend an earlier 
undertaking that his department would not press for a final settlement for Treaty 
Indians until DND had reached agreement with the Government of  aska at chew an." 
The settlement of compensation to Treaty Indiam would take almost six more years. 

Interim Payments to Cold Lake 
Headquarters proceeded cautiously in advancing any funds to Cold Lake, despite 
heated demands from Chief and Council.z97 On May 20,1955, the Superintendent 
of Welfare, now J.P.B. Ostrander, wmte that the rehabilitation program for Cold 
Lake would have to be delayed, "until the total amount of compensation is known." 
In the meantime, the Indians were to be given welfare, "disregarding the fact 
that they have money on dep~sit."~y~ This was later formalized as a program of 
"awaiting payments, chargeable to the compensation account.lw 

It is not clear that the people at Cold Lake knew the amount of money on 
deposit, either in total or standing to individual credits. Eklund noted "consid- 
erable discontent" when the amounts became known to Chief and Council through 
the office of the local Member of Parliament. He deemed it "inadvisable to reveal 
any amounts to claimants until a plan of administration had been completed." 
Nonetheless, 
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Authority was immediately obtained to reveal to each clain~ant the total of his rehabilita- 
tion pant  and our progress in interview then proceeded more rapidly. Each applicant [for 
rehabilitation] was informed of the amount of his grant less awaiting rehlms allowance for 
a tenmonth period, less the amount already paid for loss of use of equipment and less the 
amount of store bills of each claimant for the past two years onIyjo1 

As this memorandum shows, there was pressure on the Cold Lake compensation 
from three sources. Fist, the so-called awaiting returns program of monthly pay- 
ments was depleting the fund at a rate of $40,000 per year.302 Second, there was 
pressure from local merchants and suppliers, which did not let up until long after 
the last payment in 1961, for government to ensure that their accounts were paid 
out of compensation moneys. Third, there was the rehabilitation program, which 
largely consisted of contracting for wells and land clearing and for the purchase 
of livestock and equipment The Indian Affaiis Branch exercised its own discretion 
in the management of the funds to address all three factors. 

The monthly payments - "awaiting returns" -were instituted in response to 
a demand from Chief and Council?u3 There were subsequent protests that the 
amount, generally $25 per month, was too low~04 but the Branch held to that 
figure for fear that a larger payment would discourage initiative.'05 The $25 figure 
was roughly equivalent to the prevailing welfare allowance for a small family 
and, at Cold Lke, these monthly allowances were distributed by way of depart- 
mental purchase orders or "v~uchers."'~" 

The same voucher system was used for rehabilitation purchases. The intent of 
this approach was to prevent the people from having access to large amounts of 
cash, which might be used for other purposes, and to permit the Indian Affairs staff 
to exercise some control or persuasion in relation to the nature of the purchases 
being made. 

Some applicants have requested equipment in the form of washing machines. In such cases, 
Mr. Krlapp has taken into a~nsideration the s i z  of the family and the health of the howwife. 
Other claimants have requested cream separators. 

Old Age Pension[er]s, for the most part, are requesting cattle and fm implements that 
they intend to turn over to grandsons, kc., who are not i n  the list of claimants. Other pen- 
sioners are requesting repairs to homes, furnishings and their unexpended balances added 

101 R.I. Eklund to R.F. Batde, 25 July 1955, NA, RG 10, vol. 7335, fde 11209-5 (ICC, h m e n u ,  at 711.12). 
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to the monthly "allowance." Memben of the band not included on [the] claim sheet are 
very disgruntled despite o w  advice to them that they will be considered for assistance from 
welfare appropriation next year.307 

The question of dehts to merchants and suppliers would preoccupy Indian 
Affairs staff greatly?os It was, of course, the interruption of their fur and fish 
income that had forced the people at Cold M e  into the situation of having debts 
they could not repay from their "Indian bank."m The department proposed and 
implemented an informal program of paying store dehts incurred between August 
1954, when the range was closed, to June 1955, when the monthly allowances 
c0mmenced.3~~ These accounts, the total amount of which does not appear in 
the record of this inquiry, were also paid out of the compensation account. 

The problem of store accounts was aggravated by the imposition of the voucher 
system on rehabilitation purchases. Despite regular reminders to suppliers that 
accounts would not be paid unless previously authorized by Indian Affairs, mer- 
chants routinely ignored that directive. "There appears to have been a complete 
disregard for Agency authority, and I think this more than'anything else wrecked 
the Cold Lake Rehabilitation Pmject."jL1 

The limits of the discretion Indian Affairs could exercise in controlling these 
expenditures were a recurring source of concern.jl' While the official position 
was that the Branch could do nothing more than "offer counsel and advice to 
the 1ndians,"jLJ the desire to do more than this put the local agents in conflict 
with the Indians as well. There was a fear that individual Indians would challenge 
the department's control of their compensation moneys. 

As you know, we are treading on thin ice and we only yield when we feel the Indian has 
reached the point where he is going to see a lawyer and this we must prevent at all costs.314 

All these factors were being debated while a significant amount of money was 
being expended. As noted above, none of the money from the interim payments 
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began to flow to Cold Lake until the end of June 1955. By the end of July 1957 
virtually all of it was gone. This was the state of the account for Cold Lake as of 
the latter date. 

Cold Lake Distribution as of July 1957 ($) 

Interim Monthly Rehabilitation 
Payments Allowance Payments Balance 

The balance outstanding stood to the individual accounts of 107 members at 
Cold Lake, an increase of three from the original 104 approved claimants. Of 
those 107 accounts, one had a balance of more than $1000,10 had balances of more 
than $100, 23 had balances of more than $10, 99 had balances of more than 
one dollar, and eight were in deficit. 

This situation gave senior officials of the Indian Affairs Branch cause to 
reconsider their entire approach. 

Consequently, it has been decided that no representations will be made to the Department 
of National Defence for further funds, at least until there is some assurance that the money 
would be put to good use in a rehabilitation progrm. 
. . . 

If, after a vear of earnest endeavour under suicter suoewision than has been wssible 
to &L, a subsktial propwtion of the [Cold Lake] band shows real progress, the d e ~ h n e n t  
will give consideration to seeking a further compensation paymentj's 

At this time, Chief Harry Janvier wrote to the Director of the Indian Affairs 
Branch. 

We [would] like to bring to yow anention that when the bombimg aren was fAen away fmm 
us, we were promised that the rehabilitation money would be paid every year from five to 
ten years. Up to now we have received at the Cold Lake Indian Band less than $500,000 
in 1955 ,and 1956. 

But what is that sun1 for an area that was bringing the Indians an average [total] revenue 
varying from $50,000 to $70,000 a year in furs, wild meats and A~hing?3'~ 

3'5 J.H. Gordon to R.F. Bdttle, 18Januq 1957, DIAND, AlbeRa Region ales (ICC, Documents, at 961). 
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C O L D  L A K E  A N D  C A N O E  L A K E  ! N Q U ~ R I E S  

The Director, Colonel Jones, responded in the following terms: 

With regard to your statement that you were promised a payment every year from five to 
ten years, an ewmhafion of the record indicates that no such pmmise was authorized and 
I am assured by field o&en that none was made, although it was suggested that somerhing 
about five years' revenue could be considered a fair rate of compensation. If you will take 
your highest figure of $70,OW.00 as the annual income and compare it to the paymenu 
made to date, you will find that ywr band has already received compensation in excess of 
five years' income. Compensation payments to date amount to $370,975.00 [including 
$31,000 for loss of equipment] whereas five years' income at your highest estimate works 
out at $350,000.~'' 

We note that this letter is equivocal, in the sense that it confirms the five- or 
ten-year discussion while denying that Indian Affairs officials had made any 
promise in that regard. Worse, the letter is misleading, since the proposal before 
DND at the time it was written was for ten years' compensation to Cold Lake 
based on annual losses of fur, fish, and game of $169,725, not $70,000. 

There were, understandably in these circumstances, several versions in the 
community about the term over which compensation would be paid. 

One man, by the name of Eckland [Eklundj, heard about the closure and he was there when 
we got money. He told us we will get paid for five years. They paid us for hvo years and 
then a year later the Range was closed to us.318 

. . . Simon Marten 

We understood that this was supposed to be for a twenty-year deal, is the way. I hear a lot 
of old people mention that twenty-year bit, but everything was so oral; there was nothing 
put on paper when we were dealing with Indian Affairs. Indian Affairs - everythmg we did, 
we went thmugh Indian Affairs. They were the ones that were negotiating fot us.319 

Ernest Emow 

They thought they were signing another interim payment because there were negotiations - 
from what I gather from other elders, the promise was for - the Department of National 
Defence wanted the land for twenty years only and after twenty years there would be 
further negotiations. And then another twenty years has elapsed since the time that was 
mentioned. it will be forty years now.320 

. . . Ernest Ennow 

3" HMJones to Chief IlanyJanvier, 30 September 1957, Nh Rti  10, vol. 7336, fik 1120-95 (ICC, Dacwnents, 
at 1072-73). 
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It sound(ed1 like it for me, it would be returned to me, the land, after twenty yean.3z' 

Pierre Herman 

And as far as I know, when my husband went to the meetings, he always said that they told 
them - like the W n  Demrlment told them t h t  this was onlv for huenh vean hut thev ," d, 

wereleruingtMland And so they, in a way, some of them thought that was okay, you h o w .  
They didn't get very much, but they figwed, weU, maybe that isn't so bad if it's only for 

twenty years. But this is forty ~ e a n . 3 ~ ~  
. . . Nora Matchatis 

The quit claim, I didn't like to sign it first time but according to some hearings - I won't 
say - it was told tn me but they said it was for twenty years. 

So, you know, when you are getting a little bit of money here for twenty years you 
feel not too bad. You know the way I felt anyway, it was going to continue for twenty years 
pdyment, that's okay. But we did11't.?~3 

. . . Victor Matchatis 

things like that? 
MRS. hnN: Well, the only thing he told me was, they were leasing the land f11r twenty 
years and that the Air Force were coming in and they were going to build a bombing range. 
This is - I doll't know why but this is the bombing range that was told to us. 

So, he says, weU for nventy years - after twenty years if the Air Force left, then the 
Primrose Lake - the Primose area would be given back to us. So I assumed all this time 
that was what was going to happen.324 

. . . Mary Martin 

The way the trap lines were taken - I was not always present at any meetings, but I know 
a little bit about i t  Evely twenty ycas, I heard at a band meeting at t l~e band hall thdt that 
was said. Twenty years was the length of time that the bombiq range was loaned to them. 
A& twentyyean, iftke land continued to be wed, we usere supposed to getpaid again. 
That was the agreement made at the time. That didn't happen even then, That was the way 
that we were treatrd.j2' 

. . . Louis Janvier 

iL'  Cold Lnke TranscripS vnl. I ,  a1 118 (Pierre H e m ) .  
1'" Cold 1;ake 'Trmsaipt, vol. 11, at 197-98 (Nord Matchatis). Etnpllasis added. 
J2J Cold Lake Tranmlpl, vol. 11, a1 ?rZ (Victor Matchatb). 
il"old Lake Transcrip, vol. II, a1 270, 274 (Mary Wartin). 
32; Cold Lake Transcript, vol. Ill, at 317-18 (LouisJanvier). Emphasis dded. 



Anyway, at that time when this started, I was the only one that was in the meeting at that 
time about the bombing range -I  was at that meeting. Twenty years lease, in twenty years' 
time, we were supposed to be getting paid and some money - or we get the land back or 
the money, that's what they promised us. That's how they made a deal, I think. I'm pretty 
sure that's the way I understood, that's how it started. I was thert.lZ6 

. . . Toby Grandbois 

In March 1958, long after the trust account had been depleted, Chief Harry 
Janvier wrote again to Colonel Jones:3Z7 

We sincerely and humbly urge the Indian Department to attempt and obtain a final agree 
ment with the Department of National Defence, but not on the basis of a three or four year 
basis, but one based on a livelihood for a livelihood, and if a time limitation must be estab- 
lished, we fail to see how it could be aaything less than a 15 or 20 year income basis. 

[Wle do feel that a qualified sociologist should he appointed to plan om rehabitation, 
and this would undoubtedly take away from the agent certain work for which he is not qua& 
Fied, nor has time to do properly, and would be to our best interest in any case, and at the 
m e  time assuring that there would be no dissipation of monies, machinely, or othenvise. 

[[It is imperative that immediate arrangements be nude in order that we know where 
we are going and what we can expect to receive in the Future and the method or methods 
with which our problems ;Ire to be dealt with.iZ8 

His "interesting and constructive letter'' was acknowledged by Colonel Jones!2Y 
but never ;u>swered. By this time, Indian A f f a i i  was heavily involved in attempting 
to advance the MacKay proposal as the basis for compensation from DND. 

Negotiating a Final Payment within Government 
The likelihood of further compensation was fading. The previous year, DND had 
become frustrated at the length of time it was taking to settle all claims, including 
those of Treaty Indians, and had developed its own proposal. 

That proposal took the position that compensation as between Metis and 
Indians ought to be "more or less equal," since the distinction between the two 
groups appeared to DND to be an artificial one "not necessarily noticeable in the 
field.'' Furthermore, the Metis in northern Saskatchewan were unsatisfied with 
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Matchatls). 
jlx Chief Ham/ Janvier (and Council) to H.M. Jones, 25 Mmh 1958, [A RG 10, "01. 7336, ale 1/ZO-Y-5 (ICC, 

Uoruments, at 1147.49). 
3'9 H.M. Jones to Chief Hany Janvier, 29 April 1958, NA, RG 10, vol. 7 3  36, f i le  1/20-95 (ICC, Documenu, 5 1156). 



the negotiated compensation and "refused to accept their cheques contending 
that by comparison [with Indian compensation] they are much too To 
resolve the "stalemate," it was recommended: 

1. That the settlements with the Metis be doubled, making the average compensation 
approximately $750.00 each, payable in two equal payments. . . 

2. Ihat the It~dian Aflairs Branch beprevailed upon to take a realistic view of the dtu. 
ation and agree to complete seftlement of compensarion accepting as totalpayment 
the $511,598.00 alreadypaid. 

The adoption of this suggestion will show some advantage to the Treaty Indians 
over the Metis, but not to such an extent as to cause undue difficulties. 

3. 7hat any funds deemed necessaryfor ihe canying oul qf~uerfare work or experi- 
mental rehabilitation plans for the Trea@ Indiam be provided by special vote of 
Parliament quite diuorcedJbm the activities of DND??' 

The above memorandum noted that moneys had already been advanced to the 
Indian Affairs Branch "as a partial payment to the Treaty Indians," but this 
acknowledgement did not affect the recommendation that no further compensation 
be paid. This proposal was not communicated to Indian Affairs. Instead, for the 
first time, the basis of Indian Affairs' valuation of losses in the MacKay proposal 
was questioned. 

When the Director of the Indian Affairs Branch, H.M. Jones, became aware of 
this challenge, he prepared a full report for his Deputy Minister. His memoran- 
dum sets out a detailed basis for the original calculations for the loss to Indians 
of game and fish resources. It estimates that a competent hunter with nine depen- 
dant children could "easily" obtain 3658.5 lbs of meat and fowl, as well as 2400 lbs 
of fish, annually having a total value of $2000.33L 

As a possible compromise of the original calculation, the Director suggested 
that the MacKay proposal be revised to provide four years' compensation for 
Beaver Lake, Heart Lake, and Goodfish Lake (instead of five years'), and eight years' 
compensation for Cold Lake and Canoe Lake (instead of 10 years'). This would 
anticipate a final settlement with DND for a further payment of $1,360,846. An 
alternative means of payment was also suggested: 

Consideration n~ight be Riven, as a means of resolving the e~~~barrassment of the Depamuent 
of National ~efen; i~ de&ng with mpensation cla& by hi& and non-Indim, to&iding 
a lump sum grant to be adminislewd by lh Lkparhnent ofCitizenship and Immigration 

330 F.0. Millar to C.F. Johm. National Defellce, 5 Febmxy 1957 (ICC. DocumenLs, at 971-75). 
3" See note 530. Empllasis added. "' H.M.lunes to Laval Fortier, 3 April 1957, Nh RC 10, vol. 7335, Me 1120-9.5 (ICC. Documnears, at IOOPli). 



f i  th8 use and benejh and to &t in he rehabilitutim of Indians who have lost hunting, 
h-apping and fishing i m m e  by reason of the establishment of the Primmse Lake Air Weapons 
~ a n g e . ~ ~ ~  

The Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration responded to this 
proposal as follows: 

I am informed that the fad that payments have been made to our Deparunent in the past 
has aeated some difficulty for the Depament of National Defence in coming to an agree 
ment with non.Indians. Therefore, it has been decided that no further consideration would 
be given to the claims of Indians, and that no further payments would be made until 
settlement has been reached on the claims of non-lndians33' 

During this further period of indulgence granted to DND, which was to last 
more than a year, that department did proceed to secure Treasury Board and 
Cabinet approval for a more generous settlement with 112  Mktis, totalling $92,500, 
which was estimated to provide average individual payments of $850.335 The 
issue of compensation to Treaty Indians was not brought forward by Indian 
Affairs again until August 1958. A memorandum to the Deputy Minister notes: 

You will recall that negotiations were broken off with the Department of National Defence 
in order not to cause embarrassment in their dealings with non-Indian groups. 

I would be pleased, if you wish, to prepare the necessary submission to the Department 
of National ~ e f e n c e . 3 ~ ~  

The issue was also brought up in the House of Commons by the former Liberal 
Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, Mr. Pickersgill, by way of a question to 
his Conservative successor, the Honourable Ellen Fairclough. 

I am afraid it was a terrible mess that I left her to settle, because the Minister of National 
Defence was not showing the generosity toward! the Indians which I thought he shoukl show 
and we never were able to reach a settlement33' 

$33 H.M. Jones lo Lava1 Fonier, 3 Apd 1957, NA, RG 10, vol. 7335, fik 1120-95 (ICC, Dacurnenu, at 1012). 
Emnhavis added This wordine was sueeested bv the leeai adviser: see D.H. Christie to H.M. lones. - ~ ~ . r ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~  ~~~~~ ~~~~~~ , . 
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The actual question posed at that time was whether the Minister agreed with the 
general proposition that her Department would seek compensation whenever 
injury was done to "an Indian trap line or an Indian's trapping rights." She 
did agree. 

In September 1958 DND threw down the gauntlet. 

As you may be aware, this department finds it most difficult to regard, a .  fair and reason- 
able compensation, the figure of $2,331,044.98 computed by your department with respect 
to these Treaty Indians and I can find no record of the formal acceptance of this sum as the 
basis of a final settlement in the matter. While we areprepared to recognize, within ma- 
smabfe firnit$ the~pe&fposition ofTreaty Indians as Wards @he Crmun, it is the opin- 
ion here that payments to theTreaty Indians or to your department on their behalf, should 
be more in line with the compensation payments made to the Metis and white residents of 
the area for the loss of similar rights. 
. . . 

'To date, twu payments totalling $51i,i98.00 have been made to your department on 
behalf of the five Indian Bands. This sum is the equivalent of $978 for each man, woman 
and child, ornppmximate!~ $3,90Ofor each incomeearning malesss . . . [These ;unounts] 
are in excess of the average settlement of compensation made with the Metis and white 
residents who had similar interests in the area. 

In the circumstances, I would ask that you give serious consideration to the acceptmce 
of the sun1 of $51 1,598.00 previously paid as the full and final settlement of compensation 
to the Traty Indians who have been ,affected by our Range 

Citizenship and Immigration responded to this memor,uldum by preparing a 
submission to Cabinet on the issue,iN but it was referred back to Treasury B ~ a r d , ~ '  
where officials sided with DND?" On January 5, 1959, the Chairman reported 
to Cabinet the Board's recommendation that no further compensation be paid 
and that "any further assistance to the lndians should be considered on its merits 
. . . and provided for out of the appropriations of the Department of Citizenship 
and In~rnigration."~~' 

-. . ., , ,"? 
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Minister Faircbugh decided to resuhmit the issue to Cabinet based on a more 
detailed memorandum setting out her department's analysis of the issue.'" Again, 
the matter was referred back to Treasury Board for resolution."' A year later, it 
was still unre~olved."~ 

To prepare for further discussions with Treasury Board, Colonel Fortier, the 
Deputy Minister, met with senior officials of the Indian Affairs Branch and posed 
four questions to them: 

I. Did or did not the Indians on whose behalf conlpensatio~l was chinled enjoy an exclu- 
sive right, under provincial license, either through individual tr~plines in Alberta or in 
group areas in Saskatchewan, to trap in the Prinlrose Lake area? 

The answer to tliis question was, in the opinion of the departmental officers present, 
clezzly in the affirmative. 

2. Did or did not some of the lndians on whose khdfmmpensatio~l is claimed, as recorded 
in the detailed lists, enjoy under proviwial license the right a, fish conlrnercially in 
this area? 

Again an aEfirmative answer was given. 

3. Did or did not the lndians prior to the creation of this bombing range have a legally 
enforceable right to hunt and fish for food in this area? 

The answer to this question was again in the affirmative by virtue of Section 12 of 
the Ndtu~dl Resources Transfer Agreement Acts as defined by Appeal Court decisions in 
both Provinces. 

4. Col. Fortier then posed the question whether, since the creation of the range, any of the 
rights enumerated above are now enjoyed by the Indians involved in this claim? 

The answer to this question was clearly in the negative?*' 

Treasury Board isolated three aspects of the claim advanced by Citizenship and 
Immigration: 

- whether the Indians had a legally enforceable claim; 

whether the figures provided by Citizenship and Immigration were justifiable; and 

whether the need for economic rehabilitation should be considered as part of 
an appropriate amount for compensation. 

$44 The Hon E. Fairciwgh to Cabiiel, 25 Febmary 1959, NA, Rti 10, VOI. 7336, Ne 112W5 (ICC, Documents, 
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On the f i s t  issue, legally enforceable claims, the Deputy Attorney General 
advised that the Indians' rights were limited to hunting, fishing, and trapping for 
food all seasons of the year on unoccupied Crown lands, as provided in section 12 
of the relevant Natural Resources Transfer  agreement^.^" When the l a d s  became 
occupied by the air weapons range, these protected rights "ceased to operate." 
There was, in the writer's opinion, "no legal right to c~mpensa t ion . "~~~  There 
was no reference to the treaties in this opinion. 

Indian A f f a i i  continued to argue, however, that the claim was at least a strong, 
equitable one.350 Whether or not the Indians could sue the Crown, their "unre- 
stricted right to hunt and fish and trap for food throughout the area" had been 
"completely abrogated."351 Adequate reparations were needed because "the Federal 
Government has completely disrupted their way of life and forced the adoption 
of new vocations for which they were not ~repared."~'" 

On the second issue, the calculation of the loss to Indians, Treasury Board 
eventually agreed that lndian Affairs' calculation of the annual loss of fish and 
game used for food and other don~estic purposes was reasonable. In addition, "[tlhe 
figures for furs, fish and game sold are matters of record and therefore need not 
he q~estioned."~'~ 

It was the third issue, economic rehabilitation contrasted with compensation, 
which was the real source of dispute between DND and Indian Affairs. DND 
wanted to accomplish two things: treatment of the economic loss in a manner 
similar to loss of business opportunity, and parity among whites, Metis, and 
Indians who were compensated for their dislocation from the range.354 Quite 
simply, DND did not want a compensation package for Indians which would 
reopen the other negotiations or cause resentment among the other groups.si5 

Indian Affairs, on the other hand, saw the interim payments as direct compen- 
sation for loss of income and food resources which could not be replaced.356 While 
some of this conipensation could have been available for economic rehabilitation, 

Comtitution Act, 1930. See discussion of the Resources Transfer Agreements at 136-38 below. 
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C O L D  L A K E  A N D  C A N O E  L A K E  I N Q U I R I E S  

that was a larger issue which had not been factored into the original calculation 
of annual losses.3i7 Even so, the faa that such a plogr;un was necessary was directly 
attributabk to the dislocation of Treaty Indians h m  the range and should, in the 
view of the department, have been a proper charge against the DND budget. 

[Citizenship and Immigration] pointed out.  . . that DND had, without any si@ant notice, 
taken from the Indians at one swipe rights which they would otherwise have only lost over . . 
a period of yea1s.3~~ 

Treasury Board remained sympathetic to the DND point of view. At length, how- 
ever, it was agreed within government that DND would make one further pay- 
ment - equivaIent to one year's compensation, or $235,799 - and leave the issue 
of long-term economic rehabilitation to Indian Affairs for res0lution.'~9 

Negotiating a Final Payment with the Indians 
By July 1960 the only question within government was whether the Indians 
would settle for one more payment. Treasury Board wmte to the Deputy Minister 
of Citizenship and Immigration: 

As this maner was originally referred to the Treasury Board hy Cabinet, we now intend to 
re-suhmit the case to the Bonrd suggesting that the proposed senlernent agreed to by the 
Depament of National Defence be recomme~lded to Cabinet for approval. However, before 
we do h s  it would be desimble to know wheUler or m t p r  Department f&& reasot~~bly 
sure hut om morepayment of$235,000 as compensation wiUbe acceptable to the Indians 
so that thq  d l  agree to sign a release to the land. 

I should also point out at this time that we feel that any further aidfor these Indians 
shouki be an intqulpart ofyour Departmat5 regularprogram of reh~bi l i ta t ion .~~ 

When the Minister, the Honourable Ellen Fairclough, was advised of this plan, 
she noted on the memorandum: 

It seems to me the Indians have had a raw deal on this matter and we shoukl look after 
their interests.J6' 

jj7 D.M. MacKay to laval Fonier, 23 A 195?, NA, RG 10, vnl. 7334 (ICC, Documents, at 349). 
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Her departnlent set about orgalking nleetiugs with the Bands to put this set- 
tlement proposal to them. There was, however, concern that a plau for economic 
rehabilitation should he presented at the same time and included in the Citizenship 
and Immigration estimates for the 1961-62 budget.'"' The department deferred 
this subject on the hasis that the Indians should be involved in such planningand 
that it would take considerable time before this could he done.i63 

Colonel Jones wmte to the regional supervisor in Alberta, LC. Hunter, instructing 
him to organize a meeting at Cold Lake. 

I \vr~uld like you to arrange meetings with the four Alberta Ballds concerl~ed (Cold Lake, 
Heaver L&e, fleart Lake, and Gin~dfish LAe), to ascelraill i f  they are prepared to accept this 
~IRI~OSA~. I f  they are agreeable, will you please endeavour to obtz~in written releses from 
tlleln to that effect. These relases will be required hefore we will he in a pi~si t i t~o to proceed 
with 21 suhnlission to the Treasury R ~ n r t l  ti1 secure authority for the paynlent. 

If the lod ia~s will not ;lccept t l~ is pr~~pora l  by Rational Defence, there appears to he little 
or rro 11o0e thot tlre proposed payment or ally further contpellsntion p;lylnrats could be 
olltained from National Defence. 

It llas 11ee11 ~nade c1e;tr to 11s that, in  the view of Treasury Rt,arrl. ;my ;~dditional ;!ssis- 
tance to the 111di;srs of t l~ is area (heyood the pnrposed paycoent of S?ii,000) should he a 
11:trt of tllc rcgoku g o v e r ~ ~ t ~ r e ~ ~ t d  programs 11f\velfare ;Issisf;ulce atrd eo~nr,mic devel~~po~ellt. 
~11icl1 WOUI~I be nlet froln the appropriatil~lls of tius 1)ep;atnlent. I b i s  m;ltter of further 
eqwt~~litures for the rel~:Bilit;aii~t~ of the 111di;uls i s  for yuur ow11 infr~r~natioo.'"' 

This 111eeting was held at Cold lake on Septen~her 14, 1960, the same day 
tlut a si~uilar meeting was going on at Canoe Lake. The minutes of the Cold Lake 
tneetlng kave been provided to us. 

\1m. HLvlrlt:. . . hftcr talking over, h;tck and forth, the Departnlent o f  NatV~nd Defence told 
111dia11 Affairs that they are willing to lnrake ;arirther p. ly~~tel~t  providing they sign ;III ;Igree- 
Inlent shirwing full settlement. Irlor1't k~ro~r r  the nmoant f fmo l rq  in cents br11 i t  n' i l l  not 
be /~,.ss t/lull tile 1356 /,a,me,it. 7?ris tirnc Nit INONLY N'ill b~ l rtnlcd orvr t r ~  ,you eiNr no 
slrinfis. W'c aiN n l~ t  I~ 'N~~011  11otr' to .s/~e~d i t  . . . 

tkfirre ;my cheques are given w IIIIIS~ agree t11;tt tlris is filial -the end. You will he ;&kcied. 
ullen yo11 get your cheque, ti, sign an ;~greement wl~ich is a legal pa11er sayiog this is all. 
Arc there ;uly questions! 
. . .  

I)~I~IISI~: JICKO: We were pmnlised at leal five payrlleilts. I d ~ l i t  111ind SO IIIUC~ 111lt want 10 
koow. 



Mn. Hmn: I was not here at the time but can Uuthfully say that was not the intention of 
the Department of National Defence. They might have thought that 
. . . 
CHIEF PlWULE MEIcnmhls: Speaks to people before a vote is taken. The meeting of last week 
agreed and we should sign. We need the money in the worst way so when we take the vote 
we should support the agreement 
. . .  
Vote taken - AU persons present voted in favor of accepting final payment36' 

These minutes are recorded on just over two legal-size pages, typewritten. It 
was, however, Mr. Knapp's recollection that the meeting had taken up several 
hours and was quite The result, however, was an indication of support 
for the proposal, and there is a list of signatures on a document recording their 
agreement to "not less than the [payments] which we received in 1956, as the 
last and final payment for loss of hunting, fishing and trapping rights in the area 
known as the Primrose Lake Air Weapons ~ a n g e . " ~ ~ '  There was some discussion 
before this Commission about the wording of this document and the signatures 
appended to it, but nothing in our findings turns on these points and government 
does not rely on this document. 

The Intent of the Final Payment 
As the paperwork was being prepared to obtain Cabinet approval of the plan, one 
Indian Affairs official noted that the intent was to obtain a release from the Indians 
in favour only of the Department of National Defence. "Nowhere in the corres- 
pondence is there any suggestion that the Minister [of Citizenship and Immigration] 
had or would agree to accept such payment as being in full and final settlement 
of the Indian claim. . . [A] formal release would have to be executed by each indi- 
vidual Indian before the Department of National Defence was absolved of their 
responsibility in the question."368 

DND acknowledged this concern by saying, "we had hoped [this] would serve 
as a release of this department by your department." The letter goes on to add 
that if Indian Affairs officials "consider that some form of final release [from the 
Indians] is necessary, and this may well be the case, you could of course do ~ 0 . ~ ~ ~ 9  

3 6  LC. Hunter to Lnd$ni\Rairs Branch, 14 September 1960, Nh RG 10, vol7.336, file 1120-95 (ICC, Documentr, 
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On the advice of its own legal adviser, Indian Affairs abandoned the idea of a for- 
mal release of rights. It substituted, however, a "form of receipt being acknowl- 
edment by the lndian that he has received a Dominion of Canada cheque in 
fuli and fifial settlement of his claim."370 This receipt would later be interpreted 
as rekasin~ all government departments from all further financial obli~ations. 

The act& ~ r & . s u r ~  Board submission, signed by the Ministers of Citizenship 
and Immigration and National Defence, confirms that the final payment was 
intended to absolve only DND from further responsibility, acknowledging the 
role of Indian Affairs as having acted on behalf of the Indians in the matter. 

Ll]t has been agreed that a h a l  settlement of the claim on the basis of three years income 
would be a satisfactoty solution of the compensation issue and wwld !ace a n y m W a l i a  
of long term rehubilitution as a separate issue which ruwld not concern the Depatmtenl 
of National Oefme. 
. . .  
The undersigned therefore have the honour to recommend that authority be granted for a 
further oavment bv the Deoartment of National Defence to the Indian Affairs Branch of the 
~epartment of ~i t i~nship 'and Immigration of $235,799 such payment lo be accepted by 
Citizenship and 1mmi.ration in trust on behalfoftha Treaty Indians in the Primrose Lake 
area and& being in fd a n d j m l  settlement of all dai& made on behalf of the Trea(y 
Indians with respect to loss of income and all other clahns of any nature that have been 
made or mav be made on behalf of the Treatv lndian Bands bv the DebarbnentofCitiienshib 
and Immigratkm arising from the taking over by the Department of National Defence of 
the lands known as the Primrose Lake Air Weapons ~ange.3'~ 

The proposal supporting Treasury Board Minute 573254, dated December 2, 
1960, includes the above wording, with a marginal note added: "This settles DND 
involvement once and for The formal minute, as approved by Cabinet, is 
only one paragraph long and adopts the wording that payment is settlement on 
behalf of any claims that may be made by Citizenship and Immigration "on behalf 
of the Treaty Indian Bands."373 

We conclude that the intent of this accommodation between the two gov- 
ernment departments was to relieve the Department of National Defence, and not 

370 R.F. Battle to H.H. lones, 18 November 1960. NA RG 10. voL 733436, fite 112095 (ICC. DONmmU. at 1479). 
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the Government of Canada generally, from any further responsibility to com- 
pensate Treaty Indians dislodged or otherwise affected by the Primrose Lake Air 
Weapons Range. 

Delivering the Final Payment 
The cheques for payment to the members of Cold Lake were forwarded to 
Edmonton on January 11, 1961, together with a supply of "receipt forms." The 
following instructions were given: 

When the cheques are issued to these individuals or as soon as possible t h e d r ,  each per- 
son should beinterviewed to detemhe how he proposes to become better established or, 
where necessm. reestablished and how he intends to use the funds to further this end. 
In this connection, the Depanment's function is that of the counsellor and advisor but the 
following points ihould be made very ckar: 

1. As cjtjzens and as members of the community, it is essential that the Indians establish 
and improve their credit ratings. Consequently they should take immediate steps to pay 
their debts from the funds now available to them. 

2. The payments they receive will, of coune, be taken into consideration when examining 
applications for relief assistance during subsequent months. Those receiving substantial 
.payments should not require assistance at least for the remainder of the current win- 
ter unless the funds are used for payment of debts or for some constructive purposes 
such as the purchase of building materials, farming equipment, etc. 

3.  The manne? in u>hich they utilize these funds and thepmportion they devote to a 
personal rehabilitation mopam toill be closely ruatched and toill haw an important 
-bewing rm h i r  dig&& fiwjire asishm uilder ~ p m g r n n u  o ~ m e  &p&ment 
related to agriculhrre, wmhingplacemenf and olherecomic developmentpw?iec8. 

The Department has an obligation to notify several persons of the fact that a further pay. 
men1 [is] actually being made, and for that reason you are requested to hold the cheques 
at your office until further notice from this headqua~ten.37~ 

The notification referred to was intended to make local Members of Parliament 
and merchar~ts aware of the fact the Cold Lake claimants would be coming into 
funds.375 

The actual delivery of the cheques was made at the Toronto Dominion Bank 
in Grand Centre, the town adjacent to the air base and lying between the southern 
and northern reserves of the Cold Lake F i t  Nations. Three tables were set up, 
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each manned by an Indian Affairs employee. Despite the earlier promise that 
payment would be made directly to individual with "no strings attached,"376 
Indian Affairs still attempted to have payments put into a trust account which it 
would administer. A petition was prepared for that purpose, but no one signed it3" 

The three officials present at the bank onJanuary 26,1961, were Stan Knapp, 
superintendent of the Saddle Lake Agency, Ivor Eklund, fur supervisor, and Murray 
Sutherland, superintendent of w e h  for the Alberta region. Knapp and Sutherland 
worked as a team filling out the receipt forms, while Eklund sat with a bank 
employee reviewing postdated cheques that had been issued to merchants and 
assisting with the opening of bank accounts.378 

The form of receipt - also known as the quitclaim - was the same as that used 
at Canoe Lake."79 

On January 26 and 27,80 of these forms were completed at the bank in Grand 
Centre. Mr. Knapp's report of those sessions, completed at the time, also indi- 
cates considerable by-play having to do with the issue of storekeepers' accounts 
and postdated cheques, in respect of which several stop payments were made 
because of disputes over the amounts owing."80 

When he appeared before the Commission, Mr. Knapp recalled that the form 
were filled out over a much longer period and that extensive counselling had been 
given.js' Given the passage of 32 years since the event, it is not surprising that his 
recollection should differ from his reports at the time. We find that there could not 
have been much opportunity for interviewing or counselling in the dmunstances. 

At the same time, the individuals receiving payment had little choice but to 
sign the receipt forms. 

CO~~MISSIONEP PRE~W: And in your view, did those people have any meaningful alternative 
other ban to sign th.dt quit claim [release] and receive the money, given the circumstances 
which they were in at that time in l96O? 
MR. KNMP: In the circumstances they had at that time and rhe sophistication they had.dt that 
time, they wanted the money . . . The money stood there; it was available. To get it  they 
had to sign this d~curnen t . J~~  

. . . Stan b d p p  

S.C. Ktnaoito Reqlonal ~uoervisdr. Alberta 6 ~eb&arv 1961. ~h R G ~ I O ~ O I .  7334-46. file 1/?0-9~5 

See note 159 above. 
See note 378. 
Cold I;&e T m r i p ~  vol. PII, at YX7~90 (Stan f f i q p ) .  
Cold Lake Transcript, vol. KII, at 1020 (Swn Xnapp). 
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INTERVIEW SHEET 
REGARDLNG COMPENSATION ARISING FROM THE ESTABLISHMENT 

OF THE PRIMROSE LAKE AIR WEAPONS RANGE 

, 19 
Place Date 

1- No. of the Band, 
acknowledge receipt of Dominion of Canada cheque no. dated 

, 19 - in the amount of , being in full and final 
settlement of my claim for compensation arising from the establishment of 
the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range. 

Witness Signature 

-- - 
Witness 

Debts 

Personal History 
(General information, work history, attitude, character, welfare assistance, etc.) 

Remarks 
(Plans; how will money be spent? Counsel or advice re money matters; is he 
banking his cheque?) 

Interviewer 



But a lot of the people'from the waiting period from the last payment until this one were 
so frustrated that they were having difficult times, they were just about ready to grab any- 
thing. It was so frustrating. So, I'm sure that since these - [the minute these] dollars are 
mentioned, a lot of them signed for that reason. 
. . .  

n e y  came along and said "here's your money, take it or leave it" sort of thing - not 
exactly in those words. After reminiscing, I remember now is how they put it, it meant the 
same thing We have your cheques in place, you are going to get another payment And you 
had better take it, you had better sign and take it now, because if you don't that money is 
going to go back to Ottawa, and God kwws how long you're going to wait again before you 
will get another pa~ment3~3 

. . . Ernest EMOW 

Mr. Knapp, I guess, was there, and there was some other officials there. There was nobody 
there to represent us, or no chief or council or anybody. All we were given is this piece of 
paper and they told us you sign here. So MI. Knapp puts the paper to me and he said, you 
have to slgn here because that's the only way we've got to give you your cheque. So, okay, 
I'm going to get my cheque.JS4 

. . . Mary Martin 

There was conflicting information given to us about the level of understanding 
in the community that this cheque would he the last payment of any kind to 
compensate for the losses people had suffered by being excluded from the air 
weapons range. We find that, given the length of time which had passed since the 
interim payments had elapsed and the need for more funds which was apparent 
to all concerned, there was practical compulsion to sign the quitclaims. The legal 
consequences of this finding will be discussed later. 

Interest on the Compensation Account 
In the annual report for fiscal year 1960-61, which ended March 31, 1961, 
Citizenship and Immigration reported that the Primrose Lake trust account had 
received $235,941.95 and that $238,760.80 had been e~pended.~~'There is no 
indication of the previous balance or explanation of the shortfall of $2,818.49, 
which was apparently uufunded. It appears, however, that the shortfall was made 
up from interest of $34,755.23 which had accrued at the rate of 5 per cent annu- 
ally from the time of the first DND payment. The balance in the account after the 
last distribution had been made was only $32,464.74. 



On June 21, 1961, the treasury officer of the department advised that this 
interest had heen credited to the trust accoung but that there had been no statutory 
authorization for the payment of interest. 

Therefore interest should not have been allowed and should be returned to the credit of 
the Receiver General unless the necessary authority of the Governor-in-Council is obtai1ed.3~~ 

No effort was made to obtain authorization to retain these funds. There was 
some discussion before the Commission as to whether a claim for these funds 
was a matter included in the original 1975 claim submission. Ultimately, it was 
agreed by counsel that, if these claims are accepted for negotiation, the interest 
issue would be dealt with as part of compensation negotiations.%' For that reason 
only, we will not make any comment on the failure to secure, or retain, interest 
on the trust account. 

Claims for Further Compensation 
Once the trust account was effectively closed,)88 the matter of further compen- 
sation to Treaty Indians was, from the government's point of view, laid to rest. 
The need for economic rehabilitation remained, but that would no longer be 
dealt with as a compensation issue, or even as a matter for special appropriation 
within the budget of the lndian Affairs Branch.iRy The hardship in the community, 
which was acknowledged, was to he dealt with as a welfare issue?" 

The Department of National Defence, however it may have resolved the issue 
with Treaty Indians, was not finished paying compensation. Having once increased 
the proposed payment to Metis claimants - and securing full releases from them 
in return - the department proceeded to do so again. The rationale was that the 
Metis had been paid much less than the Treaty Indians and the nmaboriginal 
claimants. Authorization was given to make a further payment to 110 Metis 
claimants of a total of $107,800, which would bring their average compensation 
to $1604. This would equal the average payment to non-aboriginal people?Y1 

5s J.P. Caron to H.M. Jones, 21 June 1962, NA, RG 10, vol. 6341, file 736-1 (ICC, Documenu, at 1676). 
387 Transcriot of ArKument. at 408-11. Counsel for Canoe Lake were not oresent at that ooint in the 

- ~~~~ 

27 Febmw 1961. NA. RG 10, vbi'6341. file i36.1 (ICC. bommenu. at 1620)'~uch a o6ws;ll does not 



In 1963 the new superintendent at Saddle Lake, T.R. Kelly, reported that: 

[Clertain Band members [at Cold lake] are endeavouring ta collect a fund toward legal aid 
to press for further payments from the Department of National Defence . . . [Tlhis action is 
being taken on the verbal statement of MI. Eklund and others to the effect that the amount 
wouM be spread over five payments . . . [PIossiMy your o&e wdJ be hearing from a legal 
representative in due cour~e?9~ 

Over time, the Indian Affairs Branch changed its own perception of its role in 
the compensation negotiations. It had originally agreed to negotiate "with and 
on behalf of the Indians."393 A subsequent letter to DND refers expressly to such 
negotiations "with individuals or hands of Indians."394 

As the negotiations for the last payment from DND were being pursued, the 
Deputy Minister confirmed that his department did "indeed consider itself to be 
a trustee and agent for these Indians and will continue to act as such until the 
case has finally been disposed of."395 

After the last payment, the role was redefined. One letter describes the role 
as "liaison with the Department of National Defence."396 Despite the fact that the 
Indian claimants had not dealt with anyone other than Indian Affairs officials, 
R.F. Battle wrote that they 

acted as agents for the Indians and held many discussions with them to help establish the 
basis on which a claim for adequate compensatio~i could be substantiated. The Branch was 
not negotiating with Indians; it only helped to present their case to the Department of 
National Defen~e.~9' 

Apart from the suggestion that Indian Affairs officials acted as "agents," we 
find no support in the documentary record for these statements. While there 
were certainly discussions to obtain information, the basis of the claim for ade- 
quate compensation appears never to have been discussed with the Indian 
claimants, and it was clearly Indian Affairs officials who negotiated with the 

TR. Kelly to Regional Supemisor, Alberta, 7 June 1%j, DIAND. vois. 9-1 1, file 11209-5 (ICC, Documcnfs, 
at 1699). %re is one letter in the remrd addrrssed to a Calearv l a w  duinr h i s  o e n d  (ICC. Documents. 
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Indians in relation to the terms and conditions of the interim distributions and 
final payments. It was, however, the more limited role which became doctrine. 
By 1974, internal memoranda stated that Indian Affairs, 

was not a party to an agreement respecting compensation to fishermen and trappers 
for loss of use of the area The Departments role was simply m facilitate neptiations and 
compensation payments to i n d i m  with the Department of National Defence.3Y8 

It is true that Indian A f f a i i  was not specifically party to any agreement with 
fishermen and trappers. It can hardly be said, however, that its joint submissions 
to Treasury Board and Cabinet - especially in relation to the final payment from 
DND - did not represent agreements with the other department respecting com- 
pensation to Indians. Nor can it be said that Indian Affairs simply facilitated 
negotiations with DND, since there never were any direct negotiations on com- 
pensation between DND and Indian claimants. 

DND acknowledged no responsibility for the amount of compensation to Treaty 
Indians: "Detailed settlements with the Treaty Indians were made by the Department 
of Citizenship and Immigration with funds provided by the Departnent of National 
D e f e n ~ e . " ~ ~  

On one point, however, the two departments agreed. After 1961, there would 
be no further compensation to Treaty Indians for their losses caused by exclusion 
from the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range. The long-standing request for assur- 
ance that the Indians would be able to resume their use of the range area when 
it was no longer required by the military went unanswered. The communities 
themselves were left with the principal role in identifying their own programs 
for economic rehabil i tat i~n.~~ 

ECONOMIC REHABILITATION 

The Indian Affairs Branch had one goal in mind for economic rehabilitation at 
Cold Lake. The former trappers and fishermen were to become agriculturalists. 
Many, at least, had some experience with farming and this would be the basis 
upon which their new economy would be built What was not fully appreciated, 
however, was that while many individuals had wage income from farm labour, 

3yR 1.0. HaRley la J.W. Evans, 17 October 1974, DLWD, vois. 9-11, tile 1120-9-5 (ICC, Documents, at 1797). 
379 The Hon. Man McKinnon. Minister of National Defence. to Tern Mvtander. MP. 8 November 1979 (ICC. . . . . 

Documents, at 2159)., 
WU "Uke other commwules ... the Cold Lake people must look within themselves for a solution to their social 

,and economic pmbiems. The [Indian AKai~sl Branch always is willing to help, but the initiative must be 
theirs": R.F. Battie to Perq Bird, note 397 above. 



very few actually made a living from farming on the reserve. We were told that 
this was largely an activity subsidized from the proceeds of hunting, trapping, 
and fishing. 

Farming at Cold Lake before the Range 
There had always been some farming activity at Cold Lake, but few individuals 
pursued agriculture as a full-time ompation prior to the creation of the air weapons 
range. 

My dad trapped during the winter and m the spring. With the money he made, he would 
buy pigs, chickens, cows and other animals, horses, so we could live for the summer. After 
trapping, and the summer came, my dad would farm, and I used to help him even though 
I was still small . . . 

My dad, when his grain would gmw in the fall, he would harvest before the trapping hip. 
We used to take . . . three wagonloads of grain to St. Paul and sell it there. We would use 
one load of grain for flour and the mill would make flour for him, and that's what we used. 

And when fall came around, he had a lot of hay made because we had cattle and horses. 
Once the hay was made, we would head for Primrose. 
. . . 

We really did have a good life. We had a garden, potatoes. Everything we grew there, 
we'd use during the winter. My dad and I lived out in the hush. 
. . 

My mother and my hrotl~er were the ones that kept our home and livestock while we 
went up north. lhey fed the livestock ail winter, and the ho~ses?"~ 

. . .Charlie Blackman 

My grandfather, as he did always, we used to have a little farm. He ran the tractors, he wa 
some kind of a mechanic anyway, fixing up wdctors and stuff for our neighhours around 
Beaver Dam. So we did all right for the summer*02 

. . . Sarah loft 

1 had about ten acres, just enough for the horses to feed. That's all I had, 1 didn't make any 
money with it or try and sell the grain or anything, just for feed, horse feedj0A 

. . . 'lhhy Grandbois 

[Elveryhody used to go there and trap, and we kdd some people stay hack here, some of 
the families. We had a few of horses here and few cow - cattle, you know, and someone 
had to look after them. And the people tint went up north tried to make money. They 
made money. 



[In those] days, well. . . we never did depend on, you know, anybody. Whatever we 
did here in the farming, it all came from the trapping. If we made money in the spring - 
we used to make pretty good - and people would buy their own p i n  and buy their own 
horses, and a little machinery. 

This was earned by - from the trapping, fishing, whatever.404 
. . . Jobby Metchewais 

We find that, in the period prior to the creation of the air weapons range, 
this pattern of farming activity being supported by the income from trapping and 
fishing predominated at Cold Lake. Relatively small areas were cleared for agri- 
culture or available for hay. The principal purposes of farming were to provide 
feed for livestock - horses, cows, and some pigs -garden produce, and grain for 
flour. In most cases, these crops did not provide any income; to the contrary, they 
were subsidized by the income earned from resource harvesting, and most of 
that income came from the Primrose Lake area. 

The Absence of a Plan 
As noted above, the Department of Citizenship and Immigration felt that there 
was potential for agriculture at Cold Lake. This was identified early and continued 
as the focus of economic rehabilitation in that community. D.M. MacKay, Director 
of the Indian Affairs Branch, outlined the nature of the difficulties that might he 
encountered. 

With regard to the establislunent of these hands in agriculture, several problems present 
themselves. First is the possibility that agricultural lands will have to be purchased for them 
We do not have ;my record of these hands engaging in agriculture. It would appear that 
Wa& Lake, P i e r c e ~ e a n d C o l d M e R e s m h a w l i r n i l e d ~ i f i e s ~ b u t i h a m ~  
Lake and Canoe Luke Reserves are unsuited for fanning. Even if sultable land were 
obtained either by purchase or by clearing their present holdings bimsliUrnnains theqkme 
of training them o w  apmod ofyear.7 to a vocation contmy to their natural inclination, 
previous thinking or experience. In thisperiod of depadency they would be a charge on the 
shte which, under theplesentplan for compensation, wovld be the We@re appmpriation 
ofthk ~ r n n c h ~ ~ 5  

At the time of this report, the plan for compensation under discussion was one 
year's trapping income, which was recognized by Citizenship and Immigration 
to be inadequate. In response to this report, the Deputy Minister identified the 

Cold Lake Transnipt, vol. II, at 117, 16'2 (Jobby Metchew*). 
D.M. MacKay to LaVal Foltier, 22 November 1951, NA, RG 10, vols. 753416, file 1120.9-5 (ICC, Documents, 
at 286). Emphasis added. 



need for "definite plans for the rehabilitation of the Indians" which should include 
some contingencies "to diversify their new modes of eaming their 

The regional supervisors in Alberta and Saskatchewan were instructed to pro- 
vide full reports on the Bands affected, including agricultural potential of their 
reserve lands and "the complete cost of putting it into agricultural ~roduction."~" 

In addition to the general picture a detailed report on each individual is required 
. . . 

Under this heading please describe the present accommodation owned either on the 
reserve or trapline and your recommendation as to what new accommodation should be 
provided. 

Iln your report1 each case should be considered individually takin~ into consideration 
all the fact~rs,~incl"din~ aptitude, outlined in the previous headings i d  making your rec- 
ommendation as to new vocation. In this connection it would he preferable if the individual 
were consulted and given some choice in the matter. 
. . . 

[Estimate the costs] by individuals and this should cover the complete cost of rehabilita- 
tion in a new profession which, in our opinion, will vary with the individual and should 
include the cos; of welfare maintenance ofthose who, because of age (although not qualified 
for old age assistance) are considered incapable of adapting themselves to a new v ~ a t i o n . ' ~ ~  

G.H. Gooderham, regional supervisor in Alberta, reported in respect of all the 
affected Indians in that province. He suggested that, supplied with cattle and 
started in mixed farming, Alberta Indians would replace their lost income within 
two to three years, an estimate headquarters considered to be too optimistic!oy 
After providing summary figures for various heads of compensation, he concluded: 

The above figures indicate that the annual income would be $60,000.00. Therefore this is 
the amount that these Indians should be eanung when they are fully rehabilitated. 

[t is believed that the simplest and most direct way to rehabilitate them is with cattle 
and the necessary equipment to produce and harvest fee. It is estimated that cattle and 
equipment purchased now for $100,000.00 will give them an earning of $60,000.00 at the 
end of three years. 

The total claim for compensation and rehabilitation should nut exceed $320,000.00.'~~ 

'm Note h7, above (ICC, Documents, at 289). 
W H.M. Jones to D.M. MacKav, I ~ p n l  1952, NA, KG 10, vols. 7334-36, fie 1/LO-9-5 (KC, Documens, at 345). 
110 G H  Cnnd~rhlm to HM: Jones, 4 Mmh 1952, NA, RG 10, vol. 7334, file 1120-9-5 (ICC, Documents, 
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The MacKay proposal, which formed the basis of the submission to DND for 
compensation, revised these figures upwards and calculated replacement income 
over a ten-year period. 

The main problem, however, is with relation to the Cold Lake Band who will be c o m b ~ e t e ~ ~  
shut off from hunting and trapping and who will of necessity have to start anew in some 
other profession or vocation. In this case it is suggested that ten times the anuual valuation 
would be a fair basis for compensation.411 

This proposal recommended that the compensation be paid into Band funds 
or a central fund, principally to deal with the problem of rehabilitation, for which 
there was no comprehensive plan. 

Although their advice was requested, the field service have reached no unanimous conclu- 
sions, nor have they been able to make any recommendation concerning either the cost of 
rehabilitation or the basic method to be adopted. The relation, therefore, between the 
amount suggested for compensation and the ultimate cost of rehabilitation is a maam 
of conjecture. If our suggestion for compensation is adopted, the interest should he s&- 
cient to finance a moderate pmgram on an experimental basis with the capital available to 
he utilized in establishing on a permanent basis those individuals who show an aptitude 
for their new v o ~ a t i o n . ~ ' ~  

The concept of a capital fund, or funds, to provide interest for experimenta- 
tion and capital for successful programs was, in our view, a very sound approach 
to a very difficult problem. As it turned out, however, the amount of money con- 
templated was never delivered and this concept was never implemented. As noted 
above, only two interim payments, each equivalent to the estimated annual loss, 
were made by DND between 1954 and 1961. 

DND was well aware of the need for economic rehabilitation, but not sympa- 
thetic to the idea that it should pay for such a program. To an internal memo- 
randum pointing out that "the interim payment would be inadequate to meet com- 
plete rehabilitation," a handwritten notation was added: "The Minister [the 
Honourable Ralph Campney] does not feel that Nat. Def. funds should be raided 
to improve the std. of living of Ind ian~ . "~ '~  

The real question was whether the Indians at Cold Lake could maintain the 
standard of living they had previously enjoyed. The answer to that question 



would depend on the success of a plan of economic rehabilitation. And there 
was no plan. 

From our review of the documents, it appears to us that the difficulty which 
must have confronted Indian Affairs officials in planning a program of economic 
rehabilitation for Cold Lake was fourfold. F i t ,  such a program would have to be 
directed at a viable economic activity, or activities, which would be roughly equiva- 
lent in scale to the hunting, trapping, and fishing income and benefits that were 
being lost. Second, the program wodd have to provide for training of the indi- 
viduals intended to engage in it. Third, funding for the program would have to 
provide capitalization of the new activity to obtain whatever buildings, equipment, 
and inventory were needed to start it up. Fourth, funding for the program would 
have to provide interim income and benefits, equivalent to those that were lost, 
until such time as the new economic activity, or activities, were self-sustaining. 

One of the major problems of planning for Cold Lake was the absence of a f i  
commitment of funding. Reporting on that community, Eklund noted that "the 
administration of a rehabilitation program will be no small task and that a plan 
of operations should be considered in advance." His report continues: 

For the reason that almost 100% of the members of this Band have been affected by the 
Air Weapons Range, it is suggested that all family u ~ t s  of this band participate in the reha 
hilitation assistance, whether or not they had been registered trappers in the area that they 
have been obliged to vacate."14 

R.F. Battle, then regional supervisor in Alberta, passed this recommenda- 
tion on to headquarters and noted the difficulties encountered in mounting a 
rehabilitation plan. 

[Ektund ha.  suggested that] consideration might be given to equalizing the amount of 
assistance given by instituting rehabilitation on the basis of family units. While this would 
s ~ m p l ' i  the application of funds from a11 administrative point of view, I would not be 
prepared to recommend the approach unless the Indians were fully agreed. 
. . . 

. . . I  am sure you realize that it is extremely difficult to intelligently prepare a rehabili. 
mtion program without some idea as to how long the program will continue."lj 

J.P.B. Ostrander, Superintendent of Welfare, felt that no general program should 
be implemented until the total amount of compensation was known. He also 

*I4 K.I. Eklund to R.F. wattle, 24 March 1955, NA, RC 10, vol. 7335. file 11'209-5 (ICC, Documenls, at 595). 
i'5 RF. Bade toJPB. Osmder, 13 Apnl1955, Nh RG 10, vd. 7335, file ll'LBP5 (ICC:, Documents. at 6Q708). 



suggested that only individuals who were approved as claimants, but not Bands, 
had any legal or moral right to share in the compensation. 

If it is considered n m a r y  to undertake a rehabilitation program embracing the whole band, 
it would appear that expenditures made on behalf of Indians who had no direct interest 
in the air weapons range should be financed from departmental appropriation in the usual 
manner.416 

Stan Knapp, then newly appointed as superintendent of the Saddle Iake Agency, 
was briefed on the problem by a memorandum from the regional supervisor. 

What has not been determined is the number of years that such loss of income [the annual 
figure represented by the first interim payment] will be paid, and pending funher d i m i o n  
at higher kvel and advice from Ottawa, thisphuse of theproblem should mt be dismed 
with the Indians. 

. . . Until we know if we will receive anytlung more from National Defence, we cannot 
properly plan a rehabilitation program. As I see it, rehabilitation will take the form of 
supplying equipment and livestock, breaking lands, providing housing and paying limited 
awaiting returns until the Indian has obtained the means to live From his own effort.."" 

Knapp met with Cold Lake Council on June 21, 1955. He told them that "they 
should be prepared to have some plans for rehabilitation ready and be working 
on them once they receive their money.""18 He felt that some progress had been 
made and noted that he had endeavoured to make Council feel that they had a 
direct responsibility in the matter. Eight days later, Council sent in the following 
resolution: 

[Wle expect the Government to keep its promise and start the rehabilitation work imme- 
diately. Further the money paid on this treaty day [the first awaiting returns payment] is 
not enough to rehabilitate us and we are afraid that all our money will be spent this way 
unless we get the money to buy farming equipment and cattie and money for breaking 

J.P.B. Osvander to H.M. Jones, 25 May 1955, N 4  RG LO, vol. 7335, fde I12095 (ICC, Documents, at 640). 
His views were adopted ahd confumed to the regional supervisor & Alberta H.M. Jones to R.F. Battie, 
7June 1955. N 4  RG 10,vol. 7335, file 112095 (ICC, Documents, at 651). Chief and Councilaccepted this 
ruling: S.C. Knapp to R.F. Battle. 22 June 1955, NA, RG 10, vol. 7335, fde 1120-9-5 (KC. Documents, at 675). 
Individuals who were not on the approved list were to be put on the welfare roils: S.C. Knapp to 
R.F. Battle. 22 June 1955, NA, RG 10, vol. 713 5, file 1/20-95 (ICC, Documem, at 675), and R.F. Battle to 
J.P.B. Ostmder, 25 February 1959, N k  RG 10, vol. 7335, Me 11209.5 (ICC, Documents, at 859). 
RF. Battle to S.C. Knapp, 13 June 1955, NA, RG 10, vd. 7335, flk 1120-9-5 (ICC, Documents, at 660). 
Emphasis added. 
S.C. Knapp to R.F. Battle, 22 June 1955, N 4  RG 10, vol. 7335, fie 1120-9-5 (ICC, Documents, at 676). 



[land] with i t  Further that sufficient money be paid to us to pay our grocery bills so that 
we can continue to buy food to feed our families. . . We feel that this business has dragged 
on too long without being settled!" 

By September, Eklund reported that people from Cold Lake had purchased 
three used building units and that there was heavy purchasing of hand tools, 
washing machines, and household equipment, "despite our efforts to discourage 
the purchase of any household items." He also noted that more hay had been 
put up than ever before, one well had been completed and several others were 
in progress, 72 head of cattle had been purchased with 63 remaining to be pur- 
chased, and 83 horses purchased with a further 15 remaining to be purchased.420 
All of this, it appears, was largely unplanned, as shown by a letter from the 
regional supervisor the following month. 

You will remember it was our opinion that we would have some difficulty developing an 
over-all olan of an obiective nature without some advice as to how lone the rehabilitation " 
program would continue. . . [Ilt now appears essential that we seek the advice of conipetent 
agri~xllural authorities who have had experience in the application of agricultural theories 
and practices to the particular region in question. . . [Flor the moment the first approach 
should be mnde to the local district agri~ulturalist at St. Paul. Would you therefore please 
mange a meeting. . . Primarib, your objectic'e would be toprepare a settlementplan, 
taking into cmideration the a@~dturalptentia[of fht. area and the ahilily ofthe Indinns 
to lake aduantuge f$tliispotentiali" 

In the spring and summer of 1956, an agricultural assistant did a survey of 
the Cold Lake reserves. He filed three reports, each two pages in and 
these do not appear to have been acted upon. No other plan to organize the Cold 
Lake communities for agricultural purposes appears in the record. We conclude 
that no such plan was ever developed. 

The Failure of the Farming Project 
After the interim payments were received, the individuals who were compen- 
sated had funds available through the voucher systeni to purchase farm equip- 
ment and livestock. The record shows that they were encouraged to make such 

4'9 R.A. Nissen to Indian Affairs Branch, 29 June 1955, NA. RG 10, vol. 7535, file 11209-5 (ICC. Documents. 
at 684). 

i!o RL. EWund to RF. Batfle, 15 September 1955, N& RG 10, vol. 7335, Me 1120-95 (ICC, Documentr, at 770-71). 
+I' R.F. klttle to S.C. Knapp, 24 October 1955, Nk, RG 10, vol. 7335, file 1120-9-5 (ICC. Documents, at 798). 

Emphasis added. 
G.C. Findley to R.F. Battle, 30 May 1956, and Repon frunl G.C. Findley, 30 M;ry 1956, both NA, RG 10 "01s. 
755416, file 1120-9-5 (ICC. Dmments, at 918-19,920-211, md G.C. Fiidiey to R.F. Rattle, 3 July 195d (KC, 
Dmments, at 954-35). 



purchases and that, in the expectation of further annual payments, many went 
into debt to do so. The results were predictable. 

Mou must remember, too, that you've got a complete change of lifestyle. Now, to make that 
adjustment, if you put a handful of money here, the change of that lifestyle varies. One guy 
is going to make use of it, and the other one is not So, if they would have canied on assisiing 
the members on yearly terms, and train the people; help them; assist them on their farms 
to try to get adjusted to a new way of life, yes, I would say that would be beneficial . . . I 
would say certainly training and assistance would change that 1ifestyk~~3 

. Charlie Metchewais 

One thing the rehabilitation funds did was buy livestock and farm equipment. 
We estimate that over $100,000 was spent on this in the two years fmmJuly 195 5 
to August 1957, after which the money was gone. The actual value of what was 
purchased was likely much more, since it appears that some debt was incurred 
as well. We do not have a precise figure for the amount of that debt. 

The difficulty, however, as pointed out by Charlie Metchewais, is that there was 
no coordination or plan to make these purchases economically efficient. We were 
told of one extreme example of this problem: 

I remember a neighbour of ours, just across the road, he was already quite old. Somehow 
or another, these purchase orders, or whatever they were, were negotiated by someone 
else, I guess. This gentleman, all of a sudden, he's staying at home and here he gets this old 
tractor. Now, the poor old guy don't know one end of a tractor from the other, you know. 
So he's walking amund this thing, scratching his head. . . So, he turned around and sold 
that tractor for a hone. At least he could manage a horse."14 

. . . Maurice Grandbois 

Some people seemed to get value for the money they invested in farming. 

So that, with that money I got, we bought the cow and the calf And that's how we had a 
milk cow. And they started to increase, the one cow we had bought then, the other heifers. 
We got - so we had enough cattle - cows we used to milk and ship cream. It wasn't very 
much, 1 guess, but it was enough for a l i ~ i n g . ~ ~ j  

. . . blay Martin 

MR. Mm: I bought things I would use like a Wactor, machinely and other things I could 
use for work. 

* j i  Cold Lake Transcript, vol. VI, at 708 (Charlie Metchew*). 
*I4 Cold Lake Transcript, vol. W, at 757 (Maurice Gmdbok). "' Cold Lake Tnnsnipt, voi. 11, at 272 (Ma-) Martin). 



MR. MAWCE: So YOU were involved with some farming then after the Range closed? 
MR.  MAR^: Yes. 
MR. MAURICE: Could you teU us a bit about your farming operation? 
MR MAKTFN I planted wheat and oats. I had seventy acres of land to use. 
MR ~ W C E :  HOW long did YOU fal'lll? 
Mn. Mmm About ten, twenty 

. . . Simon Marten 

The reality for most people, however, was that there was not enough money 

[AIfter the two payments, there was no more money. We didn't know how to get any more 
money. Well then, I thought to myself, you know, gee, there has to be something done . . . 
There was some people, they sold everyihmg back. They didn't get very much, but when 
they were so desperate, they had to sell 

. . . Nom Matchatis 

I said we f m e d  on a small scale, but that was a very small scale. We muldn't - you muldn't 
make a living at it, it was just something else to do in the summertime. So, a lot of the 
people tried their hand at fanning, they went into machinery, some bought cattle. And after 
two payments, when the paymenU were stopped, they could not cany on. There was no 
more money coming in. So, people started selling off machinery, selling off cattle so they 
could survive, and they deteriorated to just about nil in all cases.428 

. . . Ernest Ennow 

With that $2,400 1 bought a tractor. With the rest, I had my land here plowed. There was 
no grain on it. After 1 paid the penon who plowed, there was nothing leftiZ9 

. . . Edward Grandhois 

The next time we received payment, we used it to buy hones, seed for our fields, things 
we needed like tractors and other equipment that was necessary for farming. That's what 
we used. Everybody started farming then, but the machinery started to get expensive, so 
everybody eventually left it alone. We don't even put potatoes in the ground anymore. We 
have no means anym0re.~3~ 

. . . LouisJanvier 

All of this is reflected in the reports of Indian Affairs officials at the time. At 
the height of the purchasing, in 1956, the Saddle Lake Agency reported that the 
people at Cold Lake were "responding well to this new way of life forced upon 

426 Cold Lake Transnipt, vol. I at 7677 (Simon Manen). 
427 CoM Lake Transuipf vol. 11, at 194 (Nora Matchatis). 
428 Cdd Lake Transcripl, vol. I, a1 91 (Ernest EMOW). 
"9 Cold Lake Transcriot vol. V. at 571 (Edward Grandbois). 
*3"Cdd Lake ~ranscripi vol. lli at 318 (tauis Janvier), 
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them," and that "there has been a substantial amount of activity and general 
improvement this year."431 One year later, when the money was gone, Super- 
intendent Knapp reported a difkrent situation. "Many of them have abandoned 
fanning and have no intention of pursuing this occupation . . . In assessing the 
whole situation, it is apparent that our efforts to make farmers out of trappers 
too quickly and on such a large scale, is nothing but a dismal failure."43z After 
the final payment was made, four years later, this was his assessment: 

A careful analysis reveals that only a limited portion of the S170,M)O.M) [final payment] will 
actually be used or can be used to re-establish a p u p  of mappers in some other occupation. 

It is belie& that boWz in 1955 and 1956we kwkedat this mamoney andpmblem lhmugh 
mse colouredglmes. If we had given it as I have done now a more searching analysis our 
original hopes and evaluation would have been more realistic?33 

Thirty-two years after that report was made, its author continued to feel that 
the rehabilitation project was a failure. 

CoMwssloNsn B E U E G ~ E :  . . . NOW, would YOU say that the reason for the perceived failure 
was because of a lack of resources, as I think you mentioned, or a lack of a plan to use the 
resources effectively? 
MR. KNMP: I think it was bothYs4 

We certainly agree with the officials of the day that a large-scale program of 
economic rehabilitation was needed and justified at Cold Lake. And we cannot 
disagree with the view that agriculture may have held out the best opportunity 
for those people. But there can be no doubt that the lack of an appropriate strate- 
gy, the woeful underfunding of the project, and the failure to establish realistic 
objectives over a realistic period of time doomed the whole effort to failure from 
the start. 

The Plan That Should Have Been 
After the Cold Lake people were excluded from the range, the challenge of an agri- 
cultural program was to convert what had been a small and subsidized activity, 
largely engaged in on a parbtirne basis by people whose principal livelihood 

'5' S.C. Knapp to ludian Affairs Brdnch, I March 1956, NA. RG 10, vol. 7335, file 1120.95 (ICC, Documents, 
at 871). 

+AZ S.C. Knapp tu R.F. Battle, 12 September 1957, ?I& RG 10, vol. 7336, Me 11289-5 (ICC, Docunlents, at 1064, 
1066). 

43i  S.C. Knapp to LC. Huntn; 21 Febluaq 1961, N& RC 10,vob. 733436, Me 1/20P5 ( l a ,  Dorwnem, Y 1604) 
Emphasis added. 

454 Cold lake Trdnsaipt, vol. VIII, at 100809 (Stan Knapp). 



came from other sources during the greater part of the year, into a self-sustaining 
economic base. In the absence of a proper plan put forward by government at 
the time, the Commission needed some basis for comparing what did happen with 
what could, or should, have happened. To that end, we commissioned a study by 
Serecon Valuation and Agricultural Consulting Inc. of Edmonton, Alberta. 

The Serecon Report is-directed at the period between 1955 and 1961. Within 
that time frame, its objectives are: 

- to determine the agricultural potential of those lands allocated to the Cold 
Lake First Nations as Indian Reserves, which total approximately 72 sections 
(square miles) of land; 

tn provide a cropping plan that would maintain sustainable optimal utilization 
of the lands for an extended period; 

- to outline the capitalization needs to put the agronomic plan in place; and 

. to determine the training and other support needs of the community to initiate 
and maintain the agricultural plan. 

The report indicates that 67 per cent of the Cold Lake reserve lands are suitable 
for arable agricultural production: 47 per cent being Class 3 lands suitable for feed- 
grain production and perennial forage production; 20 per cent being Class 4 
lands marginally suitable for feed-grain production. Eight per cent of the arable 
land could be subject to moderate or high-risk erosion or drainage problems. 
The consultants, taking into account the need for reorganization of farm lots to 
a more economic scale, estimate that 75 per cent of the arable lands could have 
been developed. 

The extent of development would have been determined by the skills and management 
capabilities of the reserve people, the desire to make the change from one economic base 
to another and the time to learn a new full time profession under these circumstances."3' 

The report postulates a 20- to 25-year program leading to development of 
50 family farms and three much larger Band farm under professional management 
and supporting 10 families. The capital costs for this plan, building on the stock 
of farmland in use in 1955, would have been $28,535 for each family farm and 
$115,675 for each Band farm. These costs would include buildings, equipment, 

Seremn, note 2 above, at 53 
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clearing, fencing, and livestock. The total capitalization figure for the full pro- 
gram would have been $1.774 million in 1955-61 dollars. This component alone 
is more than three times the total amount paid to Cold Lake for compensation 
and rehabilitation. 

The consultants also identify the need, during the first five years, for as many 
as three full-time farm technicians for training and technical advice, with one tech- 
nician required thereafter. The cost during the period 1955-65 would have been 
$60,000. 

Assuming that the plan proceeded with considerable success, the consultants 
estimate that, by 1960, the net cash income to each individual family farm unit 
would have been $750, with perhaps as much as $500 income in kind (food 
value, etc.). This amount would have grown, under good conditions, to $1250 cash 
income with time. It would still have represented a net loss of income to trappers 
who had the potential to earn $2000 or more cash income from their livelihood 
before they were forced to abandon it.436 

The Serecon Report concludes with a caution about its modern relevance, 
given that the consultants were asked to provide us with a plan that would have 
been workable nearly four decades ago. 

As of 1955 the present reserve land hase and more particularly, the limited reserve arable 
land hase was adequate to provide a viable sized farm unit for up to 60 families. However, 
as the population increases naturally, the size of the land base will be unable to accom- 
modate all Band members on farms. In addition, the size of a typical viable farm in the 
Bonnyville area has increased from a land b;lse of 320 total ames, 170 acres cultivated, to 
800 aaes with 700 acres cultivated in 1991192. Farm economics have changed and the 
size of the farm land base has had to increase to accommodate the chan@ng demands over 
time. Technoloeical chanee has been the downfall of some unsoohisticated farmers todav. - - 
Equipment is high-tech, marketing is a major time consuming and advanced process, and all 
fanners have to he on top of the latest crop varieties, types and inputs to he competitive. 

All these changes wilhave an impact on the long-term success &d the achievement of 
the goal to alter the economic base or livelihood. As stated in our report, this goal will be 
achieved, with enough time and capital. However, due to the long-ten process one must 
consider the effect these limitations will have on achieving that goal."37 

Based on the Serecon report, which we find to be a considered and profes- 
sional assessment of the nature of the problem and the scope for an agricultural 
solution, we conclude that a proper agricultural strategy, adequately funded and 

"6 See, fur exnmple, G.H. Gooderham to D.M. MacKay. 31 October 1951, NA, KG 10, vois 7334-36 
(ICC, Documenu, a 278): "$2,000 is a very conservative estimate of the income that each lrapping 
familv would lose." 

437 sere&, note 2 h v e ,  at 6465 



implemented over sufficient time, could have accommodated most of those affected 
by dislocation from the air weapons range. That, of course, assumes that all con- 
cerned would have been willing to adopt the new lifestyle, learn the new skills, 
and settle for a net loss of income. 

We find there to be no m o n  why such a strategy could not have been devel- 
oped by competent agronomists at the time when it was most needed. This omis- 
sion guaranteed the undisputed failure that occurred. 

LONGTERM IMPACT OF THE AIR WEAPONS RANGE 

There can be no dispute that the exclusion of the people of Cold Lake from the 
air weapons range substantially impaired their livelihoods and their access to food 
and other resources. The results of that went continue as a sense of loss and a 
source of prievaf?ce in the community and the results are still painfully evident The 
damage to the community was not only financial it was psychological and spiritual. 

It's not very easy for us for making our own living at a time when they took that Primrose 
away fmm us. That was our living That's whem we had children and had plenty to eat There 
was lots of 6sh and meat and whatever. . . We lniss it. I miss it right now. 

Youngsters, they don't know whit to do. They are not taught. I feel sorry for my new 
generations that they can't learn how to snare. They don't even know how to set a net. 
These young boys of sixteen, e~ghteen, they don't know how to wdke a living.'j8 

. . . Victoria Piche 

Like I said, when people lost their tradition and what they were most active in - they 
participated in this wholeheartedly - U ~ J !  o w e  Ulty lost tha4 itsem like fhty lost all 
ambitions and initiatives and the dedicalion?j9 

. . .Maurice Grandbois 

To me [my father] was a hero. 1 looked up to this man - all five-foot five of him. I loved 
him dearly. That was his simple symbol of manhood, going up north, doir~g what he did. 
Even with less experience than other hunters and trappers, he was still doing okay. He was 
a man's man. But after they took that away from him, things fell apart. 

He will forgive me if I say that he got further and further into the alcohol problem. The 
family fell apart . . . 

43a Cold Lake Tranmipt, vol. V, a1 591, 6CiI ((Ymria Piche). 
439 Cold Lake Transnipl, vol. M, at 750 (Maurice Grandhais). Emphasis added. 



This is an illustration that Primrose Lake was everythim that the peopk needed to pm- 
t i e  livelihood, to be a man. . . My father had cattle i d  li&e by little thecattle disappeued. 
The impkments that he had bought, they ako disappeared, and noihing is I& of his homestead 
now.440 

. . . A h  Jacob 

CHIEF C o w r n ~ ~ u  WORME: SO, when you say on account of alcohol, is it that your husband 
started drinking? 
MR. SUNIE: I can't blame only my husband. I drank too. I can't hide norhhg 
CHIEF CormlssloNEn LAFonME: Oh, no. That's fine. Did this start to happen after the 
trapping was all closed down? 
. . . 
MRS. SCANIE: Yes, there was nothing to do, see. lhis kept people away horn things like that 
going back [north] and coming in. That's a nice big job; going back and going in and out 
like that. You've got something to do. You are  working.^' 

. . . Scholastique Scanie 

I was trained as an alcohol counsellor in 1975. Ever since then, I have been working for 
alcoholics because I am an alcoholic myself. 

As I just finished telling you, after they took the bombing range away from us, they 
poisoned us. But I was smart enough to quit. . ?42 

. . . Eva Gmidbois 

I looked for my livelihood every way I could. I made leather for sewing, for which I got paid. 
and that is how 1 made my living for food. I would also sell moose hide and go snaring rab 
bits and fishing. These were important. The rest, I don't know. Now presently, I couldn't take 
care of myself the way I used to. 

It wouldn't malter $I was b l 4 e o n e d  k~ death because Ifeel useless, L$e ti notgood 
today because too many of us are ve~ypoor.'~j 

. . . Sophie Minoose 

I wish I was up there [at Primrose Lake]. I'd be better off than sitting at home doing nothing. 
My mind ti over there all the time Not here, over there. %?show my mind works right 
now, howgood it was in the bush. That's how I was raised over there in the bush. That 
ww my i@+44 

. . .Toby Grandbois 

While it might be unrealistic to think that a trapping and fishing economy could 
have continued, through the past 40 years, to sustain the growing community 

Cold Lake Transcript, val. V1, at 786-87 (AUmJacob). 
44' Cnld Lake Transcript, vol. \I, at 659-60 (Scholastique Scanie). 
4Y1 Cold Lake Transcript, vol. Ill. dt 452 (Eva Grandbois). 
"3 Cold Lake Transcript, uol. IV, at 513-14 (Sophie Minoose). 
444 Cold Lake Transcript, vol. Ill, at 424 (Toby Grandbois). Emphasis added. 



at Cold Lake at the same level of relative prosperity it enjoyed in 1953, that is 
not the issue here. Unlike the situation at Canoe Lake, there was at least one major 
opportunity for a change to a different economic base: agriculture. But the failure 
to develop a realistic strategy to achieve that goal, the failure to identify and secure 
proper funding for such a project, and the uncertainties of cash flow and debt 
which frustrated any planning initiatives meant, quite simply, that the opportunity 
was wasted. 

The people of Cold Lake were not given any reasonable period to adapt to 
change in the ways in which they might pursue their livelihoods. They remain 
unable to gain access to lands which used to be, at least, the most productive of 
furs, fish, and food for them. Their exclusion from the range in 1954 created a 
problem of great urgency, but no solution came beyond an ill-conceived and 
greatly underfunded attempt to make farmers of them. There bas, in fact, been 
no restitution for the damage done to that community. 

The basic issue before the Commission is whether the government of Canada 
has a lawful obligation to make reparation - beyond the compensation already 
paid - for the harm that was done to the people at Canoe Lake by the estab- 
lishment of the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range. That is the issue we will address 
in parts V and VI of this report. 

We do find that the creation of the Primrose lake Air Weapons Range had such 
a profound impact on the Cold Lake First Nations that, in less than one genera- 
tion, a self-reliant and productive group of people became largely dependent 
upon welfare payments. The cumulative impact was to destroy the community 
as a functioning social and economic unit. 



PART FIVE 

THE COMMISSION MANDATE AND SPECIFIC CLAIMS POLICY 

THE MANDATE OF THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSlON 

The mandate of this Commission to conduct inquiries pursuant to the Inquiries 
Act is set out in a commission issued under the Great Seal to the Commissioners 
on September 1, 1992. It directs: 

that Our Commissioners, on the basis of Canada's Specific Claims Policy. . . by considering 
only those matters at issue when the dispute was imtially submitted to the Commission, inquire 
into and report on: 

(a) whether a claimant has a valid claim for negotiation under the Policy, where that claim 
has already been rejected by the Minister, and 

(b) which compensation criteria apply in negotiation of a settlement, where a claimant 
disagrees with the Minister's determination on the applicable criteriaU5 

These are inquiries into claims that have been rejected. The joint claim sub- 
mitted in 1975 was rejected the same year by the Honourable Judd Buchanan, 
then Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern ~evelo~ment.~'" further letter 
rejecting the claim was sent by a subsequent minister, the Honourable Hugh 
Faulkner, to Chief Leo Janvier of Cold Lake in 1978.447 In 1989 the Cold Lake F i t  
Nations commenced an action in the Federal Court of Canada, Trial Division, 
which has not proceeded to trial."4x 

445 Co-sbn issued 1 September 1992 pursuant to Order in Coundl PC 1992-1730 (27 Jdy 1992), amending 
h e  Commission issued to ChiefCommlssinner Hany S. Worme on 12 Augusl199t pursuant to Order in 
Council PC 191-1329 (15Juiy 19911, Exhibit Book, atTabA'. 

'46 The Hon. J. Buchanan to R. Price, Indian Association of Albert& 4 December 1975 (ICC, Domnt s ,  at 1977). 
M7 The Hun. H.R. Faulkner tochief k o  Janvier 13 March 1978 (ICC. Documents. at 2032). 
448 Pedeeral Coun of Canada, Action No. T-202d-89, Statement of C l a h  filed 28 September 1989; Amended 

S t a m ~ t o f C k  filed 4 September 1990, Statement of Defence filed on behalf of Canada, 28 November 1W, 
Exhibit Book, Tab 'F. 



Canoe Lake, through its legal advisers, resubmitted the claim in 1985 in the 
form of a draft statement of claim and supporting legal argument449 This further 
claim was rejected by the then minister, the Honourable Bill McKnighS in 1986.4'" 

The Cold Lake F i t  Nations requested that the Commission conduct an inquiry 
into the rejected Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range claim on November 12, 
1991.45L The Canoe Lake Cree Nation made a similar request on November 18, 
1991."' At that time, the Commission was not in a position to accede to these 
requests as its mandate was under review and only the Chief Commissioner had 
been appointed. Six additional Commissioners were appointed in July 1992 and, 
as noted above$53 the Commission gave notice to the parties of these inquiries 
on October 31,1992:~~ 

Under its mandate, the purpose of the Commission in conducting these inquiries 
is to inquire into and report on whether, on the basis of Canada's specific claims 
policy, the respective claimant Fist Nations have valid claims for negotiation. 

A SUPPLEMENTARY MANDATE 

During the period when revisions to the original mandate of the Commission were 
still under discussion, the Indian Affairs Minister, the Honourable Tom Siddon, 
wrote to National Chief Ovide Mercredi of the Assembly of First Nations in the 
Following terms: 

If, in canying out its review, the Commission concludes that the policy was implemented 
correctly but the outcome is nonetheless unfair, I would again welcome its recommendations 
on how to pmeed."'5 

Counsel for the government, in their written submissions, confirmed that the 
government expects recommendations on how to proceed if the Commission 
should find that the specific claims policy was properly applied in rejecting these 
claims, but that the result is ~nfair.4'~ We find that the policy was not implemented 

W.R. McMury, QC, to the Hon. David Cmmnbii. Mlnrster of Indian .Affairs and Nonhern Development, 
26July 1985, Exhiblf Book, at Tab "M". 

i w  The Hm. Bill !&Knight Minister of Indian Affairs and Nonhern Development, to CMef Tom Iran, Canoe 
Lake, 22 December 1986, Wlibit Book, at Tab "M". 

4'1 Band Council Resalution 65.1991.12 November 1991, Exlubit Book, at Tab "B'. 
4r2 Band Council Resolution, 18 November 1991, Exhibit Book at Tab "U'. 
455 See note 1 above. " For the w e d  momach the C n ~ i u n  taka to its decisions on dether to mndua an inquity, see 11nte1im 

RuLn2. ~ i ~ l u h ~ i l l c w ~ ~ d ~ n r  ' l r n n  IImr,ully, Kl&hls Ilyurn. - \!dl. IYl5 
" 5  Ihe Hot, Tom S t a n .  Uinhlrr uf lndtan ,Ariun mo Vomern W~elopmml. lo 0 ~ ~ 1 8  Uenredr \awnl l  

Chtrf j2  \cntrnkr 19'41 "urn( In Fuhmv*ilons on Bchirlfof the Gwernmcnt ul Cand&l AI I 1  , -- ~ . ~~~~- ~~ -, , -, 
456 ~"bmissions on Behalf of t6i Gwemment of Canada, at 13. 



correctly, and it is therefore unnecessary for us to rely upon this supplementary 
mandate. 

THE SPECIFIC CLAIMS POLICY 

'The Indian Claims Commission is directed to report on the validity of rejected 
claims "on the basis of Canada's Specific Claims Policy." That policy is, in effect, 
a defined term for purposes of the mandate of the Commission. It is: 

Canada's Specific Claims Policy published in 1982 and subsequent formal amendments or 
additions as mounced by the Minister of Indian Atrain and Northern ~evelopment .~5~ 

The 1982 publication referred to is a booklet put out by the department enti- 
tled Outstanding Business, A Native Claims Policy: Specific To date, 
it has been amended only by deleting the exclusion of claims "based on events 
prior to 1867."4i9 With that exception, references to the policy in this report are 
references to Outstanding Business. 

THE ISSUE OF "LAWFUL OBLIGATION" 

While the Commission is directed to look at the entire policy in its review of 
rejected claims, the focal point of its inquiry, in the context of these rejected 
claims, must be the following passage: 

The government's policy on specific claims is that it will recognize claims by Indian bands 
which disclose an outstanding "lawful obligation," i.e., an obligation derived from the law 
on the part of the federal government 

A lawful obligation may arise in any of the following circumstances: 

i) The non-fulfillment of a treaty or agreement between Indians and the Crown. 

ii) A breach of obligation arising out of the Indian Act or other statutes pertaining to 
Indians and the regulations thereunder. 

iii) A breach of an obligation arising out of government administration of Indian funds or 
other assets. 

iv) An illegal disp~sition of Indian land. 

' 57  Order in Coun~ll PC 1992 1730 (27July 1992). Exhibit Book at Tab "A: 
Department of Indian Alfairs and Nonhern Development (Ottawr W t e r  of Supply and Services, 1982). 
The exchion is desuibed in Ouhlanding Business, at 30 I& removal from the specific claims policy as 
of 1991 is continned in another booklet, Federal Policy for he SelUmmt of Nalie Cbim (Otmwa: 
DIAND, 1993), at iv, 22. 



In addition to the foregoing, the government is prepared to acknowledge claims which are 
b d  on the foUowing circumstances: 

i) Failure to provide compensation for reserve lands taken or damaged by the federal 
government or any of its agencies under authorily. 

ii) Praud in cmnection with the acquisition or disposition of Indian reserve land by 
employees or agents of the federal governmen< in cases where the h u d  can be clearly 
demonstrated.4@ 

The issue before the Commission is whether there has been a breach of a law- 
ful obligation on the part of the Crown. Such an obligation may be found in the 
breach of a treaty or a breach of a fiduciary duty derived from the law. In our view, 
the list of examples enumerated in the policy is not intended to be exhaustive. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 

Counsel for the Canoe Lake Cree Nation argue that there is an outstanding lawful 
obligation because of the Crown's fiduciary duties: 

based on its nation-to-nation relationship with the claimant as affirmed by 
the Royal Proclamation of1763 and the Rupert's Land and  Northwest 
Tern'toly Order of 1870; 

to fulfil and implement the terms of Treaty 10, including the protection and 
preservation of the way of life of the claimant; 

to compensate the claimant fully for abrupt dispossession and expropriation 
of traditional territories in the range area; and 

. to secure full compensation for the claimant based on its undertaking to act 
on behalf of the claimant. 

Counsel for the Cold Lake First Nations argue that an outstanding lawful obli- 
gation exists because: 

- the claimant, or its members, had an interest in the iraditional lands around 
Primrose Lake which had been used and occupied by them continuously from 
time immemorial; 



the Crown breached its fiduciary responsibility to protect the Indian interest 
in lands included in the range; 

Canada further breached its fiduciary obligations to the claimant by failing 
to provide adequate compensation and rehabilitation; and 

the Crown, as a fiduciary in this claim, cannot rely upon the consent of the 
claimant or its members to accept a final payment. 

When presenting their respective arguments before the Commission, counsel 
for each claimant substantially adopted the submissions of counsel for the other. 

Counsel for the Government of Canada argue that there is no outstanding 
lawful obligation because: 

- individual members of the claimant F i t  Nations cannot ;advance a specific claim; 

the claimant First Nations have no claim and no right to compensation based 
on the events surrounding creation of the range; 

the claimants had no legal interest in these traditional lands, any interest having 
been previously ceded by treaty; 

the claimants' rights in the area were limited to the right to hunt, trap, and 
fish for food as set out in the Constitution Act, 1930, plus compensable rights 
under appropriate licences to fish and trap commercially; 

neither the treaties nor the Constitution Act, 1930, confer any right of com- 
pensation when lands are taken up so as to exclude aboriginal harvesting 
rights; 

Canada neither had nor assumed fiduciary obligations to the claimants or, if 
it did, it discharged those obligations; 

compensation was adequate in terms of the rights or interests the claimants 
could assert in law; 

in any event, the releases signed by individuals are an effective bar to any 
claim on their part for further compensation; and 

in the case of the Cold Lake Fist Nations, their treaty rights did not extend 
into the range, which is outside the boundaries set out in Treaty 6, and that 
treaty does not protect trapping rights. 



It is convenient to deal with some of those arguments now. 
Counsel for Cold Lake submit that the interest of their clients in the lands 

m u n d  Primrose Lake was higher than a right of access to unoccupied Crown lands 
and more in the nature of a possessory interest based on long use and occupa- 
tion of those lands.461 In argument, Mr. Crane conceded that "it is debatable what 
the extent of that property interest is, because the facts would have to be exam- 
ined."az Given the findings we make, we did not find it necessary to pursue this 
line of argument. 

Counsel for the government advanced two arguments in relation to Treaty 6.'63 
The first argument is based on the wording of the text of Treaty 6. It assures 

the rights to hunt and fish "throughout the tract surrendered as hereinbefore 
described." Counsel say that the "tract surrendered" means the area within the 
boundaries of Treaty 6, which would exclude most of the traditional area cen- 
tred on Primrose Lake. Because only a small fraction of these lands is within the 
Treaty 6 boundaries, they submit that the Cold Lake F i t  Nations have no Treaty 6 
rights in their traditional hunting grounds. 

We find in the treaty text at least 12 other references to areas, districts, or tram 
of land. It appears to us that, where these references are to lands within the 
treaty boundaries, there is explicit reference either to the boundaries (limits, 
lines) or to the fact that those lands are inhabited by the Indian parties."" There 
is no such language modifying "the tract surrendered" in the clause assuring har- 
vesting rights. In any event, we do not find such rigorous and consistent usage 
of words throughout Treaty 6 that we would be prepared to find that hunting, 
fishing, and trapping rights should be limited, contrary to the historical context, 
on grammatical grounds alone. Yet no other grounds were advanced. 

Government's second argument is that Treaty 6 refers only to rights of "hunting 
and fishing." Counsel compare this to Treaty 10, which uses the words "hunting, 
trapping and fishing.'' This, say counsel, means that the Cold Lake F i t  Nations 
have no treaty rights to trap.4" We find nothing in the historical context of 
Treaty 6 to support any intention on anyone's part to exclude trapping as a 
means of livelihood for the tndians. The detailed minutes of the treaty negotia- 
tions record no attempt to define, explain, or interpret the word "hunting" in any 

Submissions on Behalf of the Cold Uhe Fin1 Nations, %I 32-33. 
4Z T m a i p l  of .9rymmenr at 356 (,%. Crane). 
"A Suhrnlr<h,n, .,n'h.nllf ili ihr Gu\sn~nlent ul('3nidg 1 ,1711 
*'* Cv, h.r crmnpir. l tw m6ul qwld at ~LOIP ? I ?  I W ~ C  ' h u h f l i ~ n ~ a u ~ ~  on k1~11folinr.  L;atrmnusi ~ii:~tv~,la ;I[ 1t1 
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manner which would exclude either the concept or the pre-existing fact of trap- 
ping from the more general terminology assuring harvesting rights. We find this 
to he a wholly technical argument leading to an absurd result 

In the next part of this report, we will deal with the balance of the arguments 
at greater length. 



PART SIX 

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The overall question this Commission has been asked to examine and report on 
is rudimentary: Did the Government of Canada properly reject the land claims 
of the Cold Lake and Canoe Lake Fist Nations in 1975 and 1986? In other words, 
did the government breach any lawful obligation, as set out in Outstanding 
Business, to these Bands? 

The resolution of this issue involves answering two questions: 

1. Did the Government of Canada breach its treaties with the peoples of Cold Lake 
First Nations and the Canoe Lake Cree Nation by excluding their people from 
their traditional hunting, trapping, and fishing territories in the early 1950s 
so that those lands could be converted for use as the Primrose Lake Air 
Weapons Range? 

2. Did the Government of Canada breach any fiduciary obligation owed to the F i t  
Nations, following the exclusion of their people h m  their traditional territories? 

THE INTERPRETATION OF TREATIES 6 AND 10 

The Fist Nations allege that the Government of Canada breached Treaties 6 and 10. 
This question turns upon the proper interpretation of the treaties. The parties 
disagree whether this Commission may take into account, in the interpretation 
of the treaties, the historical reports drawn up by the Treaty Commissioners. 

At issue is the following. Treaties 6 and 10 provide the Indian people with the 
right to pursue their traditional hunti~~g, trapping, and fishing vocations on the 
territory they surrendered. Their entitlement in that regard was qualified in one 
important respect. Those traditional lands could be taken up by the Government 
of Canada "fmm time to time" for the purposes of "settlement, mining, lumbering, 
trading or other purposes."466  he question is whether this right to "take up" 

'" Treaty 10, h Fedirchuk & McCullough, nute 2 above, append'ix 111, at wi 
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traditional lands is so bmad as to permit the government to take away in one stmke 
the entirety of the area relied upon by the Indian people for hunting, fishing, and 
trapping purposes. 

In the context of these claims it is important to note, as previously discussed, 
that the very economy, culture, and society of the Cold Lake and Canoe Lake 
F i t  Nations were still premised, in 1954, on this traditional way of life. It is 
also important to consider the applicability of the oral statements made by the 
Treaty Commissioners in the negotiation of these treaties. 

In its review of specific claims, including claims relating to the fulfilment of 
treaties, thls Commission is directed to base its deliberations and its findings 
upon the specific claims That policy sets out the following guideline for 
the assessment of specific claims: 

6. NI relevant historic evidence will be considered and not only evidence which, under svin 
legal rules, would be admissible in a court of law!68 

The Government of Canada submits that there is a limit to the use we can 
make of historical information, even under the policy. We disagree. Our respon- 
sibility is to consider all relevant historical evidence. Guideline 6 forms "an inte- 
gral part of the Government's policy on specific claims. . ."469 The obligation of 
the Department of Justice and the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development under that policy is the same. 

Moreover, we consider this to be a wise policy and we are not prepared to devi- 
ate from it. Indeed, we are precluded, as are the departments themselves, from 
relying upon strict legal rules of admissibility which would apply in a court of 
law. We are not a court of law. 

Counsel for Canada made only one submission in relation to guideline 6. They 
directed us to another guideline which states that "Treaties are not open to rene- 
g~tiation.""~ In effect, counsel argue that "all relevant historic evidence" cannot 
be used so as to rewrite the treaties. With respect, we do not believe that that is 
what we are doing here. We are seeking the pmper interpretation of Treaties 6 and 
10 and are directed by the policy to examine the relevant historical evidence 
which assists us in that regard. 

467 See pp. 121~23 above discussing the mandate of the Cornmission '" Outsfanding Business, at 30. 
469 Outsfanding Business, at 29. 
470 Otltrlanding Bunness, at 30. 



We have another concern with this submission. It implies that the departments 
of Indian Affairs and Justice are not following the policy and that, in assessing 
the validity of specific claims, they are disregarding the relevant historical 
evidence. If that is the case, they are in error. 

Government counsel advanced the further proposition that the historical evi- 
dence, particularly oral assurances given by Treaty Commissioners, are irrelevant, 
since the treaties are not ambiguous. They referred us to the decision of the 
Supreme Court of Canada in Horse v. The Q~een.4'~ There, the Court decided 
that in the absence of an ambiguity, documents and other evidence outside a treaty 
could not be used as an aid to interpreting i t  We note, however, that the Supreme 
Court of Canada held in R. u. Horseman, in the context of that case, that extrinsic 
evidence could be admitted to resolve an ambiguity or in~onsistency.~~~ 

Counsel for the claimants referred us to the Ontario Court of Appeal decision 
in R. u. Taylor a n d  Williams, where an oral promise made by a Treaty 
Commissioner was made a term of the ~ea ty .4 '~  

These decisions may be inconsistent on the issue of what evidence a court 
will admit in interpreting a treaty, but we are not a court of law. The specific claims 
policy directs us to consider "all relevant historic[al] evidence," not only evidence 
admissible in a court of law under strict legal rules. 

It is important to distinguish this Commission from a court of law. We are a 
Commission of Inquiry and have as our main duty the task of inquiring into cer- 
tain decisions made by the branch of the Department of Indian Affairs referred 
to in the policy as the Office of Native  claim^!'^ That office is charged with the 
responsibility of reviewing Indian land claims and, if validated, negotiating a 
settlement of that claim with the Band. The office is guided in considering claims, 
just as this Commission is, by the specific claims policy!" 

" 1  [19828l I SCR 187, (19R8) 2 2 2289, (19881 2 CNLR 112 (SCC). The rule, which limits reference to 
exvinsic evidence. is restated R v. Sioui, 119901 1 SCR 1025 at 1049.70 DLR (4th) 427 at 45.119901 
5 c:\M I!' n I 4 j [Elxvllalc CVI&IKS ~i nut 1 0  & I I ,L~ a\ 111 ULI to inwrpwunl: 2 lrcal) m Ihc ai)*n,c 
.,I anltrlQlln dr ultcre the n5uh uwld he 10 alter ,I, tmms b) .dd~nR uorci, lo ,r ,ubWlrunp. eunh fnjm 
tlr untrrll 3,q~nl t .n l  fib 111k h t l  ~pphc, 111 dclerrmnlny the Ikyal ndWr of A JocunIr.nt r?hlu~l: IU 
the Indians.'' 

4'2 (1990) I ScRWi, 108NR 1,(1990]3C~95.%lhed'darefertothereponoftheTmtyCo~ionen 
in that case: [I9901 1 SCR at 929,108 NR at 27, [ I W I  3 CNLR at 101. 

' 7 5  (1981). 34 OR (Zd) 360, 62 CCC (2d) 227, (1981 3 CNLR 114 (CA). This case was also approved in 
R 0. Sioui, (1990l i SCR at 1068,70 DLR (4th) at 4 61, I19901 3 CNLR at 155. 

474 Currently the Specific Cla im and Treaty Land Entitlement Branch of the depmnenr is raponsible for d m  
referrable to the Commission. 

"j See, generally, Outstunding B!&ness. 



The objective of Outstanding Business, ONC, and this Commission is to pro- 
vide Bands and government with an alternative to court As Outstanding B m ' m s  
says, 

Negotiations.. . remain the preferred means of settlement by the government, just as it has 
been generally preferred by Indian c l a i ~ n a n o l ~ ~ ~  

In interpreting the treaties, we are also mindful of the reasoning of Mr. Justice 
Dickson, as he then was, of the Supreme Court of Canada, when he referred to: 

the wnerally accepted view that Indian treaties should be Riven a fgr,  large ,md liberal 
inte&ration in &OUT of the Indians. lhis prindple of intelpret$on was most r&ntJy a 5 m e d  
by this Caw in Nou@jick v. 7he Queen . . .. I had d o n  to say the following. . . 477 

It seems to me, however, that treaties and statutes relating to Indians shouM be liberally 
construed and doubtful expressions resolved in favour of rhe Indians. . . InJones v. Meehan, 
175 U.S. I (1899), it was held that Indian treaties "must.. . be construed, not according to 
the techrucal meaning of their words. . . but in the sense in wMh they would naturally be 
understood by the lndian~."~ '~ 

In our view, this decision defines the general approach that should be fol- 
lowed in the interpretation of Indian treaties. We have endeavoured to apply that 
approach to the circumstances of this case, having full regard to all the relevant 
historical evidence. 

THE RELEVANT HISTORICAL EVIDENCE 

Having established our prescribed approach to treaty interpretation, we must 
next consider all the relevant historical evidence so that we might properly ascertain 
the interpretation of and meaning to be given to Treaties 6 and 10. 

The written submissions of the Government of Canada set out certain oral 
statements of senior government officials and Treaty Commissioners who were 
responsible for negotiating the terms and obtaining the signatures of the Indians 
to the treaties. 

""u&tanding Bthness, 21 19. 
Nofuegpck u. ReQueen, [IYXj] I SCR 29 at 36, 114 DLR (jd) 193 at 198, [I9831 2 CLNR 89 at 94, 
approved in relation to ueaties in Mitchell a Pe is Indian Band, [I9901 2 SCR 85 at 136.70 DLR (4th) 
193 at2M, [I9901 3 CNLR46 at60 (la Fomtje" 

478 Simon u. ReQwm, [I9851 2 SCR 387 at 40'2. 24 DLR (4th) 390 at 402, [I9861 1 CNLR I53 at 167. 
applied in R u. Sioui [I%O] I SCR 1025 at 1049.70 DLR (4th) 427 at 445, [I9901 3 CNLR 127 at 143 



In connection with the securing of Treaty 6, the following oral statements 
were reported to Ottawa by Lieutenant-Governor Alexander Morris on his 
discussions and meetings with the Indians at Fort Carlton, August 18, 1876: 

I had ascertained that the Indian mind was oppressed with vague fears; they dreaded the 
treaty; they had been made to believe that they would be compelled to live on the reserves 
wholly; and abandon their hunting. . . 

I accordingly shaped my address, so as to give them confidence in the intentions of the 
government, and to quiet their apprehensions. I impressed strongly on them the necessity 
of changing their present mode of life . . ."9 

The narrative of the proceedings and speeches of the Indians and Treaty 
Commissioners at Forts Carlton and Pitt reveal the following exchanges: 

GOVERNOR: Understand me, I do not want to interfere with your hunting and fishing. Iwant 
you to pursue it through the muntry, as you have hwetofre done; but I would like 
your chikfren to be able t o j d f i f o r  themselves and Nreir children that come a@ 
them. . . 
Tm-TEE-QUAY-SAY: We want to be at liberty to hunt on ,my place as usual. If it should hap 
pen that a government bridge or scow is built on the Saskatchewan at any place, we want 
free passage . . . 
Cowon:  You want to be at liberty to hunt as before. I told you we did not want to take 
that means of livingjwm you, you have it the same as /&re, only this, if a man, whether 
Indian or Halfbreed, h d  a good field of grain, you would not destroy it with your hunt. . . 

I have answered your requests very fully, and that there he no mistake as to what we 
agree upon, it will be written down, and I w~l l  leave a copy with the two principal Chiefs, 
and as soon as it can be properly printed I will send copies to the Chiefs so that they may 
know what is written and there can be no mistake. . . 

[ want the Indians to understand that d that has been offered is a gift, and they stiU 
have the same mode of living as before. . . 

I wish you to undentand fully about two questions and tell the others. 'l%e North-West 
Council is considering the framing of a law to protect the buffaloes, and to make it, they 
will expect the Indians to obey i t  The government will not interfere with the Indiant 
daily lge, thy wid not bind him. 77zey wid only he@ him to make a living on the m m e s  
by giving him the means ofgmwinghm the soit his food"80 

Subsequent to the oral statements and promises noted above, Treaty 6 was 
concluded in 1876 with the relevant provision reading as follows: 

479 See Submissions on Behalf of the Government of Canada, at 51 and following, excerpted horn Moms, 
note 12 above, at 183. 
Mom, note 12 above, at 204,215,218,219,221,241. Emphasis added. 
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Her Majesty further agrees with Her said Indians that they, the said Indians, s W  haw the 
right topursue their usual avocations of hunting andfkhing throughout the tract sur- 
rendered as herein6efoore desm'bed, subject to such regulations as may from time to time 
be made by Her government of Her Dominion of Canada, and saving and excepting such 
bacts as may& time to time be rapired or @en up fw se- mining, lumben'n8 
or othmputpases . . .481 

Similar statements were made by Treaty Commissioner J.A.J. McKenna in 
connection with the securing of Treaty 10. In his report dated January 18, 1907, 
he described the following: 

There was general expression of fear that the making of the treaty would be followed 
by the curtailment of their hunting and fishing privileges, and the necessity of not 
allowing the lakes and the rivers to be monopolized or depleted by commercial fishing was 
emphasized. . . 

Iguatanteed that the treaty would not lead lo any forced interfermce with their 
mode oflife. I explained to them that, whether treaty was made or not, they were subject 
to the law, bound w obey it and Uable to punishment for any infringement there06 that it 
was designedjbr theproteclion of all and musl be respected by all the inhabitants ofthe 
country, irrespective of colour or origin; and that, in requiring them to abide by it, they were 
only required to do the duty imposed upon all the people throughout the Dominion of 
Canada I dwelt upon the importance, in their own interest, of the observance of the idws 
respecting the protection of fish and game.. . 

in the main the demand will be for ammunition and wine, as the great majority of the 
Indians will continue to hunt and fish for a livelihood. I t  does not appear like& that the 
conditions ofthatpart of Saskatchewan covered by the lrealy tuill bejbr manyyears so 
changed as !a affect hunting and trapping, and it is expected, therefore, that the great 
majorily of the Indians d l  continue in thesepursuits as a means of subsisme. 

R e  indians were given the option of taking reserves or land in severalty, when they felt 
the need of having land set apart for them. I made it clear that thegovernment had no 
desire lo interfere uith their mode of life or to restrict them to reserves and that it under. 
took to have land in the proportions stated in the treaty set apart for them, when condi- 
tions interfered with their mode of living and it k a m e  necessq to secure them possession 
of land."82 

See text at notes 232-33 above. 
" 2  Repon of Cumlssioner J.kJ McKenna to the Superintendm Genemi of Indian ARm. 18 Jamuxy 1907, 

in Supplementary Authorities on Behalf of the Canue lake Cree Nation. Tab 1 ,  at 6 , 7 ,  and 8. See, gener- 
ally, Submissions of the Government at Canad* pp. 51-53, and Submissions of the C a m  Wie Cree Natiun, 
pp. 2-3. 



The Canoe Lake Cree Nation became parties to Treaty 10 in 1906. The relevant 
portion of that treaty provides: 

And His Majesty the King hereby agrees with the said Lndians that Uley s W  have the rigkt 
to pursue their us& vocations of hunting, trapping andjshfishing throughout the tmi 
tmy surrendered as heretofore desrribed, subiect to such regulations as may from time to 
time be made by the government of the counuy acting under the authority of His Majesty 
and saving and ezcepling such bacb as rrmy be repimd w as m y  be haken up* 
t h e  to timefor se6Umm.t mining, IurnbtHng lrading w other purpose^.'^^ 

Taken in its entirety, the foregoing "relevant historic[alj evidence" leads us 
clearly to the following conclusions: 

In negotiating these treaties, the government's objective and purpose was to 
extinguish the Indian title to the treaty lands, opening those hds as and 
when needed for settlement, lumbering, mining, and other purposes. At the 
same time, the government wished to protect the Indian economy, which was 
based upon hunting, trapping, and fishing in their traditional areas.484 

The Cold Lake First Nations' and the Canoe Lake Cree Nation's interest in enter- 
ing into the treaties was to protect their rights to hunt, trap, and fish as they had 
always done in their traditional areas. These rights were fundamental to them 
in terms of physical, economic, and cultural survival. The strong assurances and 
guarantees that these rights would continue, and the promise of other benefits, 
were the inducements that ultimateiy persuaded the leaders of the day to sign 
the treaties. 

The treaty rights of the Cold Lake First Nations and the Canoe Lake Cree Nation, 
which included hunting, trapping, and fishing, did extend into the area now 
occupied by the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range. These rights existed prior 
to the time of treaty for each F i t  Nation and were exercised continuously up 
to the creation of the range. 

Counsel for the Government of Canada argue that the Crown was entitled, 
under the treaties, to take up unoccupied Crown lands for any purpose, at any time, 
without any oblimon to compensate Treaty Indians for the loss of treaty harvesting 

See text at note 19 above. 
4* See Honemn, [I!?%] 1 SCR at 928, 108 NR at 8, [I9901 3 CNLR at LOO. 
485 See Submissions on Behalf of the Government of Canada, at W.  41-44 
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In our view, no reasonable interpretation of these treaties would allow gov- 
ernment to destroy the Indian economies upon which the treaties were premised. 
That, however, is precisely what was done here through the expulsion of the 
claimant First Nations from the most valuable of their traditional lands. 
Government's right to take up lands for settlement and other purposes is certainly 
contemplated in the language of the treaties. However, in our view, government 
cannot rely on such language in a treaty to completely frustrate the rights of the 
Indians which are guaranteed in the same document. 

In our view, the language of the treaties alone is sufficient to reach this con- 
clusion. Counsel for Canada submitted that the express rights of government to 
take up lands, and of Indians to hunt, trap, and fish as they had before, "must be 
interpreted in such a way as to reconcile the competing interests of the parties."& 
We do not need to look beyond the treaty itself to identify the nature of these 
interests or to conclude, as we have, that the one cannot be permitted to over- 
whelm the other so completely and so suddenly as was done here. The full his- 
torical background serves to confirm the significance of the undertakings given 
to the Treaty Indians and the extent of the breach. 

We agree with the Court in the case of Mitchell v Peguis Indian Band where 
it said: 

It would be highly incongruous if the Crown, given the tenor of its treaty commitments, were 
permitted. . . to diminish in siplicant measure the ostensible value of the rights c~nfenwl?~' 

We find that the Crown did not have the right, under the terms of the treaties, 
to do what was done here. The scale of their project is too large, the lands con- 
cerned are too valuable to the claimant Fist Nations, and the damage done to 
their economies and to the way of life of their communities is too great. The gov- 
ernment breached Treaties 6 and 10 in respect of the rights of the Cold Lake 
F i t  Nations and the Canoe Lake Cree Nation. 

Counsel for Canada argue further, however, that the treaty rights did not sur- 
vive in their original form until 1954, when the claimants were excluded from the 
air weapons range. This, they say, is the effect of the Natural Resources Transfer 
Agreements with Saskatchewan and Alberta. 

Subdsions  on Behalf of the Government of Canada at 55. See also $1 CaUlerinek MiUinp andLumber 
Lb i rd  I Ihr uluatll ( I&), I 1 41lp l'n ,n n oll. ! CYl( .  5 I 1  31 iii .There md) he i:iler qar,s,lu 
kmJ, ultll wrpen s, IIW right u, ~ l t ~ t t ~ r m ~ ~ t r  lo unll I.\B.O< n d  a u h a  pnodr. Ihr dl,putrd arnt<,r) 
bier uhlcn h e  lnllmts ilul ~.XL.~LI,C I ~ P L T  .!>c)calitm\ 101 nunulu vtd fi<nm@. 1% 10 hr den uo lclr srttlt.. 



NATURAL RESOURCES TRANSFER AGREFMENTS 

The purpose of the Natural Resources Transfer Agreements was to place the 
provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta on the same constitutional 
footing as other provinces in terms of administration and control of, and legis- 
lative power over, their natural resources. Before 1930, Crown lands, mines, 
minerals, waters, and royalties in the Prairie provinces were vested in, and adminis- 
tered by, the Government of Canada. In order to effect the change, the C o t z s ~  
Ac.$ 1930,'a was enacted and the respective agreements with each province are 
schedules to that Act. In both the Saskatchewan and the Alberta Agreements, 
paragraph 12 is worded as follows: 

In order ta secure to the Indians of the Pmvince the continuance of the supply of game and 
fish for their support and subsistence, Canada agrees that the laws respecting game in force 
in the Province fmm time to time shall apply to the Indians within the boundaries thereof, 
provided, however, that the sdid Indians shall have the righ5 which the Province hereby 
assures to them, of hunting, trapping and fishing game and fish For food at all seasons of 
the year on all unoccupied Crown land. and on any other lands to which the said Indians 
may have a right of access. 

Prior to this constitutional amendment, it appears that treaty harvesting by 
Indians was subject only to regulation by Parliament, as expressly provided in 
Treaties 6 and lo4" and as generally provided by section 91(24) of the Constitution 
Act, 1867, which assigned to Parliament legislative jurisdiction over "Indians and 
Lands reserved for the ~ n d i a n s . " ~ ~ ~  Paragraph 12 of the Agreements transfers to 
the provinces restricted legislative jurisdiction to regulate Indian hunting, trapping, 
and fishing. To accommodate this, and other transfers of federal jurisdiction to 
the provinces, the Transfer Agreements took effect "notwithstanding anything 
in the Constitution Act, 1867.""' 

The argument on behalf of government is that the effect of paragraph 12 
was to extinguish the treaty rights of the claimants to hunt, trap, and fish for 

* LI,!~ t;rt,r~r \'. c. ?I) I'h, rrpnnull u, RSC 19% p p  11, \o III 
3'' 111 Trcr? a, hanest~n,: ngh~\ Ire ',uhlcrk to <ucll wgul~t~ons % nur fr<,"! rlnlc lo nmc. hr tnadr h) 

llcr 1;uv~mn~~nr nlil..r ik~rrmrl#~n . ~ f  (anus ' <re now ?O dbuvr 1'n.m 111 lrcer, H, rrPul~Uuos mldc 
ht lhz p,nvrmmrnt oi the ct~uny X ~ L I ~ L  under the xuthunl) of 11s M~leay k c  n(#w IY ihxr 
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commercial purposes. This argument rests on the decision of the Supreme Court 
of Canada in Horseman u. The Queen, where the majority ruled as follows: 

Although the Agreement did take away the right to hunt commercially, the nature of the 
right to hunt for food was substantially enlarged The geographical areas in which the Indian 
people could hunt was widely extended. Further, the means employed by them in hunting 
for their food was placed beyond the reach of provincial governments. . . 
. . . 

. . . [AJlthough it might well be politically and morally unacceptable in today's climate 
to take such a step as that set out in the 1930 Agreement without consultation with and 
concurrence of the native peoples affected, nonetheless the power of the federal govem- 
ment to unilaterally make such a modification is unquestioned and has not been challenged 
in this ~ a s e . ~ 9 ~  
. . .  

. . .The 1930 Agreement widened the hunting territory and the means by which the Indians 
could hunt for food thus providing a real quid pro quo for the reduction in the right to hunt 
for purposes of commerce granted by the Treaty of 1899.. . I therefore conclude that the 
I930 Transfer Agreement did alter the nature of the hunting rights originally granted by 
Treaty 8?93 

A strong dissent in this case was written by Madam Justice Wilson, who saw the 
NRTA as dealing only with regulation of commercial rights, not extinguishment: 

Given that 'Treaty 8 embodied a solemn engagement on the part of the government of 
Canada to respect a way of life that was built around hunting, fishing and trapping, given 
that our courts have on a number of occasions emphasized that we should seek to give 
meaning to the language used in para 12 [of the Agreements] by looking to Treaty 8, and 
given that this Court's decision in ~ u w n d ' 9 '  urged that para 12 be given a "broad 
and liberal" construction, it seems to me that we should be very reluctant to accept any 
meaning of the tenn "for food" that would constitute a profound inroad into the ability of 
Treaty 8 Indians to engage in the traditional way of life which they believed had been 
secured to them by the treaty. 

. . . [Ilf we are to approach para 12 as a proviso that was intended to respect the guar. 
antees enshrined in Treaty8 (which I think we must do if at all possible), then para 12 must 
be consmed as a provision conferring on the province of Alberta the power to regulate sport 
hunting and hunting for purely commercial purposes. . ?95 

49a The mdjoriy is sdying here that Parliament did have the power lo alter treaty rights by legislation or, as 
in that case, by applying to the Parliament of the United Kingdom for a constitulional amendment, wih- 
out seCunnp the consent of the Indian earties to the huies. That Dosition wu not chdknzed bv counsel 



Assuming that commercial rights under the treaty were extinguished in the 
manner stated by the majority in the above decision, the treaty rights to hunt, 
trap, and fishhrfood continued. Counsel for Canada argue that these rights 
could be exercised only so long as lands remained unoccupied or so long as 
Indians had a right of access to such lands. This argument too rests on para- 
graph 12, and suggests that such rights were extinguished in the air weapons range 
when government occupied those lands and excluded everyone, including Indians, 
from them. 

There is, in our view, no distinction between implicit "occupation" under the 
Agreements and express "taking up" of lands under the treaties. If the treaties 
were breached, as we have found, and even if that breach relates only to the food- 
harvesting rights which survived paragraph 12, the issue becomes the claimants' 
right to compensation. 

THE RIGHT TO COMPENSATION 

Having decided that the treaties have been breached, it seems clear to us that a 
right to compensatory damages or other relief arises. However, the Crown argues 
that this is not so for two reasons. First, they point out that the treaties do not 
provide for compensation when unoccupied lands are "taken up" for settlement 
or other purposes. Secondly, they argue that the Natural Resources Transfer 
Agreements (Constitution Act, 1930) do not provide for compensation when 
unoccupied lands become occupied."% On both points, they submit that there is 
no case law to support the proposition that a right to compensation arises where 
lands are taken up to the prejudice or exclusion of treaty harvesting rights. 

On the first point, it is not surprising that the treaties do not deal with the 
issue of compensation for breach of treaty. Treaties are, as the courts have fre- 
quently pointed out, agreements su igemr i~ ,~y~  "the nature of which is sacred."*Y8 
In the spirit of reconciliation, trust, and good faith which prevailed in treaty 
negotiations such as those which occurred here, it was not assumed that gov- 
ernment would breach its obligations and no provision was made for any such 
breach?y9 That does not mean that the lndians would have no rights, including 
a right of compensation, when a breach occurred. 

e6 Submissions on Behalf of the Government of Can&& at 4649. 
497 Meaning "unique" in legal terms. See Simon. [I985 2 SCR n 404.24 DLR (4th) at 404. (19861 1 CNU( at 169. 1 45n Swui, [I990] I SCR at 1063, 70 DLR (4th) at 45 , [I9901 3 CNU( at 15'2. 
453 See Trew 10, however. where it is cantemolated that individual Indians mav. from time to time. break 

meaty: ~dkchuk & M&ullough note 2 abo;e, app. Ill, at nii. 
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The Natural Resources Transfer Agreements make no provision for compen- 
sation when unoccupied Crown lands are occupied in a manner prejudicial to 
Indian harvesting rights. Nor is there any provision which would exclude corn 
pensation in an appropriate case. These Agreements, in our view, neither add to 
nor subtract from any right of compensation when government breaches its duties 
under treaty. 

Neither counsel for Canada nor counsel for the Fist Nations have referred us 
to any case law to guide us on the issue of compensation for breach of treaty in 
the circumstances of an extreme dislocation from traditional lands resulting in 
a devastation of the Indian economy. Not every taking up of treaty land for settle- 
ment or other purposes would constitute a breach of treaty. That, however, does 
not persuade us that compensation and other remedies are not available when 
a breach on the scale that we have found here occurs. 

We are prepared to accept that the treaty right breached in 1954 was the 
food-harvesting right On the information available in the records of the inquiries, 
it would appear that this was more valuable to the claimants than the income 
they derived from commercial harvesting, We therefore find that compensation 
was due for breach of the treaty rights of the claimants to hunt, trap, and fish 
for food. In addition, government acknowledged its intention from the begin- 
ning to compensate commercial harvesters. The records of the inquiries show 
clearly that compensation was intended to be paid in respect of both sets of 
rights which were originally confirmed in the treaties. 

Accordingly, the issue relating to compensation is not whether compensation 
was a lawful obligation, which it was, but who was entitled to such compensation 
and what full and fair compensation should have been in all the circumstances 
of these claims. In order to address that issue properly, it is necessary to consider 
the fiduciary role of the Crown in these transactions. 

THE C R O W  WAS A FIDUCIARY FOR THE CLAIMANTS 

In our view it is unquestionable that in its dealings with the claimants the Crown 
was a fiduciary. There are three grounds for that finding. 

First, it has been held at the highest level of Canadian courts that the nature 
of the relationship between Canada and Canada's aboriginal people is fiduciary, 
and that section 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982,'W must be read in that 
light. This fiduciary principle was established, in the context of the relationship 

jm ConrliWn Ad 1962, Pad II, being Schedule B to the CaMdo A@ 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. l i .  S. 35(1),  ads 
as follows: 'The existing,dbon@%d iuld treaty rights of the ~ ~ a l  peoples ofCanada are hcreby m@d 
and f l i e d . "  



between the Crown and aboriginal peoples, by the Supreme Court of Canada in 
Guerin v. The @em.'01 

InR. v. Sparro~,"'~ Chief Justice D i o n  and Mr. Justice La Forest, writing for 
the Court, noted that, in Guerin, "[tlhe suigeneris nature of Indian title and the 
historic powers and responsibilities assumed by the Crown constituted the source 
of such a fiduciary obligation." The Court went on to say: 

In our opinnn Guerin, together with R u. Taylorand WillMms (1981), 34 0. R (2d) 360, 
[198l] 3 CN.LR 114, gmund a general @g primipk for s. 35 (1). 7hat is, the Government 
has the responsibility to act in a fiduciary capacity with respect to aboriginal peoples. The 
relatimhio between the Government and ahoridnals is trustlike. rather than adversarial. 
and contehporaq recognition and affumation oFabowal  rights must be dehed in ugh; 
of this historic relation~hi~.'~3 

These passages were expressly applied in a recent decision of the Federal Court 
of Appeal, Apsass in v. ~ancrda ,~~~  where the fiduciary principle is discussed at 
length in relation to a fact situation that arose prior to 1982, when section 35 (1) 
came into effect. 

The second ground for our finding that the Crown was a fiduciary in these 
cases is based upon the Crown's obligations as a party to Treaties 6 and 10. In 
our view, the breaches of those treaties which we have noted were breaches of 
fiduciary duties. This proposition was accepted, both by the Crown and the 
Supreme Court of Canada, in Bear Island. 

[Tlhe Indians adhered to the treaty in exchange for treaty annuities and a reserve. It is 
conceded that the Cmwn has failed to comply with some of its obligations under this 
agreement, and thereby breached its fiduciary obligations to the lndians.roi 

The third ground is the Department of Citizenship and Immigration's unilat- 
eral undertaking to negotiate on the claimants' behalf. This status was later con- 
firmed by the request made a year later by the Indians that "the Indian Department 
act on their behalf until final settlement was reached."'" The proposition that a 

so' 119841 2 SCR 335, [I9841 6 YVWR 481, I1985) 1 CNUl 120. 
soz [I9901 I SCR l075,70 DLR (4th) 385, [I9901 3 CNLR 160. 

[ I W )  1 SCR at 1108, 70 DLR (4th) 385 at 408, [I9901 3 CNLR I60 at 180. 
iD4 [I9931 2 CNm 20 at 4166 (Fed. a). 
5" AAltomey CmwalofOnhriov, BearfshndFmndaLMI, [I9911 2 SCR 570 at 572,83 DLR(4th) 381 at 384, 

[I9911 3 CNLR 79 at 81. See also R. v Bombay, [I9931 1 CNLR 92 at 94 (Ont. CA) and, generally, 
R u. spamw, note 502 above. 

SO6 W.G. Tunstead to H.R M, 30 December 1953, N4 RG 10, ~017335,  Ne 1120-1-5 (ICC, D o m n s ,  at 438). 
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fiduciary obligation may arise from a unilateral undertaking is established in 
Guen'n, where the Supreme Court held, 

mhere  by s t a ~ t e ,  agreement, or perhaps by unilateralundertaking, one party has an obliga- 
tion ta act for the benefit of another, and that obligation canies with it a disuetnnary power, 
the party thus empowered becomes a fiduciary. Equity will then supervise the relationship 
by holding him to the fiduciary's strict standard of conduct5m 

Given the Department of Citizenship and Immigration's original undertaking 
to act on behalf of the Indians, their later reauest and the devartment's tacit w e e -  " 

ment to it were u n n e ~ e s s a r ~ ~ i t h e r  could give rise to a fiduciary relationship. 

Nor do I think it can make any difference whether the duty arises from contract or is con- 
nected with some previous request, or whether it is seffimposed and undeftaken without 
any authority whatever.i08 

In our view, any of the three grounds above would be sufficient to establish 
the Crown's fiduciary obligations in the matters before us. We are confirmed in 
that view by reference to the following statement about the formation of fiduciary 
relationships approved by the Supreme Court of Canada. 

Relationships in which a fiduciary oblipatk~n have heen imposed seem to possess three 
characteristics: 

(1) The fiduciary has scope for the exercise of some discretion or power. 
(2) The fiduciary can unilaterally exercise that power or discretion so as to affect the 

beneficiary's legal or practical interests. 
(3) The beneficiary is peculiarly Vulnerabie to or at the mercy of the fiduciary holding the 

discretion or p0wer?~9 

These tests can be applied generally and specifically to the matters at hand. 
Generally, we find that the decision to exdude the claimants fmm the air weapons 
range reflected the scope of the Crown's power to act unilaterally in a manner 
that would have a profound effect upon the legal and practical interests of the 
claimants, who were completely vulnerable to the exercise of that power. Specifi- 
cally, we find that the Department of Citizenship and Immigration, in its role of 

3" [I9841 2 SCR at 384, [I9841 6 WR a1 501, [I9851 1 CNLR at 137. Empharis added. 
5' LyeU w. Kennedy (1889). 14 App. Cas. 437 at 463. 
5" Frame v Smith, [I9871 2 SCR 9 at 1% (1987), 78 N R  40 at 79 (WilsonJ), ap mved in I a M i w a b  u. 

IntnnalionalCwona ResourcesLtd, [I9891 2 SCR 574 at 599,646,61 DLR &th) 14 at 27,63. 



negotiating compensation for Treaty Indians, did have and did exercise its own 
discretion in formulating advancing later modifying, and finally compromising 
their entitlement. That discretion was exercised u~laterally, since there is no 
indication in the record of these inquiries that any of the above measures were 
discussed with the claimants in advance of being taken forward to, or agreed 
upon with, other branches of government The impact of the department's actions 
upon the claimants' legal and practical interests is beyond dispute. Whether the 
issue be approached from the general or the specific analysis, it is the Crown in 
right of Canada which is responsible, as a fiduciary, and we so find. 

THE CONSEQUENCES OF THIS FU)UCIARY RELATIONSHIP 

A fiduciary is subpct to the highest standards of conduct known to the law: 

The fiduciary rela!ionship has trust, not seffiterest, at its core, and when breach occurs, the 
balance favours the person wronged. The freedom of the fiduciary is diminished by the 
nature of the obligation he or she has undertaken -an obligation which betokens loyalty, 
good faith and avoidance of a conflict of interesti1° 

In a more recent case, the Supreme Court examined the underlying basis 
for this high standard: "In short, equity is concerned, not only to compensate 
the plaintiff, but to enforce the trust which is at its heart."i1L 

Just what is demanded of the fiduciary in different circumstances depends 
on the circumstances. This was recognized in the Supreme Court's decision in 
RM v.fLM., in which Mr. Justice La Forest observed that "the nature of the obli- 
gation will vary depending on the factual context of the relationship in which it 
arises," and 

not all fiduciary relationships and not all fiduciaq obligations an the same; these are shaped 
by the demands of the ~ i tua t ion .~ '~  

We are assisted in understanding the nature of the fiduciary relationship 
between the Crown and aboriginal people by earlier decisions which described 
it as a trust relationship, a trustlie relationship, a political trust, and a wardship.'13 

iLo Cadian A m  Snvices LM u, OMaUey, 119741 SCR 592 at M)6,4a DLR (3d) 371 at 382 (SCC). 
Camon u Boughton, [I991 3 SCR 534 at 543.85 DLR (4th) I29 at 154 (McLau@n J). 

"2 X M  0. HI"., [I9921 3 SCR lilt 6162, 142 NR 321 at 387, referred to and quoted extensively in Apsmsin 
u. Canad4 [I9931 1 CNLR at 4245. 

"5 See, for exapm R. u. Spamw, note 502 above; Gusrin u, 7hs Queen, note 501 above: St Aonk lsland 
Shwting a Rshrhmg Club L@f u. ihe Kin& [1950] SCR 211, (19501 DLR 225,5 CNLC 608 (esp. Rand J). 



In the present situation, even DND was "prepared to recognize, within reason- 
able limits, the special position of Treaty Indians as Wards of the Cr~wn ."~~~There  
is no doubt that, in fact, these dispossessed people relied wholly on the Crown's 
good faith, and had no choice but to do so. The fiduciary duty to look after their 
interests could hardly have been higher. 

The courts have not yet spelled out all the implications of the Crown's fiduciary 
obligation to aboriginal people, yet they have furnished some further gutdance in 
cases involving the Crown's obligations to them. 

In Apsacsin, the Crown wanted a surrender in order to make the lands avail- 
able for war veterans. The Court imposed a duty on the Crown to advise the 
Indians whether it was in their best interests to surrender [reserve lands] for 
sale or lease." Mr. Justice Stone went on to say: "In my view, the Crown as a fidu- 
ciary was required to put the interests of the Indians ahead of its own interests 
in the surrendering of the reserve lands."s1' Where a similar situation arose in 
Kmger v. The Queen, Mr. Justice Stone held that the Crown "was under an over- 
riding duty to secure to the Indian people affected a sum of money that repre- 
sented to them the value of their interest in the land.""" 

In Gllen'n, the fiduciary duty demanded the "utmost loyalty" of the Crown to 
the Band. Yet the Crown had leased reserve lands on terms less favourable than the 
Band had approved, without consulting the Band, and then persisted in keeping 
the terms of the lease secret. The trial judge found this to be a breach of duty 
and awarded $10 million in damages against the Crown. This decision was upheld 
in the Supreme Court of Canada, where the Crown's conduct was held to be 
"unconscionable." 

In the present claims, the Department of Citizenship and Immigration was 
negotiating compensation with other departments. It was struggling to obtain fair 
compensation. The discussion was protracted and, at times, acrimonious. Yet, 
notwithstanding that the claimants' interests were vitally at stake, they were not 
included in the discussion. Rather, there was a deliberate policy of secrecy. Despite 
repeated inquiries from the Chiefs of Canoe Lake and Cold Lake, government 
officials were repeatedly instructed not to reveal any ir~formation.~" 

FR bWer to Laval Fo&I. XI September 1958, N4 RG 10, vol. 7336. fik liZR35 (ICC, Dcmmenls, at 1197). 
110011 7 CNlR st M 
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The effect of the policy of secrecy was not only to leave the claimants out of 
the discussion, but to deprive them of any basis for participating in it. That they 
greatly desired to do so is obv im Erom tk ' i  repeated inquiries. It is not possible 
to say exactly what they might have done if fully informed, but it is reasonable 
to think they might have balked at signing the releases demanded by Citizenship 
and Immigration had they known the extent of the compromise that department 
had made. 

The government relies on those releases as a bar to any claim on behalf of 
the individuals who signed them. Yet both their form and the circumstances in 
which they were obtained are disturbing. 

The form of release can be seen at pages 51 and 101 of this report. Before 
these were prepared, DND had won its fight to be released from any further 
obligation to the Indians in exchange for one further payment DND did not stipu- 
late, nor was there any agreement, that the payment would release government 
from any further responsibility for the damage caused by the range. DND was aware 
of the need for long-term rehabilitation, but insisted that was someone else's 
responsibility. 

The Indian Affairs Branch was well aware of the need for rehabilitation. It 
had fought for it from the fist. It was also aware of the huge difference between 
what it had proposed for compensation to Treaty Indians and what DND had 
paid. At that point, it appeared to give up the fight for fairer compensation and 
rehabilitation, and decided to use DND's final payment as the basis for a release 
of all claims. When it was advised by its lawyers that a more formal document 
was not required, the department resorted to the device of drawing up a release, 
which its officials referred to as a receipt or quit-claim. 

This was presented to those for whom cheques had been prepared on a take- 
it-or-leave-it basis. They were informed that the cheques were in final payment 
of any claim against the government. Everyone took the cheques. 

This story gives rise to serious questions of propriety. First, the simple act of 
demanding wholesale releases in order to serve the government's interest against 
the 1ndians was unconscionable. A department aware of the need for fairer com- 
pensation and for economic rehabilitation should have neither prepared such 
releases, nor relied upon them to avoid its responsibilities. We note that when 
DND felt that Metis claimants had been treated unfairly, more compensation was 
paid despite the fact that releases had previously been signed. Citizenship and 



Immigration breached, and then simply abandoned, its duties to these claimants. 
"Equity will not countenance unconscionable behaviour in a fiduciary, whose 
duty is that of utmost loyalty to his principal."518 

There is another aspect of the release story which reveals the breach of duty 
in another light. The cheques were placed in front of people the department 
knew to be in necessitous circumstances. When the matter was discussed at Cold 
Lake, and government explained that if they refused to sign the release they 
would not get the cheques, Chief Pierre Matchewais said, "We need the money 
in the worst way . . ."519 The record of these inquiries shows that the people 
signed because they needed the money, not because they were willing to abandon 
their claim for fair compensation. This is supported by the evidence of former 
Superintendent Knapp, who was present at the above-noted meeting and later 
when the cheques were distributed at Cold Lake: 

COMMISSIONER PREN~ICE: And in your view, did those people have any meaningful alternative 
other than to sign that quit claim [release] and receive the money, given the circumstances 
which they were in at that time in 1960? 
MK KNAPP: In the circumstances they had at that time and the sophistication they had at that 
time, they wanted the money. . . The money stood there; it was available. To get it they 
had to sign this dmment.'20 

For a fiduciary to seek a self-serving release is suspicious. To ensure it will be 
given because the principal has no realistic alternative is unconscionable. 

Rut not all pressure, economic or otherwise, is recognized as constituting duress. It must 
he a pressure which the law does not regard as legitimate and it must be applied to such 
a degree as to amount to "a coercion of the will" to use an expression found in English 
authorities, or it must place the party to whom the pressure is directed in a position where 
he has no "rralistic alternative" but to submit m it. Sz1 

While the official in charge of obtaining the releases at Canoe Lake painted 
a rosy picture - showing "very little destitution" among the "fairly well to do" 
members of the Band - the facts were undoubtedly The contrary 

5'8 C&q (19841 2 SCR at 388, 19841 6 WWR at 501, [I9851 I CNLR at 140 (Didiron]). 
519 Minutes of 14 September 1960 Meeting ar Cold Lake, NA, 8G 10, vol. 7336, Ale 1120-9-5, pt. 7 (ICC, 

Documents, at 1410). 
jzo Cold lake Transcript, vol. Mil, at 1020 (Stan Knapp). 
12' Ston". Merillnweshenl Cop. (1988). 63 OR (2d) 545 at 56112. 48 DLR (4th) 288 at 305 (Ont. CA). 
sZ See, for example. Cold lakeTransmpt, "01. In, at 441 (Eva Crandbois). Cold Lake TranwipS vol. 11, at 194 

(Nora Matshatis); &oe LakeTransaipf, vol. 2, at 169, 154-55,195-9d(lean Iron); Canoe Lake T&pt, 
vol. I, at 75 (Paul imn); e r n e  Lake'hanscript, vol. I, at 117 (Eli iron). 



account we heard from witnesses in both communities was supported by 
Mr. Knapp, who was in a position to know. 

Government counsel submit that those who were faced with the release did 
have an alternative. Their written submission states: "The alternative to signing 
the release and receiving the cheque for the final payment was for each claimant 
to argue their claim before D. N. D." This appem to be drawn hom what Mr. Knapp 
said when appearing before the Commission. It was really his appraisal of the 
situation after the event: there is no evidence that any official, including 
Mr. Knapp, told anyone that they could argue for more compensation, nor did he 
say the individuals were in any position to do so. The only option they were 
given was to refuse to sign and lose the payment 

These were the people the government was obliged to protect. Taking advan- 
tage of their circumstances in this way is, in our opinion, unconscionable conduct 
not permitted to a fiduciary. 

INDIVIDUAL AND BAND COMPENSATION 

Government argues that compensation was properly made to individuals holding 
commercial licences and that they are barred fmm further relief under the policy 
by the releases they signed and by a lack of standing to advance a specific claim. 
We find that not all individuals who were affected by the range were compen- 
sated. Many, who did not hold licences, were not compensated at all. In this cate- 
gory were young trappers and fishermen who worked with older family members 
or as helpers. Others, like loggers, who were also affected economically, were not 
compensated at all. And those who did hold licences were not fully represented 
by the department when, for example, they complained about the amounts paid 
for buildings and equipment. The department found it inexpedient to process 
such claims. On our review of the full record, it appears that only three indi- 
viduals who persisted in their efforts to be compensated were added to the list 
of approved claimants. 

We have already dealt with the issue of the releases. We find no reason why 
the First Nations to which these individuals belong should not represent them in 
advancing their present claims in addition to the claims which are advanced as 
community claims to reparations. We do not make any findings here on the 
claims of any individual, but the right of the Fist Nations to bring such claims 
forward in these circumstances is, in our view, unquestionable. 

The government's main argument is that only some individuals, not the Bands, 
were entitled to any compensation at all. This position is directly contrary to the 
position the Indian Affairs Branch took from the beginning, put into effect at 
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Canoe Lake, and maintained until it lost its battle with DND. Indian Affairs' under- 
taking to negotiate compensation was made without reserve. It was not limited 
to individuals, as distinct from Bands. It was made, in effect, on behalf of all 
Treaty Indians, Bands, and individuals included. Nothing in the record suggests 
that, when the Indians asked the department to act on their behalf, any restric- 
tion or limitation was placed upon its representation. The department gave no 
indication to anyone, even other departments, that it was not representing a l l  treaty 
interests affected by the displacement. 

The department's attitude was reflected in the MacKay proposaI, which was 
the basis for Indian Affaii' fmt submission, through the Department of Transport, 
to DND. It accepted, or assumed, that both bands and individuals were entitled 
to compensation. It proposed compensation for the Cold Lake and Canoe Lake 
bands and calculated the amount for each in terms of annual payments over 10 years, 
based on actual loss of income and the value of lost food and other resources. 
Twenty-five per cent of the compensation to Canoe Lake represented the loss to 
the "band as a whole" to be paid "generally for the hunting and fishing oppor- 
tunity they are losing." On the recommendation of local officials, the Band share 
was in fact paid to 18 indi~idua1s.i~~ 

Direct payment was recommended to individuals for loss of buildings and 
equipment which were the personal property of those individuals. 

The MacKay proposal expressly recognized the need for a rehabilitation pro- 
gram and for money to fund it. The buk would be placed in Band funds or a cen- 
tral fund "where it would be available to at least make a substantial contribution 
toward the rehabilitation program that must be ~ndertaken."'~' That concept 
was still alive in 1957 when Citizenship and Immigration sought the advice of 
its legal adviser on how this might be done.525 

On every occasion when Indian Affairs saw fit to communicate information 
about compensation, or to discuss decisions which had already been made, the 
Chief and Council of each Band were involved. On several occasions, decisions 
or representations were signalled by Band Council Resolution. On some occa- 
sions, these resolutions were requested by government or documents were signed 
at Band meetings. When asked if the individuals confronted with releases had 
legal representation, Mr. Knapp said, "They had their chief and council there."5z6 
The Deputy Minister, Mr. Fortier, referred to negotiations "with individuals or 

R.F &ttle. 7 March 1957. both Nh RG LO. vols. 733&6, fiii llznpi, (ICC, &mints 6991-92.993). 
a6 Cold Lake Trdnsnipt, vol. VlII, at 1011 (Slan Knapp) 



bands of Indians."5z7 The community factor was present throughout The breach 
of treaty rights, which we have found, was a breach of the rights of those com- 
munities and must be recognized as such. 

More importantly, Indian Affairs recognized the scope of the damage that was 
being done to these communities. The numbers of individuals affected by the 
creation of the range vary from a low of about 600 to a high approaching 2000. 
On all the evidence, we believe the higher figure to be more accurate. Colonel 
Jones, who was certainly well informed, noted that rehabilitation on this scale 
had never been undertaken before.528 It must have been apparent then, as it is 
obvious to us now, that no plan of rehabilitation on that scale could have been 
mounted on anything other than a community basis. 

Ultimately, we cannot be sure of the contemporary view because no compre- 
hensive plan for economic rehabilitation was ever developed The one spectfic exam- 
ple of the Keeley Lake fishery was conceived by, and intended to benefit, the 
whole community of Canoe Lake. The acquisition of these rights was funded by 
the Band in the expectation of re imbur~ement .~~~ 

It is true that no compensation was paid into Band funds. For 10 years, from 
1951 to 1961, the departments argued among themselves about compensation 
and fought over who should pay it. From the beginning it is obvious that Indian 
Affairs had long-term economic rehabilitation of the communities in mind. After 
appearing to agree with that approach, at least on an interim basis, DND ultimately 
refused to acknowledge its responsibility for anything more than compensation 
to individuals for lost equipment and the like, and compensation for the equiva- 
lent of three years' loss of income. It refused to accept responsibility for reha- 
bilitation of the communities whose economic base and way of life had been 
destroyed by its actions. 

Although Citizenship and Immigration had pressed for long-term rehabilita- 
tion as part of a compensation package, it lost the fight to get the funds from DND 
and finally abandoned the effort. No budget was ever put in place for this pur- 
pose. No explanation was ever given to the Bands. Having been excluded from 
the discourse, they were unable to protect themselves, even by adequate protest, 
from this treatment. 

i z 7  See note 184 above. 
t1.M Jones to OM. MacKay, 1 April 1952, NA, RG 10, ~017334, fik 1ILO45 (ICC, Dorumenfs, at 345). 

'" See at 5960 above: "The Keeley L&e Fishery." 
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The explanation appears to be that, in the result, no department of govern- 
ment would accept the responsibility for the full consequences of dispossessing 
the inhabitants of the range lands. Citizenship and Immigration looked to DND, 
which in turn looked to Citizenship and Immigration. 

The result was tragic. Two proud and self-sustaining communities, whose people 
had made and wished to continue to make their own living, were reduced, almost 
immediately, to welfare status. 

CONCLUSIONS 

If we are to be true to our mandate, we must be impartial. This Commission was 
not established to plead the cause of Indians or to act as an apologist for gov- 
ernment. We are satisfied, in these inquiries, to let the facts speak for themselves. 

This Commission has been asked to examine and report on whether the 
Government of Canada properly rejected the specific claims submitted by the 
Cold Lake and Canoe Lake First Nations in 1975 and 1986. In other words, did 
the Government breach any lawful obligation as set out in Outstanding Business. 
As previously noted, the resolution of this issue involves answering two questions: 

I. Did the Government of Canada breach its treaties with the peoples of Cold Lake 
First Nations (Treaty 6, 1876) and the Canoe Lake Cree Nation (Treaty 10, 
1906) by excluding their people from their traditional hunting, trapping, and 
fishing territories in 1954 so that those lands could be converted for use as 
the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range? 

2. Did the Government of Canada breach any fiduciary obligation owed to the 
First Nations, following the exclusion of their people from their traditional 
territories? 

We will now summarize our findings with respect to each question 

Was There a Breach of Treaty? 
Our examination of the evidence before us, including the relevant historical 
evidence, leads us clearly to the following conclusions. 

In negotiating these treaties, the government's objective and purpose was to 
extinguish the Indian title to the treaty lands, opening those lands as and 
when needed for settlement, lumbering, mining, and other purposes. At the 
same time, the government wished to protect the Indian economy based mostly 
on hunting, trapping, and fishing in their traditional areas. 



The Cold Lake First Nations' and the Canoe Lake Cree Nation's interest in 
entering into the treaties was to protect their rights to hunt, trap, and fish as 
they had atways done in their traditional areas. These rights were fundamental 
to them in terms of physical, economic, and cultural survival. The strong assur- 
ances and guarantees that these rights would continue, and the prondse of other 
benefits, were the inducements that uhimateiy persuaded the leaders of the 
day tn sign the treaties. 

The treaty rights of the Cold Lake F i t  Nations and the Canoe Lake Cree Nation, 
which included hunting, trapping, and fishing, did extend into the area now 
occupied by the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range. These rights existed prior 
to the time of treaty for each F i t  Nation and were exercised continuously up 
to the creation of the range. 

It is our view there is no distinction between an implicit "occupation" under 
the Natural Resources Transfer Agreements and an express "taking up" of lands 
under Treaties 6 and 10. We conclude that a right to compensatory damages or 
other relief arises from this breach of treaties and, in our view, neither the treaties 
nor the Natural Resources Transfer Agreements preclude compensation. 

In conclusion, therefore, the Government of Canada did breach its treaties 
with the peoples of the Cold Lake First Nations (Treaty 6 of 1876) and the Canoe 
Lake Cree Nation (Treaty LO of 1906) when those people were expelled from 
their traditional hunting, trapping, and fishing territories in 1954. A right of 
compensation arises from this breach. 

Was There a Breach of Fiduciary Obligation? 
Our examination of the evidence before us, including the relevant historical 
evidence and the full documentary record of these inquiries, leads us clearly 
to the following conclusions. In its dealings with the claimants, the Crown was 
a fiduciary for three reasons. 

It is the law of Canada that the nature of the relationship between Canada and 
Canada's aboriginal people is fiduciary. 

The Crown's obligations are fiduciary duties under Treaties 6 and 10. 

The Department of Citizenship and Immigration's unilateral undertaking to 
negotiate with and on behalf of the claimant First Nations made the Crown 
their fiduciary. 
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The government breached the treaties and in so doing breached its fiduciary oblig- 
ations thereunder. In addition, the Department of Citizenship and Immigration 
faiied in its duty to repesent and inform the claimants during the negotiations. After 
the final payment made in 1961, that department abandoned the issue of eco- 
nomic rehabilitation. Ultimately it is the ~ h w n  in right of Canada that is respon- 
sible for these breaches and for the failure to provide full and fair compensation. 

The failure here appears to have been less deliirate than misguided or perhaps 
negligent It occurred in spite of the conscientious efforts and good intentions of 
many in government. Yet a failure on the part of the Crown unquestionably 
occurred, and that had dreadful consequences. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Under the mandate of this Commission, we can make or withhold a recommen- 
dation that a claim referred to us should be accepted for negotiation pursuant 
to the specific claims policy. Having full regard to that policy, and having found 
that these claims disclose breaches of treaty and other fiduciary obligations, we 
therefore recommend to the parties: 

That the Primrose Lake Air Weapons Range claims of the Canoe Lake 
Cree Nation and the Cold Lake First Nations be accepted for negotiation 
under Canada's Specific Claims Policy. 

FOR THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION 

Harry S. LaForme Daniel J. Bellegarde P.E. James Prentice, QC 
Chief Commissioner Commissioner Commissioner 

August 17, 1 9 3  





ANNEX "A" 

CANOE LAKE INQUIRY 

1 Decision to conduct inquiry October 20, 1992 

2 Notices sent to parties October 31, 1992 

3 Consultation conference December 3, 1992 

The Consultation Conference was held with representatives of the Canoe Lake 
Cree Nation, Canada, and the Indian Claims Commission at our Toronto office. 
Matters discussed included hearing dates, translation/transcription of infor- 
mation, consolidation of documents, procedural and evidentiq rules, the scope 
of the inquiry, the presentation of legal argument by the participants, and 
other matters related to the conduct of the inquiry. 

4 Community sessions 

The panel held community sessions at Canoe Lake on ~ahuary 18-19, 1993, 
hearing from 17 community members. 

January 18: Joseph Iron, Marius Iron, Francis Durocher, Joseph Opekokew, 
Paul Iron, Gilbert Imn, Eugene Iron, Christine h n ,  Eli Imn, and Gus Coulineur. 

Janualy 19: Leon Iron, Ovide Opekokew, Claire Corrigal, Flora Iron, Theodore 
Iron, Jean-Marie Iron, and Jonas Lariviere. 

5 Legal argument: Saskatoon May 6-7, 1993 



6 Content of formal record 

The formal record for the Canoe Lake Inquiry consists of the following 
materials: 

1) Documentary Record (9 volumes and 1 supplemental volume); 
2) Exhibit Book (including documents relating to mandate); 
3) Canoe Lake Transcript (2 volumes); 
4) Fediichuk & McCnllough Historical Study of Treaties 6, 8 & 10; 
5) Written Submissions of Counsel; and 
6) Transcript of Oral Submissions. 

The report of the Commission and letters of transmittal to the parties will 
complete the formal record of this inquiry. 
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ANNEX "B" 

COLD LAKE INQUIRY 

1 Decision to conduct inquiry October 20, 1992 

2 Notices sent to parties October 31, 1992 

3 Consultation conference November 24, 1992 

The Consultation Conference was held with representatives of the Cold Lake 
First Nations, Canada, and the Indian Claims Commission at our Ottawa office. 
Matters discussed included hearing dates, translation/transcription of infor- 
mation, consolidation of documents, procedural and evidentiary rules, the 
scope of the inquiry, the presentation of legal argument by the participants, 
and other matters which related to the conduct of the inquiry. 

4 Community sessions 

The panel held two separate community sessions at the LeGoff Reserve of the 
Cold Lake F i t  Nations. The first session was held from December 14 to 17, 1992; 
the second from February 1 to 3, 1993. A total of 38 community members 
appeared before the Commission. 

December 14: Pierre Muskego, Benjamin Francois, Genevieve Andrews, Simon 
Marten, Ernest Ennow, and Pierre Herman. 

December 15: Jobby Metchewais, Nora Matchatis, Catherine Nest, Victor 
Matchatis, and Mary Martin. 

December 16 Charlie Blackman, Louis Janvier, Angelina Janvier, Sarah Loth, 
Jim Janvier, Toby Grandbois, and Eva Grandbois. 

December 17: Moise Janvier, Isabelle Martial, Sophie Minoose, and Dominic 
Piche. 



February 1: John Blackman, Edward Grandbois, Adeline Charland, Vktoria Piche, 
Hazel Jacko, and Lazarre Janvier. 

February 2: Genevieve Janvier, Scholastique M e ,  Charlie Metchewais, Francis 
Scanie, Maurice Grandbois, Eli Minoose, and Allan Jacob. 

February 3: John Janvier, Maynard Metchewais, and Marcel Piche. 

5 Toronto session April 22, 1993 

Mr. Stan Knapp, Superintendent of the Saddle Lake Indian Agency from 1954 
to 1962, provided his information to the panel in Toronto. 

6 Legal argument: Saskatoon May 7-8, 1993 

7 Content of formal record 

The formal record for the Cold Lake Inquiry consists of the following materials: 

1) Documentary Record (9 volumes and 1 supplemental volume); 
2 )  Exhibit Book (including docun~enrs relating to mandate); 
3) Cold Lake Transcript (8 volumes); 
4) Serecon Agronomic Study of Cold Lake; 
5) Fedirchuk & McCullough, Historical Study of Treaties 6, 8 & 10; 
6) Written Submissions of Counsel (including "Extracts from Testimony of 

Cold Lake First Nations Witnesses"); and 
7) Transcript of Oral Submissions. 

The report of the Commission and letters of transmittal to the parties will 
complete the formal record of this inquiry. 
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ANNEX "C" 

PROCEDURES OF THE CANOE LAKE AND COLD LAKE INQUIRIES 

At the beginning of each community session, Chief Commissioner LaForme called 
the session to order and invited an elder to open the meeting with a prayer. The 
Chief was then given the opportunity to make some introductory comments. The 
Chief Commissioner provided the community with a brief explanation of what 
the role of the Commission is and what the scope of the inquiry would be. 
Commission counsel introduced all other counsel and provided the Commissioners 
with notice that, in due course, documents relating to the mandate of the 
Commission and the formalities of each inquiry would he presented for inclusion 
in the formal record. 

Commission counsel then briefly described the procedures which the parties 
had agreed to in advance of the community session, subject to approval of the 
panel, which was given. It was noted for the record that the Commissioners 
have the authority to prescribe any procedure that they deem appropriate in the 
circumstances of the inquiry. 

Simultaneous translation of the proceedings was provided to give the elders 
an opportunity to give information and to follow the proceedings in their own 
languages. The interpreters were later given the opportunity to review the tapes 
of their translation to ensure that the written transcript would be as complete 
and accurate as possible. 

Witnesses were called and assisted by Commission counsel. They were not 
sworn in or asked to affirm their evidence on oath. All questions were directed 
through Commission counsel, with the Commissioners reserving the right to 
inte ject at any time. When other counsel wished to raise questions, this was 
done by providing them in writing to Commission counsel who would then direct 
the questions to the witness. Witnesses were not subject to cross-examination. 

The Commissioners did not adopt any formal rules of evidence in relation to 
the community information or documents that they were prepared to consider. 




